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Preface 
 

 

Dear friends and colleagues, 

The Icelandic section of the Nordic Association of Conservators is pleased to announce 

the XXI NKF Congress – Cultural heritage facing catastrophe: prevention and 

recoveries to be held in Reykjavík, Iceland 26 – 28 September 2018. 

The theme of the congress is the impact of natural and man-made catastrophes on cultural 

heritage and recoveries. 

During the last few years, the Nordic countries have experienced many disasters such as 

earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, floods, building explosion and fires, which have had a 

serious impact on their cultural heritage as have many other countries around the world. An 

awakening has taken place in the preventative actions illustrated by the amount of 

professional documentation on the internet. The congress will be an opportunity to share 

knowledge and experiences and/to improve the protection of the cultural heritage. 

This congress is meant for conservators, curators, and all professionals working with the 

preservation of cultural heritages. 

The program for the XXI NKF Congress will consist of lectures and will be divided into 

three main topics: 

• Preventives measures; Risk assessments and technical solutions 

• Case studies of catastrophes and emergency responses 

• Long term recovery. 

 

 

Best regards, 

The Organising Committee 
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Avoiding catastrophic loss: Learning from risk analysis of rare events 

Karsten Irene 

Canadian Conservation Institue, OTTAWA, Canada 

 

Since resources are always limited, disaster risks, which are by nature rare but potentially 

devastating events, may not get enough attention until the disaster occurs. Recent comprehensive 

risk assessment projects conducted by the Canadian Conservation Institute have shed light on the 

magnitude of risks such as fire, flood, earthquake and tornado for cultural heritage collections. 

Generalized disaster risk analyses derived from such specific risks clarify when disaster risks 

become priority risks relative to all other risks facing a collection: the hazard has at least a 1% 

chance of occurring in 10 years; the hazard is likely to cause significant damage to each affected 

object; and at least 10% of the heritage asset, if not all, will be affected. In many institutions, 

meeting these key criteria usually means that the collection in storage is affected. Flood risk 

becomes a priority if collections are stored below grade in locations at risk of overland flooding 

once in 1000 years or more frequently. Physical damage due to storms becomes a priority risk in 

many building types in regions at risk of Category 3-5 hurricanes and EF4-5 tornadoes even when 

the chance of a direct hit is small. Earthquake becomes a priority risk in non-seismically stable 

buildings in regions prone to violent earthquakes or when collection storage fittings lack seismic 

protection in regions at risk of very strong or violent earthquakes. Fire risk is high for collections 

in combustible or fire-resistive buildings that lack automatic fire detection or suppression and 

exhibit poor compartmentation, or in many buildings at the wildland-urban interface. 

 

When disaster risks are high, mitigation is highly recommended and cost-effective. Reducing the 

frequency of exposure may not be possible in a particular geographic location or may require 

hazard mitigation for the community, not just the heritage institution. Mitigation measures often, 

therefore, focus on reducing the impact on buildings and collections. Building codes may 

facilitate risk reduction when new collection facilities are built. Since the primary goal of such 

codes is to protect lives and since such codes are rarely retroactive, however, property, including 

collections, may remain at risk. Examples of mitigation options for fire, flood, storm and 

earthquake risks will be described. Not all high or extreme disaster risks can be reduced 

substantially without impact on heritage values, particularly in heritage buildings in their original 

location. 
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A Case in Point: Responses to the Glasgow School of Art Fire(s) 

Polly Christie 

Glasgow School of Art, GLASGOW, United Kingdom 

 

The Mackintosh Building at Glasgow School of Art, designed and built from 1896-1909, is 

widely considered to be Charles Rennie Mackintosh’s Masterpiece, and one of the finest 

examples of Art Nouveau in the world. The building was voted the best building of the last 175 

years by the RIBA (Royal Institute of British Architects) in 2009 and is generally recognised as 

one of the 20th century’s most important buildings as a prescient of the modern architectural style. 

However, on 23rd May 2014, a devastating fire broke out. At the time of the fire, the building 

housed students from the School of Fine Art, GSA Archives & Collections, and the Mackintosh 

Library. The fire and water severely damaged the building, its original fixtures and fittings, and 

the Archives & Collections. The iconic Mackintosh Library was destroyed along with the book 

collections it contained. 

 

Following four years of conservation, restoration, rebuilding and recovery, in June 2018, the 

Mackintosh Building suffered another catastrophic fire. As Project Lead for the Archives and 

Collections Recovery since 2014, I will focus primarily on recovery since the first fire, but I will 

also use this keynote to highlight a number of distinct methods deployed to deal with both events. 

I will cover immediate critical response as well as the subsequent activities implemented in order 

to maximise the possibility of returning the building and collections to their former states. In so 

doing, I will touch upon methods such as archaeological excavation, digital documentation, 

salvage management and alternative approaches to remedial conservation. I will also touch upon 

the creative responses triggered by the 2014 fire, and how this could inform our approach to the 

upcoming recovery. This, I hope, will provide an interesting starting point to the second day of 

the NKF Conference, whose theme is “Case Studies of Catastrophe and Emergency Response”. 
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Planning for a new day: long-term recovery and 'building-back-better' for museums 

Jerry Podany 

Independent Researcher, USA 

 

The success of long-term recovery from a disaster is predominantly determined by the flexibility 

of the recovery plan and an unwavering commitment to a defined recovery goal, that is to say, 

what an institution envisions the “recovery” looking like. Flexibility is necessary to respond to 

the ever-changing, dynamic nature of the challenges faced after salvage and stabilization. And an 

unwavering commitment is necessary to maintain the recovery plan over what may well be an 

extended period of years before full recovery is achieved. Although detailed planning for 

recovery is a common element in disaster response plans for communities and critical 

infrastructure, it is often relegated to a secondary issue for museums and cultural institutions, 

which tend to focus on response and salvage. This paper will emphasize the importance of 

advanced planning for recovery. While the many unknowns presented by any emergency or 

disaster make specific scenario planning a challenge, the process of doing so provides numerous 

benefits including familiarity with procedures, needs, and processes which will arise and are 

essential during recovery; management of expectations regarding the nature of the recovery and 

the time required to achieve it; the development of possible organizational structures for efficient 

initiation and maintenance of recovery activities; and the identification of and familiarity with 

potential resources (particularly financial resources) during a time when such limited resources 

are in great demand. This paper will also discuss the apparent irony that the recovery period, 

when the institution is perhaps most vulnerable to additional threats, also provides opportunities 

for significant improvements that can improve future resilience, that is to say, “building-back-

better”. 
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A model for a course in first aid for Cultural Heritage for the Nordic countries 

Tanja Røskar 

Fylkeskonservatoren i Vest-Agder, KRISTIANSAND, Norway 

 

“Is it possible to safeguard cultural heritage while humanitarian aid and security operations are 

underway? When is the right time to intervene? How could we ensure that cultural recovery 

becomes a force for stabilization and building back better? The training on First Aid to Cultural 

Heritage in Times of Crisis aims to equip participants with necessary skills and knowledge to 

provide timely response in emergency situations.” This was the start of the invitation to apply for 

the joint ICCROM and Smithsonian Institute training course that I attended in June 2016. The 

packed five-week course consisted of lectures, practical exercises, demonstrations and visits to 

museums, monuments and heritage sites. All of this culminated in a large exercise where the 

participants would have to utilize and draw on everything they had learned during the course. 

The 21 course participants came from 18 different countries and had equally as many different 

backgrounds and professions. There were amongst others conservators, a lawyer, heritage 

managers, archaeologists and a museum director. The core of the course curriculum was learning 

how to deal with threats to cultural heritage. Whether it be from natural disasters, changes in the 

climate or human intervention such as war or other destruction. 

 

During discussions and presentations after the course with both conservators, museums 

professionals and heritage managers, an idea for a Nordic version have formed in my thoughts. 

The ICCROM/Smithsonian course covered all possible threats since participants are invited from 

all corners of the world. A Nordic course will be more adjusted to the threats that are more 

common for our countries such as damage due to climate change, fire and adverse weather 

conditions. But also of course look at the wider picture. The paper will present a model for a 

course that is geared towards the challenges that the Nordic countries faces and also hopefully 

create an interesting discussion and encourage input from the public. 
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Investing in prevention: collections emergency training at the Harvard Library 

Priscilla Anderson, Lauren Telepak 

Harvard University, CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS, United States of America 

 

Harvard University’s network of over seventy libraries experiences an average of ten collection 

emergencies each year. To prevent collection loss, reduce staff stress, and improve recovery 

outcomes, we have created broad-based emergency training for library staff at all levels. 

Our dynamic and comprehensive training program supports a centralized response team that is 

highly effective, and a community of library staff who are comfortable with initial response 

procedures and emergency planning. Bi-annual intensive, hands-on training consists of a mock 

water emergency with a variety of deaccessioned collection materials in which participants learn 

first-hand how to be aware of their own safety, communicate to initiate response action, take 

preemptive action to prevent further damage, and set up a salvage operation. Other training 

components include a collections emergency preparedness benchmarking workshop for library 

administrators and managers, hands-on collections salvage for curators and collection managers, 

format-specific identification and salvage for staff working with audiovisual materials, a one-

hour basic emergency training for student workers, and tabletop exercises for local emergency 

teams to practice their emergency plans. 

 

Harvard Library Preservation Services staff coordinate the training sessions, and have created a 

number of publicly available resources to complement the training. We collaborate with a number 

of Harvard groups to ensure that sound best practices are employed, that communication and 

roles are as clear as possible, and that everyone is at the table to improve the content of the 

training. Library managers contribute deep understanding of the collection priorities and library 

staff needs. Harvard’s operations and facilities staff help us understand building response 

methods and how they coordinate emergency responders and contractors. Environmental health 

and safety staff inform best practices for safe emergency response. And everyone shares wisdom 

gained through experience, both the successes and the lessons learned. We hope this presentation 

will allow other emergency teams to benefit from our mistakes and discoveries. 
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In case of fire: a value and risk assessment model for Norwegian churches 

Tone Marie Olstad, Elisabeth Andersen 

Norsk institutt for kulturminneforskning (NIKU), OSLO, Norway 

 

One aspect concerning management of cultural heritage is that only a selection can be followed 

up and preserved for future generations. This means that objects or buildings of cultural heritage 

significance must be prioritised, which in turn requires an efficient and suitable assessment 

model. 

 

The Church of Norway owns and manages 1625 churches in Norway. The main part of these 

churches is constructed in wood and most of them do not have automatic fire suppression 

systems. Many of them are in addition located in remote areas with relatively long emergency 

response time for the fire departments. This adds to the already challenging conditions of 

firefighting and fire prevention. 

 

To define and describe the cultural heritage values that would be lost in the case of fire, combined 

with a vulnerability assessment of the individual church buildings, a priority evaluation model 

has been developed. This paper describes the structure and implementation of that model. The 

model enables a value-based structure divided in three categories: Knowledge values, Experience 

values and Use value. These categories are divided in several sub-categories. Based on this, the 

churches are ranked in prioritised groups (A-B-C) allowing us to tailor preventive strategies 

concerning fire proofing. 
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Saving the stave churches from sudden impacts - Assessing and preventing current and 

future risks for from a geo-hazard perspective 

Fredrik Berg, Hanne Moltubakk Kempton, Tone Olstad, Annika Haugen 

Norwegian institute for cultural heritage research, OSLO, Norway 

 

Keywords: Stave churches; architectural conservation; preventive conservation; climate 

change; geohazard; environmental monitoring 

 

Norway’s 28 remaining stave churches are an important contribution to world architecture. The 

country’s rough climate and a dramatic topography can combined have a catastrophic impact on 

the stave churches and their sites. The project “Stave churches in a future climate” (2014-2017) 

assessed the vulnerability of each stave church in a future climate. The objective was to identify 

climatic treats, and based on that define practical measures and long-term strategies for each stave 

church to mitigate deterioration and physical loss induced by climate change.This paper draws 

from that project but focuses on sudden impacts and geohazards. The results show that several of 

the stave churches are in the immediate vicinity of current impact areas of snowslides, landslides 

and rockfalls. With a warmer and more humid climate in Norway towards 2100 there is an 

increased probability for extreme events like floods and short durations with extreme 

precipitation, which again will affect the risk of geohazards. In short, it is likely that the risk 

situation for the stave churches will worsen towards 2100. The execution of preventive adaptive 

measures, as well as the technical improvements to save the stave churches, requires the 

involvement of several intersectoral stakeholders and a further development of the methodology 

for environmental monitoring. 
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Quality System implementation within the Permanent Exhibitions Management of 

Antofagasta Museum, Chile 

Verónica Diaz Vilches1, Francisca Lucero2 
1Museo de Antofagasta, ANTOFAGASTA, Chile 
2Denver Art Museum, Denver, United States of America 

 

Introduction. Antofagasta Museum (in Spanish: Museo de Antofagasta) is a regional museum 

located in Antofagasta’s city centre. Currently on display there is a large archaeological, 

ethnographical and historical collection, with objects ranging from textiles, basketry and human 

remains (among others), all of which are very susceptible to damage due to environmental 

conditions. Antofagasta is a port city in what is referred to as the “Great North” (in Spanish: Norte 

Grande) of Chile. It has a mild desert climate with abundant sunshine and strong maritime 

influence, which results in high humidity and morning fog known as camanchaca. With stable 

temperatures for most of the year, Antofagasta has a low average annual rainfall. However, 

sporadic occurrences of heavy rainfall, together with the geomorphologic situation of the city, 

make it susceptible to mudflows and landslides. Also, due to Chile’s characteristics, earthquakes, 

high tides and even tsunamis are among the possible natural disasters that could affect the city 

and the Museum.  

Methodology. The Permanent Exhibitions Management (in Spanish: Gestión de Exhibiciones 

Permanentes - GEP) is one of the areas within the Quality System developed by the Libraries, 

Archives and Museums Directive (in Spanish: Dirección de Bibliotecas, Archivos y Museos - 

DIBAM). Since 2010, Antofagasta Museum has been working in the implementation of GEP in 

order to comply with the ISO 9001-2008 standard. This paper will focus on the monitoring of 

two exhibition halls (sala 5 and sala 9) from Spring 2016 until Winter 2017. These were chosen 

as they possess particularly sensitive materials on display (textiles, cordage, paper and vegetal) 

and because they are on opposite sides of the building, presenting different environmental 

conditions. GEP involves the survey and control of different kinds of information within the 

departments of Documentation, Security, Equipment maintenance, Hygiene, Public purchases 

and Environmental monitoring. Each department has its own registry equipment and schedules 

established, which can be subject to external and internal audits. One of the areas that present a 

challenge in terms of information systematization is Environmental Monitoring Programme, 

which includes four main areas. All four areas incorporate data and recommendations from 

previous studies. 

• Background information of the Museum, bulding’s blueprints including sun’s trajectory 

and location and blueprints of the monitored halls (sala 5 and sala 9). 

• Collections: Quantity, typology and materials currently on display, their location and 

available conservation reports. 

• Environmental monitoring information: sources of instability, current control measures 

in place, location of equipment, RH and temperature measurements for the past year 

(including graphics and figures). 

• Light monitoring information: luminic sources in the monitored halls, current control 

measures in place, lux measurements for the past year (including graphics and figures). 

Results and conclusions. Because of the restructure of DIBAM into the new Ministry of Culture, 

Art and Heritage (in Spanish: Ministerio de las Culturas, las Artes y el Patrimonio) and the 

migration of GEP from ISO 9001-2008 into ISO 9001-2015, it’s important to note the impact this 

has and will have in the modernization processes of institutions that directly affect Antofagasta 

Museum, including its Environmental Monitoring practices. The authors will present the results 
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obtained, which comply with the National Centre for Conservation and Restoration (in Spanish: 

Centro Nacional de Conservación y Restauración – CNCR) and DIBAM, in an attempt to 

integrate them with complementary analysis between GEP and Risk Management. Following a 

multidisciplinary approach between preventive conservation standards and the exitsting Museum 

Collections Management, the authors will attempt to extrapolate the data to create a standardized 

Risk Management and Contingency Plan form in order to use it in Museums with different 

environmental conditions. 
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Communicating disaster preparedness - bridging the cultural heritage gap 

Lisa Nilsen, Erika Hedhammar, Therese Sonehag 

Swedish National Heritage Board, VISBY, Sweden 

 

The importance of preventive measures for disaster preparedness cannot be emphasized enough. 

Regretfully, a big disaster often serves as an eye-opener that highlights the problems with lack of 

emergency preparedness, but then it is already too late for that particular object. How shall we 

reach more cultural heritage institutions and encourage them to take charge of their own disaster 

response? And how shall we make cultural heritage an integral part of disaster preparedness in 

other sectors of society? 

 

As conservation professionals, our expertise lies in thinking of risks as expected loss of value to 

heritage assets, i.e. aspects of importance that individuals or society assign to an object or a 

building. In the process of weighing different values against each other, which is very important 

in the process of assessing risks, the conservation professional has a good deal to offer and 

communicate the cultural heritage value, vulnerability and degradation. The experience of 

handling damaged and deteriorated objects is equally important and something to which our 

sector can contribute. We need to create good relations to other sectors of society, bring our 

knowledge and expertise both for long-term relations and emergency response. We also need to 

learn more about the rules and forms of cooperation that exist in disaster prevention and respond 

so that we become a natural part of it. The Swedish National Heritage Board (SNHB) has for 

several decades worked with other authorities and the public sector in order to inform and prepare 

for different kind of disasters that might affect cultural heritage, for example adapting to climate 

change and minimizing climate impact on cultural heritage. 

 

This article will give examples of how SNHB interact with other authorities to cooperate. It will 

also show examples of good disaster preparedness and discuss challenges for the future. Topics 

include the following: 

 

• Risk management as a natural result from preventive conservation and disaster 

preparedness. 

• The UN Sendai framework for disaster risk reduction, international standards and other 

rules and regulations to deal with risks and natural disasters to set basic demands, secure 

the efficiency and quality of the work thus accomplish improvements. 

• Communicating disaster preparedness and emergency response with other authorities and 

the public sector through, for example networks, publications, seminars and training 

courses. 

• Finally, we will discuss challenges for the future, with examples from heritage 

organizations and projects that are working with preparedness, salvage and recovery. 

What makes them successful? 
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Changing Climate and Heritage Management in Iceland 

Guðmundur Stefán Sigurðarson 

Minjastofnun Íslands, SAUÐÁRKRÓKUR, Iceland 

 

Like most countries in the North Atlantic and around the world, Iceland is facing increasing 

challanges in safekeeping its cultural heritage due to human induced climate change. This is 

however not the first time the island has gone through drastic changes since first settled. From a 

relatively mild climate in the 9th century with a hig peak in the 12th and 13th centuries it started 

to get colder in the 14th century. The Little Ice Age, as the period has been called, lasted two 

decades into the 20th century, with the mass of Iceland’s glaciers reaching a record high in the 

late 19th century. Since then it has been getting warmer, the glaciers are retreating fast and the 

seasonal temperature difference has decreased, with milder winters and colder summers. 

 

 These changes result in more rainfall instead of snow in the wintertime which has various effects 

on subsoil preservation of artefacts and building remains as well as on standing structures. 

Retreating glaciers and patches of ice means that archaeology is likely to be uncovered. More 

frequent and extreme storms are likely to cause more wind erosion on the highlands and coastal 

erosion at the seafront. The effects are further amplified as waves are hitting unfrozen ground to 

a larger extent causing more damage than before, coupled with a thawing and freezing action 

over an extended period during the winter months. 

 

 Unlike in many other areas sea-level rise is not expected to have a severe impact on Iceland as a 

whole, on two accounts. ONe is that most parts of the island are rising as the weight of the glacial 

ice is lifted. The second is the gravitational changes that are expected to counteract the incresed 

water volume, with the loss of mass in the Arctic. Other less studied effects include changes in 

terrestrial and marine ecosystems, for example seaweed forests, that have an impact on wave 

velocity and coastal erosion. 

 

More specific changes for Iceland include increasing sublacial volcanic activity. In areas such as 

Skaftártunga the effect is an increased risk of flooding. The pressure from the Vatnajökull glacier 

is lifted as it continues to melt and that causes intensified volcanic activity underneath, which 

leads to buildup of large amounts of water under the glacier that eventually bursts out in sudden 

and extreme floods that cover large areas downstream, threatening natural and cultural landscapes 

alike. 

 

Icelanders are looking at complex direct and indirect effects on their heritage due to changing 

clumate, and work has only just begun in preparing for these changes, identifying threats and 

prioritizing sites for research, protection and surveillance. In this lecture recent and ongoing 

projects administrated by the Heritage Agency of Iceland, as well as international collaborations 

concerning the topic, will be discussed. 
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Development of an assessment method for the project Adapt Northern Heritage to identify 

risks to and vulnerabilities of historic places due to climate change 

Marte Boro1*, Fredrik Berg2, Annika Haugen2, Carsten Hermann3, Guðmundur Stefán 

Sigurðarson4, Therese Sonehag5 
1Riksantikvaren, OSLO, Norway 
2Norsk institutt for kulturminneforskning, OSLO, Norway 
3Historic Environment Scotland, EDINBURGH, United Kingdom 
4Minjastofnun ìslands, SAUÐÁRKRÓKUR, Iceland 
5Riksantikvarieämbetet, VISBY, Sweden 

*marte.boro@ra.no 
 

Introduction. Anthropogenic climate change is impacting on historic places worldwide. The 

environmental impacts of climate change and associated natural hazards is increasing in quantity 

and magnitude. The northern world regions and particularly the Arctic are experiencing climate 

change impacts far more severe than in many other regions of the world. Historic places in these 

regions are often extremely vulnerable to environmental change and at severe risk of accelerated 

fabric deterioration, physical damage or loss. Action by those managing such places is urgently 

needed to adapt them, so that they become more resilient to future impacts or, where that is not 

possible, their recording and relocation or loss can be managed appropriately. These actions, 

however, require a detailed understanding not only of the cultural values of historic places and 

their conservation but also of climate change predictions, the associated site-specific 

environmental impacts and the wider environmental and socioeconomic importance of these 

places. Assessments of risks to and vulnerabilities of historic places in relation to climate change 

impacts are urgently needed to inform the planning and implementation of appropriate adaptation 

measures. These assessments, however, are complex, requiring generally strongly 

interdisciplinary working. In 2017, the project Adapt Northern Heritage commenced with support 

from the Interreg programme for Northern Periphery and Arctic to help with adapting northern 

cultural heritage to the environmental impacts of climate change and associated natural hazards 

through community engagement and informed conservation planning. Amongst other activities, 

the project is developing an online tool to assess risks to and vulnerabilities of historic places and 

provide guidance for the planning of strategic adaption measures. 

 

Method. The project’s first development is a risks and vulnerabilities assessment method, 

applicable to a wide range of historic places, including archaeology, historic buildings, non-

building structures and cultural landscapes. The method will guide heritage managers through a 

structured process of understanding better climate predictions and associated uncertainties and 

resulting environmental impacts, which can be slow changes (precipitation or temperatures 

increases leading to accelerated deterioration) or rapidly occurring natural hazards (flooding or 

storms resulting in physical damage). Once the likelihood of the impacts has been recognised for 

a specific place, its exposure can be established. Likelihood and exposure result in the 

identification of risks, which, in turn, can be compared to the vulnerabilities of the places. 

Thereby, a multi-level risks and vulnerabilities matrix will be created, which, together with a 

prioritisation system, will enable heritage managers to perform site-specific assessments. 

 

Results. As initial research, select assessment methods have been analysed, including geospatial 

mapping of natural hazards by Historic Environment Scotland, a country-wide strategic 

assessment in Wales and assessments of historic places in the Aurland kommune in southwestern 

Norway. Based on this initial research, the four project partners of Adapt Northern Heritage are 

developing the assessment method using their specialist expertise and through collaboration with 

other experts and the project’s 11 associated partners. The latter will support 10 case studies in 

mailto:*marte.boro@ra.no
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Iceland, Ireland, Norway, Russia, Scotland and Sweden, including Arctic heritage in Svalbard, 

Norway, and Sami heritage in Norrbotten, Sweden, which will inform the development of the 

method, its testing and demonstration. 

 

Conclusions. This paper will present the prototype of the assessment method due for completion 

in early 2018 prior to testing at the case studies. The paper will discuss the complexities involved 

in the assessments and the processes used to develop the method. Particularly, the challenge of 

developing a method suitable for a large variety of historic place types will be described. 

Presenting the method in its prototype form will hopefully help Adapt Northern Heritage to obtain 

feedback from a heritage audience much wider than the project’s own partnership. 
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PRICE: Preparedness and Response in Collections Emergencies at the Smithsonian 

Katie Wagner 

Smithsonian Institution, WASHIGNTON, D.C., United States of America 

 

In July 2012 the Deputy Undersecretary for Collections and Interdisciplinary Support established 

the Collections Emergency Management Working Group to study how to improve emergency 

preparedness, management and response for the collections of the Smithsonian Institution. In 

October 2016, as a result of the Working Group’s suggestions, the Smithsonian launched a pan-

institutional collections emergency management program, PRICE: Preparedness and Response 

in Collections Emergencies under the auspices of the National Collections Program (NCP). The 

goal of PRICE is to offer support to collecting units during collections emergencies. 

 

The acting head of PRICE is Samantha Snell, a dedicated full time staff member. Six committee 

members, representing different units throughout our organization, assist her during 2-3 year 

appointments. The Committee members are divided into three teams: Logistics, Policy & 

Procedures and Training. Each team is led by two committee members and recruits team 

members from diverse units throughout the Smithsonian with specific knowledge required to 

fulfill the team missions. The Logistics Team is responsible for locating and or initiating IDIQs 

(a federal government contracting acronym for indefinite delivery/indefinite quantity) for 

emergency response vendors, locating and mapping emergency carts and locating other resources 

such as swing space, freezers, vehicles and equipment that can be used for collections 

emergencies. The Policy & Procedures Team is creating a pan-institutional collections 

emergency policy and developing collection specific emergency operating procedures. That team 

is also developing templates to streamline disaster plans across the Smithsonian to implement a 

unified system of disaster planning. The Training Team is organizing collection cross-functional 

emergency management training for all staff at the Smithsonian, providing lectures on emergency 

response methods and developing new curriculums for training. 

 

In its first year the PRICE Committee has already made a considerable impact in its community. 

PRICE has been involved in numerous presentations, training sessions, the preparation for a more 

organized and unified institution-wide emergency response as well as events on the National 

Mall. Price has already responded to several collection emergencies. The team members have 

presented to colleagues on topics ranging from emergency carts to fire safety to the Incident 

Command System (ICS). We trained our first group of 20 staff, dubbed PRICE Support Team 1, 

whom we can call upon for support in the case of a large-scale emergency. This is an ongoing 

training program that began with providing education sessions on the various collections 

materials and a mock wet salvage of those materials. This group will also take part in a fire 

salvage training in December 2017. Each year we will train a new group to institutionalize the 

knowledge base throughout the Smithsonian. We participated in the preparation and planning for 

emergency response surrounding the January 2017 Presidential Inauguration and The Women’s 

March as well as collections emergencies from pipe leaks to a fire in the Smithsonian Castle. 

 

In spreading our specialized knowledge throughout the Smithsonian we hope to create a safer, 

more aware work environment and improve our response during collections emergencies whether 

small or large. The PRICE model is a scalable approach that can be used for smaller institutions 

to create streamlined, unified emergency preparedness and response initiatives. 
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Fire in the storage of the German Plastics Museum 

Friederike Waentig 

TH Köln, KÖLN, Germany 

 

Plastics Engineers and Chemists founded the German Plastics Museum as a registered society in 

1986 as they were aware of the loss of information on plastics and their history and development. 

The aim was to build up a museum with professional staff, a collection, storage, a permanent 

exhibition and temporary exhibitions. But until today the almost 300 members who are producers, 

scientific Institutes, companies, private people and associations had not reached their aim 

although they collected permanently. The collection of the Plastics Museum includes 

approximately 20.000 objects so far; well 10.000 are registered and processed in the online 

database. Today the collection represents important aspects of the material history and the history 

of the use of synthetic materials, which are not portrayable like this in other institutions (e.g. 

museums for arts and crafts or design), because of their quite differently stored collection 

interests. So far the German Plastics Museum is the only institution in Germany who collects 

plastics items in such a broad range and is able to document every decade of plastics production. 

The aim today is to create a visual database which can be used to research plastics-related topics 

just as readily as for compiling temporally / thematically related or materials-based exhibitions. 

Since 1988 the collection was housed in a big storage of the Messe Düsseldorf as a house in house 

construction. The separated part for the collections of the Plastics Museum was build with 

structural fire protection walls. On the the 7th of June 2016 the hall was completely destroyed by 

a fire. Luckily the collection was protected by the structural fire protection. Nevertheless damages 

occurred through humidity, fire fighting water and soot. Due to the warm weather mould 

formation was expected as the recovery of the collection took place from the 13th of June until 

the 22nd of June. The police did not gave the permission for an earlier recovery as the fire was 

malicious arson. In addition storm and intense rain was expected after the 8th of June and the 

insurance responsible person did not understand why to protect the roof of the remaining building 

parts to protect the collection: “It is just plastic”, was his comment. Missing realization and not 

being the owner of the building made it very complex to take care for the collection. After the 

storm and intense rain it was necessary to rescue the collection with the help of a company 

specialized on industrial rescue. All the objects were more or less properly packed transported to 

their storage, where the condition assessment, drying, cleaning and documentation could be 

conducted with the help of the Cologne conservation students. Due to the ignorance of the 

insurance people more damages emerged but a fast and lately but organised conservation action 

could minimise the damages. A big step into future is now the new storage and renewed concept 

is under progress. 

 

The presentation concentrates on two points as one is the phase of the rescue and the difficulties 

not being a professional museum with an insurance not specialised on art and in the second part 

of organising volunteers working together with unskilled workers to preserve the collection. As 

the author is a professor of conservation and a member of the board of the German Plastics 

Museum is was naturally to take care for the organisation of the follow-up care and the 

preservation. With the help of the students being part of the team for about four weeks most of 

the collection could be recovered without severe damages left. 
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A Chasuble Salvaged from Arson - A Super Hero 

Leena Niiranen1, Anne Vesanto2 
1Craft Museum of Finland, Jyväskylä, Finland 
2Craft Museum of Finland, Conservation Center, JYVÄSKYLÄ, Finland 

 

Introduction. This case study presents the survival story and conservation of a chasuble that was 

salvaged from the arson of the Ylivieska Church, in north-western Finland. On Easter Saturday 

evening in 2016 a fire destroyed the wooden Ylivieska Church built in 1786. All organic material 

was lost in the fire – or so it was thought. Three weeks after the fire the researchers of The 

Northern Ostrobothnia Museum were examining the ruins. During the examinations they saw a 

metal hook which belonged to a coat hanger. The silk velvet chasuble was found in the ruins of 

sacristy. This liturgical vestment worn by clergy was donated to the church in 1683. It is the 

oldest historical artefact connected to the church and even older than the church itself. The 

chasuble was on permanent display in the sacristy. It was hung in a showcase, which had a 

wooden structure and large glass panels. 

 

Condition. To recover something made of organic material such as textile was an enormous 

surprise to all. How could it have survived? It has been suspected that when the wooden structure 

of the showcase had collapsed the large glass panels would somehow have sheltered the textile. 

Immediately after the chasuble was found, the parish contacted Conservation Centre in Jyväskylä 

which specializes in textile conservation and is a department of The Craft Museum of Finland. 

The chasuble, still wet from the fire extinguishing water and covered with ashes and fire waste, 

was carefully packed and hurried to Jyväskylä. The chasuble went immediately into a freezer to 

prevent any mould growth and was kept deep frozen until a preliminary plan was laid out for the 

conservation treatments. After defrosting the current state of the chasuble was seen properly. 

Front and back piece of the chasuble had retained their form although the velvet fabrics were 

torn, heavily creased and partly charred. The worst fire damage was on the shoulder area where 

the front and back pieces had been detached. Some pieces of cloth were lost especially from the 

proper left shoulder. 

 

Conservation. Considering the circumstances the condition of the chasuble was not hopeless but 

the very fragile and damaged structure of the textile limited the use of various conservation 

methods and constant monitoring and evaluation of any conservation treatment was of utmost 

importance. Conservation treatment included surface cleaning by vacuuming using low level 

suction, cold poultice and humidity chamber to straighten the fabrics, conservation stitching and 

sandwiching with two layers of suitably dyed nylon tulle. Finally the two conserved pieces of the 

chasuble were stitched onto fabric-covered boards for safe handling and possible short term 

display. 

 

Conclusion. The significance of this 335 years old object which was salvaged from ruins after a 

manmade catastrophe is great. The conservation of the object and ensuring its long-term 

preservation is important to the parish and the aim is to make the severely damaged but 

historically valuable artefact visually more understandable to the audience. The chasuble is a 

symbol of many things. It belongs to the historical tradition of liturgical vestments in Finland, it 

represents the history of the Ylivieska parish and now it also is a symbol of the church burnt in 

the fire. The old church has had many meanings to the community. People were baptized, had 

their confirmation and got married in this church. The fire destroyed the place where many 

memories had been made, but the conservation of the chasuble arisen from the ashes can give 

these memories a new subject. 
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Salvaging memories and building cultural understanding: the recovery and preservation 

of photographs from natural disasters and armed conflict 

Debra Norris and Barbara Lemmen 

University of Delaware, NEWARK, USA 

 

The Art Conservation Department at the University of Delaware has undergraduate- and 

Master’s-level programs in art conservation, the latter in collaboration with Winterthur Museum, 

Library & Gardens, and an interdisciplinary PhD Program in Preservation Studies that received 

permanent status in 2012. The Master of Science program has a curriculum designed to educate 

and prepare graduate students to be conservators of cultural property through a 3-year, 68-credit 

course of study that focuses on essential professional competencies as identified by the American 

Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works. The first-year coursework is composed 

of nine specialty-specific course blocks conducted by rotating instructors. The author has taught 

the photograph conservation “block” for 35 years. Through examination, and cultural and 

scientific analysis, our students strive to understand the physical and chemical characteristics of 

many classes of objects in order to gain an understanding of deterioration processes, determine 

appropriate conservation treatments, and better understand the objects and their creators. 

Preventive care strategies are an important focus throughout the year. Emergency planning, 

response and recovery training is central to our curriculum.  

 

With the start of our 2-week January 2015 Winterthur/University of Delaware Program in Art 

Conservation Photograph Conservation Block, first-year fellows and many other committed 

students, faculty, staff, and volunteers began the intense recovery of a collection of 260 family 

photographs. These images were miraculously salvaged following a catastrophic fire on 

Christmas Day near Columbus, Ohio, that tragically killed a loving grandmother, Terry Harris, 

and her three beautiful grandsons. These silver gelatin developing-out, chromogenic, and dye 

diffusion photographs capturing generations of the Harris family; all suffered from fire and water 

damage, and many were in poor condition, badly burned, or melted. Accumulated layers of grime, 

debris, soot, and other particulates combined with flaking or blistered gelatin binder layers 

required careful treatment strategies, including the use of dry and wet methods such as cosmetic, 

PVOH, and soot sponges; erasers; and ethanol.  

 

During treatment photographs were housed with natural zeolites, blotters, and other absorbent 

materials to minimize odor. Photographs were distorted and blocked; humidification and 

flattening of resin-coated papers was challenging. Innovations in treatment were introduced and 

all procedures were carefully charted on flip-chart pads to ensure consistency. Our story was 

picked up by the Associated Press; coverage was global and continues. Indeed, this project 

offered many lessons in advocacy and public communications. This recovery educated, 

transformed, and inspired all who contributed their time, talent, and expertise. And it motivated 

us to complete another large-scale recovery project in January 2016 focused on a collection of 

280+ water-damaged photographs, salvaged following catastrophic flooding in Wimberley, 

Texas.  

 

This paper will outline both recoveries, the types of photographic materials and their propensity 

for damage based on image materials and binder layers, stabilization and treatment protocols for 

photographic materials more generally, and lessons learned from project management to 

conservation advocacy. These experiences educated, transformed, and inspired all who 

contributed their time, talent, and expertise. In many ways, it exemplified the skill and humanity 

of art conservation. Where possible I will connect this work to our ongoing initiative with the 
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Arab Image Foundation in Beirut, Lebanon that aims to strengthen photograph preservation 

across the entire Middle East, including training in emergency planning and response, and build 

cultural understanding. As a profession, we must find ways to share our skills and knowledge 

broadly. We must be a visible presence following unthinkable disasters, natural or man-made, 

and a known resource for families or countries facing the potential loss of their treasured 

photographs. 
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Risk Assessment and The Open Air Museum's Collection 

Tanja Probst-Dedenroth 

The National Museum of Denmark, KØBENHAVN, Denmark 

 

Introduction. In 2012 an evaluation of the preservation conditions of the objects exhibit in four 

of The Open Air Museum’s historic houses were made with two different methods. The methods 

are compared and evaluated in relation to The Open Air Museum. The paper will discuss how 

usable the two methods are in a museum with open exhibits and how changes based on the 

evaluation have influenced on the conditions for the objects today and in the future. 

 

The Open Air Museum. Open Air Museums challenge the conservation field because of their 

different approach to the use of museum objects. This is particularly important for exhibiting 

objects in their original context, in spite of poorer preservation conditions than those normally 

accepted in showrooms and storages. A short presentation of the Open Air Museum and the 

challenges the 4 houses/collections represent will be made. 

 

Methods. “The Cultural Property Risk Analysis Model” (CPRAM), was used for the evaluation 

of The Open Air Museum. For comparison, a method with a different approach to risk 

assessments that have been developed particularly to evaluate objects in historic houses was 

selected. The comparison of risk assessment and condition audit seems especially interesting in 

a museum where the objects are rarely moved after being placed in the exhibition, and therefore 

the method used by the English Heritage, “The English Heritage Risk Assessment and Condition 

Audit” (hereafter EHRACA) has been used to evaluate Fjellerup Manor. A presentation of the 

theory behind the two methods will be made. 

 

Results and discussion. This section will provide a range of graphic to show and discuss the 

following results. A risk profile was made of each house with CPRAM and the main risks that 

threaten the objects are (highest risk listed first): 

• Ostenfeld: Water, dissociation and physical forces. 

• Kalvehave: Water, dissociation, incorrect relative humidity and physical forces.  

• True: Incorrect relative humidity, pests, physical forces, dissociation and water. 

• Fjellerup: Incorrect relative humidity, pests, water, physical forces and fire. 

The assessment made with EHRACA revealed that half of the objects at Fjellerup Manor are in 

poor or very poor condition. 

 

Comparison of the two methods. Since two risk assessments have been conducted at Fjellerup 

Manor it is possible to compare the results and see if the methods provide the same results. 

The two methods use different ways of calculating the risk and it is therefore not possible to 

compare the numbers, but it is possible to compare how the different risk in each of the 

assessments compare to each other. Where both assessments have the same two risks as the 

largest and second largest, the result is less clear for the smaller risks. Graphic will show 

differences between the two methods. 

 

The risks at The Open Air Museum. The Open Air Museum contains more than 50 historic 

houses and farms and even though the evaluation only has been carried out on the collections in 

4 houses the results have enlightened some general risk the museum should prioritize. A 

presentation of the general risks, recommendations and how the museum can approach an 

evaluation of the entire museum will be made. 
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Conclusion. Based on the risk recommendations it can be concluded that the methods provide 

useful results at The Open Air Museum. Both methods are usable, though some adaptions will 

improve the use of EHRACA. A combination of the methods, or the theoretical base, will provide 

the best result when used in a preservation plan, which should meet the standards required by the 

Danish Agency of Culture.  
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Methodologies for Quick Assessment of Building Stability in the EU STORM Project 

Stefano Marsella, Marcello Marzoli 

Ministry of the Interior, Corpo Nazionale dei Vigili del Fuoco, ROMA, Italy 

 

One of the major problems faced by first responders during rescue operations on damaged 

building is to quickly assess, the safety level of the structures. This problem is felt both in rescue 

operations that concern single buildings, as for the case in which soil failures have damaged 

structures, as welll as in major calamities, such as earthquakes, whereas a large number of 

buildings have been damaged. The need to evaluate in a very short time the level of safety is 

required both to order the evacuation of the building residents and when rescueing people trapped 

under the rubble by a collapse. In fact, it is necessary to assess the level of residual safety of a 

partially collapsed building before performing any rescue operation. The EU Research and 

Innovation Project STORM (http://www.storm-project.eu/) extended to the Cultural Heritage, 

from now on CH, sector the research on the most suitable methods for carrying out quick 

assessment on historic buildings that show damage to the structural components. The STORM 

project aims at providing to the community that manages and/or protects cultural assets a 

technology platform to support the stages of preparedness, response and recovery with regards to 

damages originated by the effects of climate change to CH assets. In this context, landslides and 

floods are the major causes of structure-related disaster, along with earthquakes (that have been 

considered as well by the project although not related to climate change). In this context, the 

STORM project is investigating the possibility of using laser scanners, radar interferometres and 

georadar scanners in order to support the first responders in rescue operations. In particular, the 

Italian National Fire Corps, from now on CNVVF, which is in charge in Italy for rescue tasks as 

well as for fast operations to ensure safety of cultural buildings in the first aftermath of disasters, 

is studying different operative scenarios, along with the Coliseum Cultural Heritage 

Superintendence. The scenarios concern seismic events and daily rescue firefighters operations. 

Leveraging on the diffused use of innovative technologies in the CH sector, CNVVF teams plan 

to capture with their own tools clouds of points to build up a 3D model of the damaged part of 

the interested building during the first phases of the operations. Such 3D model could then be 

compared in the immediate following phase with other 3D models/clouds of points concerning 

the same part of the building surveyed before the damage and retrieved by a cloud service 

maintained by the CH Authorities or building owners. The paper will illustrate the methodology 

defined and the results of the first tests carried out in the Norcia real scenario on historic buildings 

damaged by the 2016 Central Italy earthquakes. 
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Impacts studies of natural and man-made catastrophes on cultural heritage are an actual and 

crucial issue for conservation scientists. Among all identified threats, water presents a major and 

growing risk due to global warming. Floods, hurricanes and tsunamis are more frequent over the 

past years. Moreover, due to sea levels, water may nowadays invade cultural places previously 

protected. For example, in France, during the flood of June 2016, many castles and museum have 

been damaged to varying extends. The most affected is indisputably the Girodet Museum in 

Montargis. In renovation, the temporary museum store rooms were submerged and several 

thousand works of art remained underwater for 72 hours. Most of the paintings were altered, 

presenting a large degradation of the aspect. Depending of the degree of alteration, the paint 

composition was partially or totally hidden by a whitish haze. Varnish and paint layers were both 

affected. 

 

Despite the recurrence and the importance of the issue, blanching of paintings has been the 

purpose of very few studies [1-3]. The objective of our research work is to characterize the 

alteration, understand its emergence and propose an adapted conservation treatment. Our corpus 

is composed of 35 paintings from the Girodet Museum and 14 paintings from French Museums 

for which the degradation is consecutive to an excessive humidity or aqueous conservation 

treatments. The analysis of circa 50 altered and unaltered paint micro-samples by field-emission 

gun scanning electron microscopy revealed a highly porous structure in both varnish and paint 

altered layers, with pores ranging in size from 50 nm to 4 µm [4]. Regarding the blanching of 

paint layer, in-depth investigation performed by X-ray phase contrast nanotomography 

highlighted that pores are located in the binder. Experiments with model samples, as well as, 

computational modelling enabled us to demonstrate that the visual appearance of altered layers 

is due to the light scattering by the pores [5]. A physico-chemical model based on the hydration 

of micro-segregated polar regions. 

 

Conservation treatments will be efficient and sustainable only if they resorb or durably fill the 

pores, in order to reduce the light scattering. For the blanching of paint layers, current treatments 

are not very effective over time. An innovative treatment based on an perfluorinated compound 

has been developed and tested on mock-ups and ancient altered paintings. The results are very 

promising in terms of stability, efficiency, durability and reversibility. This research will 

undoubtedly have a major impact, fullfilling a real requirement for the conservation of blanched 

easel oil paintings. 
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During a two phase period, first phase in 2015 and second phase in 2017, the National Museum 

of Denmark carried out a kind of strappo of 34 m2 large oil painted interior decoration by the 

artist Sigurd Swane from 1929 followed by its conservation. The decoration was originally placed 

in a school in Herlev, a suburbal town of Copenhagen. Due to new actions in the community 

planning the school had to be torn down in 2015. 

 

The first phase. Demounting of the paintings from the wall was carried out from March to May 

in 2015. Between the first and the second phase the community decided to build a whole new 

building for the reinstallation of the paintings which was a big and very pleasant surprise. 

 

The second phase. The conservation and remounting of the paintings was carried out from 

January to November 2017.  

 

In the first phase we explored finding the right methods to demount the oil paint from the wall. 

The right “handling size” and the best support was chosen, and last but not least we developed 

the right tools and method for the job. A stressful period with many problems to solve while the 

school was being torn down all around us! In the second phase we had to plan a conservation and 

remounting strategy of the painting “fragments”. Testing materials continued alongside the 

developing of workingmethods, and finding the right tools for this type of project, that had never 

been carried out before. We agreed on choosing modern material for all the treatments. Light 

weight filler, polyester canvas, acrylic sealer, acrylic colours and BEVA film/paste are just some 

of the used products. The new support was a light weight Honeycomb with a polypropylene core 

between polyester fleece covered boards. The project has truly broadened our knowledge, on 

handy and useful modern materials and tools that are on the market today, as well as making us 

aware of the potentials in using the strappo technique (invented for lime paintings) as a realistic 

and possible solution for the removal of oil paintings on mortar. 
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On January 12, 2010 a tremendous earthquake shook Haiti, measuring 7 on the Richter scale. It 

is estimated that as many as 300,000 people lost their lives in the earthquake, thousands lost their 

homes and the entire country descended into chaos. In the earthquake most of Haiti’s landmarks 

were damaged or completely destroyed including The Presidential Palace, the Parliament, The 

Cathedral, along with multiple museums, churches, galleries, theatres, libraries and archives. At 

this point the Cultural Heritage of Haiti was in danger of being lost forever - everything from 

architecture to archives, historical books and precious artwork. Remarkably, soon after the 

earthquake staff members of museums in Haiti went out, with help of local people, in an attempt 

to retrieve as many cultural heritage objects as possible from the collapsed museums and 

galleries. They managed to pull out thousands of artworks from the rubble and place them into 

shipping containers until professional help might come. A few months later a project called Haiti 

Cultural Recovery Project was organized and directed by the Smithsonian Institution in 

collaboration with authorities in Haiti and funded by different institutions including ICCROM, 

UNESCO, Blue Shield and many more. The aim of the project was to save the Cultural Heritage 

of Haiti. A Center of Conservation was established in the capital Port-au-Prince in order to assess 

the damaged artworks and stabilize their condition. The Smithsonian obtained a building that had 

survived the earthquake and had previously been used as the headquarters of The United Nations 

Development Programme. Three conservation laboratories were established, each with a 

conservator: Paintings, Sculpture and Paper. The paintings conservator was Icelandic, the 

sculpture conservator French and the paper conservator Belgian. Additionally, a head conservator 

from the USA flew over from Miami once a month to oversee the conservation work. The 

paintings conservation lab was organized into a restoration workspace, a storage space and 

several areas dedicated to condition assessment and registration of incoming paintings. Daily 

work, apart from the proper conservation work, consisted of the management of the department, 

employee monitoring, environmental monitoring, maintenance of equipment, safety issues, 

research, documenting, staff training and organization. Site visits to various locations including 

cities outside of the capital took place in order to assess the condition of artworks. 

 

The treated paintings belong to different Haitian institutions and have an important place in the 

artistic Cultural Heritage of the country. These include: Centre d’Art, Musée Nader, The 

Presidential Palace, MUPANAH (Musée du Panthéon National Haïtien) and the Cathedral of 

Saint Trinité. Many of the Haitian paintings are on canvas, but there is also a rich tradition of 

painting on hardboard (masonite). The most common and most serious damage was found in the 

structural support of the paintings resulting in major destabilization. The canvas paintings had 

multiple tears and many were in pieces. In addition, they had significant deep scratches, wrinkles, 

creases and buckling. The paintings were all covered with a layer of powdery building material 

from the rubble. The hardboard paintings were broken (some completely in pieces), warped and 

often severely deformed. In addition, due to their mechanical behavior the hardboard supports 

had little chance to regain surface flatness once they had become deformed. This was a rare 

opportunity to learn how to treat catastrophically damaged paintings. Various methods and 

techniques were employed under unusual circumstances to best stabilize and preserve the 

valuable and unique Haitian art. 
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In 2015 Nepal had to witness two successive disastrous earthquakes, the first on 25th of April, 

known as the Gorkha Earthquake, and a second on 12th of May. Beside the humanitarian 

catastrophe with almost 9,000 deaths, important Hindu and Buddhist cultural properties were 

severely damaged. All seven monument zones that build up the UNESCO World Heritage 

Property of the Kathmandu Valley suffered loss and destruction, among them the royal cities 

Kathmandu, Patan and Bhaktapur. The subsequent response of the local authorities and 

communities focused on first-aid measures. These included the retrieving of valuable objects 

from the debris, i.e. gilded metal sculptures, wood carvings and stone relieves, and their transfer 

to temporary storage buildings, financed by Austrian authorities. Further measures were the 

covering of affected buildings, especially those with damaged roofs, to prepare for the 

approaching monsoon, and the temporary shoring and stabilization of monuments threatened by 

collapse. 

 

Three years after the natural disaster, conservation, reconstruction and rebuilding activities are at 

an early stage e.g. in Bhaktapur, while being already rather advanced in Patan. Reference should 

be made here to the Patan Durbar Square. The long presence and work of the local Kathmandu 

Valley Preservation Trust (KVPT) enabled not only a well-organized and smooth implementation 

of emergency response, but built the base for a quick start of conservation and rebuilding 

measures. The Institute of Conservation, University of Applied Arts Vienna (Austria), a 

collaboration partner of the KVPT since 2010, was involved in these efforts from the very first 

moment. The activities of the Austrian partner are thereby financially supported by the Austrian 

government. The cooperation between senior conservators (staff), alumni and students of the 

Institute, together with architects from the KVPT and local craftsmen, has resulted in the 

conservation and re-erection of important earthquake-damaged monuments and works of art. 

This paper illustrates the immediate actions, midterm and long-term conservation strategies to 

preserve the cultural heritage at the Patan Durbar Square and to improve its resistance in case of 

future seismic activities. The key aim for all efforts is to preserve as much original substance as 

possible. Local materials and traditional construction techniques are adapted for conservation and 

rebuilding, though adjusted and modified where applicable or necessary. The involvement and 

close cooperation with craftsmen in conservation activities enables to benefit from the still-vivid 

craftsmanship on site and contributes to respect authenticity. It further provides training for 

craftspeople in heritage preservation. 

 

Conservation and restoration measures of earthquake-damaged monuments are presented by 

means of case studies. Among them, the conservation and re-erection of the so-called Lion Stone 

Pillar and the largest free-standing Stone Pillar of King Yoganarendra Malla together with their 

fire-gilded metal sculptures as well as the conservation work at the stone base of the collapsed 

Harishankara Temple, which was started in 2017. Thereby the decisive role of conservation 

science is highlighted. Condition surveys supported by natural scientific analyses reveal valuable 

results on building materials, manufacture, technology and structure. Combined with studies on 

the state of preservation and decay patterns and mechanisms, they are particularly essential for 

the elaboration of concepts for conservation and re-erection. 
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At 4.43 on Saturday 4th September, 2010, the Canterbury district in New Zealand was shaken by 

a 7.1 magnitude earthquake. The epicentre was located 40 kilometres west of Christchurch and 

had a focal depth of 10 km causing widespread damage which affected the whole of the South 

Island with vibrations felt as far away as Auckland in the North Island. No one died during this 

earthquake but buildings were badly damaged including many heritage buildings. On December 

26th there was another big aftershock but again with no loss of life. However on the 22nd of 

February at 12.55 pm there was a 6.3 magnitude aftershock centred near the Port of Lyttelton that 

devastated central Christchurch and killed 185 people, most in the central city district in relatively 

modern buildings. The severity of this quake was caused by the fact that its focal depth was only 

5.5 km deep. It was the shallowness of the shake that caused the major wide scale destruction. 

Soils such as sand or reclaimed land caused much more displacement. Liquefaction was a huge 

issue and occurred where there was water, sand and silt present. As Christchurch had many 

underground aquifers copious liquefaction was extremely wide spread. 

 

After being extensively involved in the salvage of heritage collections throughout the series of 

earthquakes it became immediately apparent that cultural institutions were not prepared. Having 

formed the Canterbury Disaster Salvage Team in 1987, and producing annual workshops and 

stressing the importance of preparation and awareness of possible threats to collections, it was 

horrifying to discover how ill prepared particularly the small cultural institutions were despite 

regular training. After participating in many salvage operations during this time it became 

apparent it was because they had little time or money to develop their training or plans. 

The research at the Getty Institute looked at methods pertinent to preventive methods relating to 

disaster preparedness that can be achieved on a limited budget: The production of a disaster plan 

can be very time consuming and costly in funds and person power therefore my research centred 

on the topic and looked further afield into other professions to see if there are any alternative 

processes that can be used effectively in cultural institutions. 

 

Questions asked included: 

• Why is disaster planning so difficult for museums to achieve and upkeep? 

• What sorts of procedures would make life easier for them to achieve a good level of disaster 

preparedness? 

• Is there something wrong with the current thinking where it may be too difficult to achieve any 

form of disaster proficiency in smaller museums and galleries? 

Methods used to solve these problems involved: 

• interviewing known experts in the field, if available, and people that have experienced destruction 

in their museums in the United States and gleaning information to pass on via workshops, lectures 

and possible publications 

• researching related peer reviewed articles in the Getty Library and on the internet. 

For cultural heritage professionals in New Zealand, this event has proved to be a salutary lesson 

on what to expect should the very worst happen. Future disaster planning should take in to 

account not just the normal disaster scenarios but also ones that may not be immediately apparent, 

such as a museum being taken over by Civil Defence teams and government granting extended 

powers that have a severe impact on the safety of cultural heritage collections. 
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In June 2013 an unprecedented amount of rain and melting snow pack on the eastern slopes of 

the Canadian Rockies released a torrent of floodwaters into the watershed around Calgary, AB. 

High River, south of Calgary, was affected and the floodwaters submerged the museums 

collection, which was stored off-site in a basement storage area. The entire town was flooded and 

restricted entrance for 11 days, by the time the collection could start to be salvaged significant 

damage had occurred. Conservators, museum volunteers, staff and salvage workers helped with 

the recovery of the collection from the site. The Canadian Conservation Institute was brought in 

to help coordinate the initial salvage operation and worked with the museum staff, volunteers and 

restoration staff. Most of the collection items were either dried or frozen, to buy time, but not 

cleaned and the collection was placed on hold, pending further funding, from July to December 

2013. In January 2014, with a combination of insurance money and grants from the Canadian 

Heritage, and the Alberta Museum Association, the Museum of the Highwood began what was 

to become a 4-year recovery process involving conservation, re-association and re-organization 

of the collection. In September 2017, the Museum of the Highwood moved into a retrofitted, 

climate controlled storage facility designed to house the collection. This 4.5-year journey from 

June 2013 – December 2017 has provided an opportunity to learn about salvage of museum 

objects, and re-organization of a collection, which had been dissociated and disrupted by the 

natural disaster and planning for an new storage facility to safely house the remaining collection. 

This process involved many people including a dedicated team of collections staff and 

conservators hired to work on the project, and a very patient Director/Curator who had to also 

keep the museum open by running new programs and exhibits while the collection was in 

complete disarray. This paper will highlight some of the global lessons we learned about this type 

of disaster and how we were able to find creative solutions within the budget and skill set of the 

workers involved. 
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The Foundation of the American Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works (FAIC) 

formed the volunteer National Heritage Responders team in 2007 to assist collecting institutions 

affected by disasters. Almost immediately, its training and structure were tested by severe 

flooding in the Midwest U.S. and the impact of Hurricane Ike on Texas. The team was later 

expanded and has been deployed following numerous emergencies, including Superstorm Sandy 

in New York City, the earthquake in Haiti, and the series of hurricanes that made landfall in the 

U.S. in 2017. The National Heritage Responders consist of approximately 100 collection care 

professionals with a wide range of specialties. They provide phone and email advice, as well as 

on-site assistance, all at no cost to the affected institutions. FAIC is currently training regional 

teams that will be able to interact with the national team. This presentation will outline the 

circumstances that led to the establishment of the team, its guiding principles, the initial and on-

going training provided, and the adjustments that have been made in response to the unique 

characteristics of each deployment. The presentation will also elaborate on the partnerships and 

networks that have amplified FAIC’s efforts. 
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On july 2011 large parts of the danish island Sealand and the nations capital Copenhagen was hit 

by a violent cloudburst, which gave great floods. The streets of central Copenhagen was 

transformed to rivers and basements were filled with rain water and water from sewage. 

Ministries and agencies had large parts of their documents in their basements, and in many cases 

these basements could not withstand the water pressure, leading to massive flooding. During the 

following 2 days there were reported water damage from over 60 public authorities on about 2 

shelf kilometers of documents. The danish law of archives gives the National Archives full 

authority to issue instructions to public authorities about damage recovery, and in the National 

Archives I am in charge of assigning these instructions. Shortly after the first reported water 

damages, I had to admit the need to prioritize my time carefully. and to find methods for recovery 

on industrial scale. Private companies would provide the necessary help and they were very 

willing to provide space for emergency help with packing and freezing of documents. In the 

follwing months and years most of the damaged documents has been saved by freeze drying and 

sometime also with cleaning by a conservator. But a few public authorities acted on their own 

and discarded the damaged documents against the law. Based on the experiences fra this archival 

disaster, the Danish National Archives has improved its preparedness for possible future and 

similar weather conditions. My presentation will present the flooding and experiences form the 

recovery, and it will tell how the Danish National Archives improved its preparedness. It will 

also point out that in the future some damaged documents will only be treated and stabilized to a 

point where digitisation is possible. It is primarily documents that pose a health risk due to severe 

fungal damage or infected sewage water. 
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The volcanic eruption of Eyjafjallajökull in the spring of 2010 was a major event in the life of 

the Icelandic nation, particularly affecting the regions/areas of Rangæingar and Vestur-

Skaftfellingar. Skógar Museum, the largest folk museum outside the capital of Reykjavík, was 

rapidly covered by several layers of black ash that also infiltrated the exhibition’s buildings. At 

that time the museum also included six outdoor wooden and turf-built houses as well as two main 

exhibition halls covering a total area of 2500 square meters. At the time of the eruption the winter 

staff was comprised of three to four employees. The Skógar museum did not have an emergency 

plan and thus needed help to prevent possible damage from the ashes and to re-open without 

delay. The locals in Skógar were fully occupied keeping their relatives safe and helping farmers 

protect their animals. As Iceland has no army, emergency responses are mainly provided by local 

volunteer associations (The Icelandic Association for Search and Rescue and the Icelandic Red 

Cross) under the coordination of the Department of Civil Protection and Emergency 

Management. However, museums or museum collections are not included in their emergency 

management plans. 

 

This paper will describe how the small Icelandic museums community responded to the situation 

and organized itself to provide emergency response and immediate action. The project was put 

together in a few days without previous experience, training or preventive planning. It was 

decided that the rescue team should be gathered from Reykjavík, located approximately 150 km 

from Skógar. Two conservators from the National Museum of Iceland and the National Library 

were delegated to make an in situ assessment report of the situation. They were to assess the need 

for the number of participants, knowledge, equipment, and amount of working hours required. 

The group was only assigned to work in the museum for one day as there were no possibilities of 

accommodation for them in the region. The National Museum of Iceland, the Museum Council, 

the Icelandic Association of Museum Professionals (FÍSOS), the Icelandic ICOM Association, 

the Nordic Association of Icelandic Conservators (NKF-is), the National Gallery, the National 

Library and the National Archives furthermore participated in a collaborative one-day cleaning 

mission at Skógar museum with the financial support of the Ministry of Education and Culture. 

In just 5 hours, a group of 35 workers composed of 20 delegates from 10 cultural institutions, one 

private conservator, 12 nonprofessional volunteers and two carpenters from Reykjavik City 

Council managed to entirely clean the museum exhibition and implement preventive measures 

for the remainder of the ongoing eruption, but the museum still needed to re-open. 

 

The eruption was the second natural catastrophe in a short period of time to affect Icelandic 

Cultural Heritage, following the severe earthquake of 2008 in Southern Iceland. As a result of 

these dramatic events, a few professionals started a reflection network group in order to suggest 

solutions to strengthen disaster mitigation protocols and increase preparedness within the 

Icelandic museum world. The group suggested the creation of an Icelandic Blue Shield 

Committee and made efforts to encourage cultural institutions to take preventive action and 

develop catastrophe plans. Proposals to mitigate the consequences of natural disasters on the 

Icelandic cultural heritage are still needed today and will be discussed further. 
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Fungal growth caused by cloudburst, flooding, fires and bursting water pipes or from periodic 

high RH due to climate changes, is an increasing problem in Danish museum collections. Surveys 

show that more than a million Danish museum artefacts are stored in infested storage rooms with 

no ability to regulate the relative humidity. The problem is often examined by surface sampling 

and morphological analysis. But surface sampling do not describe the overall fungal composition 

in storage rooms and the health hazard to museum employees during work. Museums have an 

obligation to preserve cultural heritage for future generations. They also have an obligation to 

ensure accessibility without health hazards during research and exhibition. When Conservators 

clean museum artefacts their methods are based on The Code of Ethics from The International 

Counsil of Museums. Due to lack of research it is uncertain if the effort is sufficient. 
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Like most countries in the North Atlantic and around the world, Iceland is facing increasing 

challenges in safekeeping its cultural heritage due to human induced climate change. This is 

however not the first time the island has gone through drastic changes since first settled. From a 

relatively mild climate in the 9th century with a high peak in the 12th and 13th centuries it started 

to get colder in the 14th century. The Little Ice Age, as the period has been called, lasted two 

decades into the 20th century, with the mass of Iceland’s glaciers reaching a record high in the 

late 19th century. Since then it has been getting warmer, the glaciers are retreating fast and the 

seasonal temperature difference has decreased, with milder winters and colder summers. These 

changes result in more rainfall instead of snow in the wintertime which has various effects on 

subsoil preservation of artefacts and building remains as well as on standing structures. Retreating 

glaciers and patches of ice means that archaeology is likely to be uncovered. More frequent and 

extreme storms cause more wind erosion on the highlands and coastal erosion at the seafront. The 

effects are further amplified as waves are hitting unfrozen ground to a larger extent causing more 

damage than before, coupled with a thawing and freezing action over an extended period during 

the winter months.  

 

Unlike in many other areas sea-level rise is not expected to have a severe impact on Iceland as a 

whole, on two accounts. One is that most parts of the island are rising as the weight of the glacial 

ice is lifted. The second is the gravitational changes that are expected counteract the increased 

water volume, with the loss of mass in the Arctic. Other less studied effects include changes in 

terrestrial and marine ecosystems, for example seaweed forests, that have an impact on wave 

velocity and coastal erosion. More specific changes for Iceland include increasing subglacial 

volcanic activity. In areas such as Skaftártunga the effect is an increased risk of flooding. The 

pressure from the Vatnajökull glacier is lifted as it continues to melt and that causes intensified 

volcanic activity underneath, which leads to build up of large amounts of water under the glacier 

that eventually bursts out in sudden and extreme floods that cover large areas downstream, 

threatening natural and cultural landscapes alike.  

 

Icelanders are looking at complex direct and indirect effects on their heritage due to changing 

climate, and the work has only just begun in preparing for these changes, identifying threats and 

prioritizing sites for research, protection and surveillance. This poster will present threats to 

heritages sites in Iceland due to climate change and ongoing projects administrated by the 

Heritage Agency of Iceland, as well as international collaborations concerning the topic. 
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Introduction. Anthropogenic climate change is impacting on historic places worldwide. The 

environmental impacts of climate change and associated natural hazards is increasing in quantity 

and magnitude. The northern world regions and particularly the Arctic are experiencing climate 

change impacts far more severe than in many other regions of the world. Historic places in these 

regions are often extremely vulnerable to environmental change and at severe risk of accelerated 

fabric deterioration, physical damage or loss. Action by those managing such places is urgently 

needed to adapt them, so that they become more resilient to future impacts or, where that is not 

possible, their recording and relocation or loss can be managed appropriately. These actions, 

however, require a detailed understanding not only of the cultural values of historic places and 

their conservation but also of climate change predictions, the associated site-specific 

environmental impacts and the wider environmental and socioeconomic importance of these 

places. Assessments of risks to and vulnerabilities of historic places in relation to climate change 

impacts are urgently needed to inform the planning and implementation of appropriate adaptation 

measures. These assessments, however, are complex, requiring generally strongly 

interdisciplinary working. 

 

Method. To establish what relevant expertise and resources are available in the heritage sector, 

select stakeholders concerned with heritage management in northern Europe were interrogated 

in 2016, using an online questionnaire, as part of the preparatory project Adapt Northern Heritage, 

funded by the Interreg programme for the Northern Periphery and Arctic. This European project 

has since developed into a main project with the same title, due for completion in 2020. As part 

of the main project, the stakeholder research successfully performed in the preparatory project is 

currently being repeated with a wider audience to increase the evidence base and comparison 

baseline. This enlarged audience covers geographically (including far northern America) and 

professionally more diverse segments than what was possible in the preparatory project. The 

questionnaire is structured into five sections: Firstly, the expertise levels of the respondents and 

their organisations are established for the fields of climate change predictions and uncertainties, 

environmental, economic and social impacts and cultural heritage conservation. Secondly, the 

respondents’ perception of the same types of expertise of external experts is identified. Thirdly, 

the respondents are requested to describe how conservation planning tools (conservation plans, 

statements of significance etc.) are being used and how climate change adaptation is considered. 

Finally, respondents’ views are sought with regard to the usefulness of, on one hand, an (online) 

tool to help assess historic places with regard to climate change impacts and to provide guidance 

for the adaptation of these places and, on the other hand, a community network for concerned 

professional stakeholders to share and learn from each other’s activities, expertise and 

experiences (Fig. 1). 

 

Results. Preliminary results (Figs. 2-3) from the preparatory project have shown that respondees 

mailto:carsten.hermann@hes.scot
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feel well trained in the field of cultural heritage conservation but appear to be significantly lacking 

confidence or expertise in assessing climate change predictions and their associated impacts and 

in developing adaptation measures in response to these impacts. 

 

Conclusions. This paper will present the final results of a considerably widened study of 

stakeholders involved in the management of historic places in the far north of America and 

Europe. These results will demonstrate the existing expertise and confidence levels in the heritage 

sector and identify existing knowledge gaps, in order to address them in the project Adapt 

Northern Heritage, through the development of assessment tools, exemplary adaptation plans for 

a select number of case studies and a stakeholder community network to pool resources, develop 

joint expertise and share knowledge to safeguard the northern historic places for future 

generations. 
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How does leadership impact the recovery of damaged objects?: Are you able and ready 

to navigate in a damage situation? 

Jakob Kristoffersen, Giuliano Mordasini 

DocuSAVE, KOLDING, Denmark 

 

It happens quite often. It could be a wild storm approaching, an unsuspected broken water pipe 

in the basement, a massive earthquake that could easily destroy a building or even a fire in the 

museum. It is something we have to prepare for always - the unthinkable. But how do we deal 

with it - the unthinkable? In a damage situation it is often not only a single object, but more often 

hundreds or even thousands of objects that are affected by the damage. All objects might have 

their own unique characteristics, history and specifications that must be handled in their own 

special way. At the same time there might be chaos, emotions and feelings arising, as the human 

factor comes into direct confrontation with an emergency situation.  

 

So in a rescue process it is not only the knowledge of the specialist that is required. There also 

needs to be a leadership, an essential factor in making a successful rescue process work. And 

what makes a rescue process successful? At docuSAVE we say it’s when there is a balance 

between minimizing further damage and optimizing conditions that support the process of further 

restoration. All this together is geared for the ultimate aim of getting the institution back into 

normal operation as quickly as possible. Therefore we say the task of the leader is to maintain an 

overview of the entire process flow, and make the necessary decisions in the moment while 

having the success criteria in mind. For the leader, it is about having the necessary knowledge 

about the further restoration process – to ensure the proper handling of the objects in the most 

critical and essential first steps of the rescue process. If the first steps are handled in a good way 

- the restoring process and the end result will both be better, quicker and cheaper. 

 

On the other hand, it is also about having a process that is efficient and having a team working 

together as a smoothly operating machine, without mistakes. This way we prevent further 

damage, such as mold growth, and ensure the institution gets back into normal operation quickly. 

Typically during a damage case, the instinct usually kicks in with adrenalin and causes people to 

act differently than normal. This is exemplified when people jump into actions straightaway while 

being unprepared and disorganized - before having an overview and lacking a structured process 

in place. It has also been noticed that people tend to focus too much on single items and forget 

the entire situation and the people who are involved in it. In general, the natural instinct with 

adrenaline have a negative influence if not managed and used constructively. If not handled it 

can lead to consequences were; personal safety is not kept in mind, structures and systems are 

forgotten, hectic and unthoughtful decisions, which all lead to further chaos and a negative 

influence on the end result. Therefore a strong and well-informed leadership structure is 

important in the control of damage cases. This presentation will share experiences from different 

damage cases and introduces a few simple tools that can be put into place in case of an emergency. 

It will also share stories of what can be done, and what not to do when leading people at a chaotic 

damage site. 
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A rescue plan for historically valuable textiles: A pilot project of the historical collections 

of Tampere Museums, Finland 

Tiina Paavola 

Tampere Museums, TAMPERE, Finland 

 

Introduction 

 

The collections of Tampere Museums contain almost 400,000 objects, a significant part of which 

(100,000 objects) consists of collections related to the textiles and textile industry of the city. The 

textile collection consist of a large variety of objects, for instance ecclesiastical textiles from the 

Middle Ages until the 20th century, uniforms, national costumes, rugs and flags from the 18th–

20th centuries and a huge number of industrially made textiles and textile samples from the 20th 

century. Since 2016, all collections have been relocated to the Collections Centre of Tampere 

Museums – an old industrial building that was renovated in 2010–2012 to provide storage space 

for museums. The total area of this central storage is 12,000 m², of which 8,500 m² has been set 

aside as storage rooms and halls. Although centralizing collections helps logistics, collections 

care and management, it’s a big challenge for risk management: a fire or a water damage can 

easily destroy a large number of unique museum objects. 

 

Co-operation project 

 

Since 2016, museum professionals and Rescue Services of Tampere region have worked together 

to determine practices in case of possible damage in the Collections Centre. The pilot project has 

focused on the special, climate-controlled storage room (479 m²), where many thousands 

historically significant textiles are kept. The main questions in the project were the following: 

• What are the most important 7–10 pieces of old textiles to rescue in case of emergency? Who will 

make decisions and set criteria for the museum objects to be rescued? 

• How should the objects be packed, marked and placed so that the firemen can find and save them 

in case of emergency? 

• How should we mark (in the Collections Centre) the places where these objects are kept? What 

kind of material should be used –for instance safety signs and stickers, labelling systems, 

reflecting materials? 

• What kind of information (lists, maps) we need to produce and provide to Rescue Services 

beforehand so they know what to pick up and where? Which kind of instructions should be given 

to Rescue Services? 

In my presentation, I answer these questions and describe the joint procedure made by Museum 

Services and Rescue Services of the Tampere City in 2017. Among Finnish museums, Tampere 

Museums is the first to provide a specific rescue plan for museum objects and therefore the project 

has arisen interest and many questions among museum professionals in Finland. Our aim is to 

improve the rescue procedure even further and to extend it to cover all storage halls / museum 

objects in the Collections Centre. Why old textiles were chosen as a subject for a pilot project in 

the first place? One of the reasons is the fire that occurred in the old storage facilities of Tampere 

Museums in 1989. The fire in the attic of the six-storey museum building destroyed 

approximately 20% of the museum collections. The cooling water caused the most long-lasting 

damages to the textile collection. That’s why we now want to guarantee the safety of this valuable 

collection. 
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Generation of an Emergency Plan with the Aid of Online Resources 

Philippa Moxon 

Museumssenteret i Hordaland, BERGEN, Norway 

 

Bevaringstenestene is the conservation department for the consolidated museum group in 

Hordaland, Norway. Over the last year we have developed an emergency response plan for our 

building, with the intention of creating a framework which the other museums in the combined 

group can use to generate and develop their own specific plans. The plan also integrates into the 

countywide emergency response group, which was developed following a series of disasters 

which occurred in the Bergen museums. 

 

The plan was developed using online publications and knowledge gained from our own 

experiences. Accessing the resources published online allowed us to compare different ways of 

responding, taking what we felt to be relevant to use and changing it to fit our circumstances. It 

allowed us to develop a plan specific to our building using our existing knowledge and skillset. 

The plan focuses on prevention. It assesses the risks and tries to develop mitigating actions 

alongside immediate responses should an emergency happen. The online resources, mainly from 

English and American perspectives, highlighted the areas we needed to consider; what 

constituted an emergency, the level of response that required, what resources and skills we needed 

to be able to respond and over what timescale we would expect that response to last. Our plan 

puts the safety of staff first and tries to be realistic as to what we will be able to achieve in 

challenging circumstances. The online resources raised questions about our knowledge of how 

the services in our building would be affected in an emergency. Considering the impact of a 

power outage raised questions as to how long our back up power supply would be expected to 

last and what it powers. This in turn lead to thoughts on what would happen if the alarm system 

was out and help could we expect from our security company.  

 

The development of the plan highlighted areas where the day to day running of the building 

needed to be reviewed and changed. This was both in terms of the structure of the building and 

staff behaviour. We have a small staff and had operated an informal system for staff to 

communicate information about the building and working procedures, to one another. The 

emergency plan was the first time many procedures had been written down. This gave an 

opportunity to look at how we were operating and place risk avoidance as a priority in our 

working practices. Actions and policies which were once only communicated verbally are now 

written protocols, some with back-up checklists. Identifying incidents in other museums and 

around our own building had given us an idea of the resources required to put a plan into action. 

We have assisted with the response to a fire, flood and break in within museums in the 

consolidated group. Dealing with these situations has helped us to understand what measures we 

would like to have in place to both avoid a situation and react effectively. The development of 

the plan has highlighted the areas where we need to focus to reduce risks and ensure that in an 

emergency we can be as efficient as possible. We now hope to use this plan to enable those 

museums we work with to be more aware of risks and how to avoid them as well as being better 

prepared to face an emergency in the future. 
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Solidarity network as component of resilience in library holdings protection 

Saša Tkalec 

Nutcracker Logistics, ZAGREB, Croatia 

Heritage and security: cultural heritage protection & development consultancy 

 

Keywords: resilience, solidarity network, disaster, library, response 

 

While technical incidents assume threats that are localized to the institution and its immediate 

environment, and a disaster assumes an incident that occupies the entire institution and its 

extended physical and social environments, they both pose a serious threat to the cultural 

heritage institutions and their holdings. This paper will discuss specific circumstances 

surrounding the libraries in Croatia, and specifically, from the perspective of the National and 

University Library in Zagreb, a central library institution, with a certain responsibility and legal 

authority over the entire public library sector in Croatia. The paper will propose one way in 

which large libraries (commonly university libraries and national/regional archives) in Croatia 

may reduce the risks (vulnerability), and enhance its resilience (response, recovery) by 

establishing a form of solidarity network, with the aim to ensure the systematic exchange of 

know-how and information, as to prepare for response and prevention. Also, the paper will 

consider ways in which large libraries may use the benefits of their numerous memberships, to 

mobilize their volunteering and knowledge resources. This system proposed for the large 

libraries may be scaled down in a sense of individual institution, and stretched in geographical 

sense, to accommodate the needs of the much more numerous, yet much more dispersed small 

local/communal and private/special libraries.  

 

In cases of large technical incidents and disasters, the responsibility for the protection, response, 

rescue, and management of resources, in all sectors, falls with the national civil protection 

authority. In the aftermath of a disaster, the civil protection authority may reasonably not 

prioritize highly protection of the cultural holdings, in relation to the protection of the citizens. 

Once the resources are ultimately assigned to the protection of cultural heritage, the civil 

protection authority may likely not possess the professional competence pertaining to all the 

different forms of cultural heritage, such as the library holdings. Furthermore, the library 

professionals from the areas affected by a disaster or large incident are likely to themselves be 

unavailable to implement or supervise protection measures in their home institutions. Both 

these aspects constitute additional high impact secondary threats to the library holdings in the 

aftermath of the original incident. In addressing the risks, this paper will consider its three 

components: intensity, exposure and vulnerability, with respect to the library holdings. Also, it 

will consider five components of resilience: robustness, redundancy, resourcefulness, response 

and recovery, with focus on the last two components. This paper is produced in the context of 

the risk assessment and holdings protection projects for the National and University Library in 

Zagreb, and it proposes measures aimed to diversify and advance mechanisms of protection of 

the large library holdings in Croatia. 
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Restoration of Latvia’s church reconstruction documents 

Arija Ubarste 

Sepija SIA, RIGA, Latvia 

 

I would like a little bit to share my experience in restoration of these rebuilding documents of 

different Latvia churches. The information of churches building and rebuilding had written/ 

drawn on a different kind material: fabric, paper and parchment. The hardest problem there is a 

condition of material: documents are always come to restoration damaged, wrapped and ask 

different solutions of restoration. The first of this document was building description from Kolka 

Lutherans church in 1991. The document had found in the bowl of cross of church top. Paper had 

become separated into fragments, brittle, damaged by atmosphere influence – water, the 

oscillating of temperature. And this was a reason of mould that grows up. Text had written with 

indian ink and it had stable. Next document in 1993 had came to restoration laboratory from 

Lugažu Lutherans church and it had parchment wrapped into tide scroll. Again the document had 

found in the bowl of cross of church top. When it had opened the level of damages had sown. 

There were hardest problem had with large rust stains around the sheet. Withal the parchment 

had a tendency to split into two layers. Type writing text had stable, but signatures had run on. 

In 1995 when partly came off the building structure of the Saldus Lutheran church the foundation 

was revealed. There was found a metal capsule with church’s reconstruction documents – that is 

two documents written in different times were wrapped in a saturated fabric, a plan of the church 

on a fabric and a newspaper was in this bundle. The structure of the oldest document “Urkunde” 

was very damaged: practically lost media, the paper had become very dark and separated into 

many small fragments, there were also great material loses. The upper and lower edge of the 

second document /1930/ had become saturated with a sticky bright yellow substance, in some 

places of the text the paper started to rot. Also the fabric on whish was drawn the plan of the 

church in its upper part had become saturated with that yellow sticky substance and the fabric 

was close to its destruction. The last document came from Riga St. Jacob Catholic church. The 

document had found in the bowl of cross of church top 1992, but into our restoration laboratory 

came end of 1990th. Parchment had become completely dry and hard, but unwrapped. There were 

some material looses, different kind of stains, mould, hard horizontal deformation in the middle 

of leaf and parchment had become little bit transparence by influence of humidity – this are the 

result of not sealed top bowl of church. During the restoration several problems had to be sold: 

Disinfecting; Unwrapping when it is need; Deactivation and liquidation of stains throughout the 

whole material; To fix and glue the damaged paper; To put in a logical order the fragments of the 

documents. After the chemical and microscopic research the most advisable methods were 

chosen. Restoration committee with a client came to an agreement for restoration programs. 
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Digital Documentation on mobile app: a tailored tool for condition reports 

Anaïs Gailhbaud 

Horus heritage services, PARIS, France 

 

Horus Condition Report® is a mobile application designed by conservators to draw up condition 

reports for artworks and historical artifacts. It is designed to increase the general quality of 

condition reports, to significantly reduce the time consumed by their editing, and to address some 

specific needs of conservation professionals. Exploiting the fact that mobile phones and tablets 

combine the qualities of a computer, a camera, a graphics tablet, a design software, a PDF 

converter in a single high-performance tool, the app allows conservation professionals to localize 

the alterations and photograph them in a maximally efficient way. The app also provides a 

predefined thesaurus of damages on artworks, giving access to a professional lexicon in five 

languages and offers automatic translations of basic condition reports (comments and other free 

texts are not translated). This help is crucial for an international project and also when reporters 

have different levels of conservation knowledge and different works habits. 

 

Horus Condition Report is flexible: depending on the objectives of the condition report 

(restoration, transportation, exhibition…), professionals can use it to make a very accurate or a 

basic documentation. It is moreover is designed to be efficient with all types of collections and it 

allows users to modify the thesaurus of art materials and alterations. It can thus be adapted to the 

specificities of a wide array of expertise. Horus Condition Report is light and mobile: it is a 

practical tool to easily document damaged artworks in hard work conditions, in order, for 

example, to face major catastrophes concerning material heritage. The app can indeed be run on 

smartphones and tablets and it can be downloaded from the App Store and the Google Play store. 

It does not need wifi or any kind of network. Horus Condition Report is both professional and 

inexpensive, so that free-lance conservators, institutions with a limited budget or a difficult access 

to digital tools and first volunteers who report the damages on artworks can equally afford it. 

Most of all, as it reduces the number of tools needed and the complexity of the process of 

condition report editing, Horus condition report® allows professionals to focus on the artwork 

and its conservations challenge, rather than on superfluous technical obstacles. 
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A model for a course in first aid for Cultural Heritage for the Nordic countries 

Tanja Røskar 

Fylkeskonservatoren i Vest-Agder, KRISTIANSAND, Norway 

 

"Is it possible to safeguard cultural heritage while humanitarian aid and security operations are 

underway? When is the right time to intervene? How could we ensure that cultural recovery 

becomes a force for stabilization and building back better? The training on First Aid to Cultural 

Heritage in Times of Crisis aims to equip participants with necessary skills and knowledge to 

provide timely response in emergency situations." This was the start of the invitation to apply 

for the joint ICCROM and Smithsonian Institute training course that I attended in June 2016 

(Figs. 1-2). The packed five-week course consisted of lectures, practical exercises, 

demonstrations and visits to museums, monuments and heritage sites. All of this culminated in 

a large exercise where the participants would have to utilize and draw on everything they had 

learned during the course. The 21 course participants came from 18 different countries and had 

equally as many different backgrounds and professions. There were amongst others, 

conservators, a lawyer, heritage managers, archaeologists and a museum director. The core of 

the course curriculum was learning how to deal with threats to cultural heritage. Whether it be 

from natural disasters, changes in the climate or human intervention such as war or other 

destruction.  

 

 
 
Figure 1. FAC 2016 groupwork and discussion. 

During discussions and presentations after the course with both conservators, museums 

professionals and heritage managers, an idea for a Nordic version have started to form. The 

ICCROM/Smithsonian course covered all possible threats since participants were invited from 

all corners of the world. A Nordic course model will be more adjusted to the threats that are 
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more common for our countries such as damage due to climate change, fire and adverse weather 

conditions. But also, of course look at the wider picture. This short article will point out some 

of the theoretical aspects that such a course needs to cover whilst the presentation will go more 

into the proposed practical set up and logistics of a course for the Nordic countries.  

 

The topics of the course 

 

The course should consist of both practical demonstrations/workshops and theoretical lectures. 

It is important that participants come from a variety of background so that at the same time as 

learning from lecturers the participants also learn from each other and also share experiences 

and ideas. The following are some of the subject matters that should be addressed.  

 

 
 
Figure 2. FAC 201 FAC 2016 conservation workshop. 

 

Challenges to cultural heritage from changes in the climate in the Nordic countries 

 

Climate change poses a number of significant challenges to the historic environment, both 

physical and economic. The physical challenges include both long-term and sudden disasters:  

• Extreme weather events resulting in flooding and storm damage  

• Coastal erosion  

• Heat waves resulting in periods of drought, water shortages and forest fires  

• Rise in sea levels  

• Drying out, desiccation and erosion of wet lands  
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• Drying and shrinking of clay soils  

• Stress on some trees and plants  

• Migration of pests and diseases  

It is important to be aware of how vulnerable heritage is to climate change, and which risks 

heritage is exposed to and which customizations that can be done to counteract any effects 

caused by the climate change (Drange, 2008). Our historic assets are a valuable resource for 

future generations. They can also help support the local tourism industry helping to generate 

jobs and income for local communities. 

 

Risk analysis 

 

A risk and vulnerability analysis should include a description of the organization and ensuring 

the analysis, definition of purpose, definition, method and procedure and a description of the 

museum buildings, cultural heritage, construction and security status. Adverse events should 

be identified and assessed and, on this basis, shall be allowed a forward position of risk and 

vulnerability image. Should carry out a risk and vulnerability for intentional events i.e. theft, 

robbery, vandalism and accidental events like fire, landslides, floods, strong winds and large 

precipitation amounts. The analysis should result in a report (Kulturrådet, 2016). 

 

The Sendai framework also mentions risk reduction as a priority. “Priority 3: Investing in 

disaster risk reduction for resilience. National and local levels, article 30 (d) To protect or 

support the protection of cultural and collecting institutions and other sites of historical, cultural 

heritage and religious interest” (United Nations, 2015). 

 

Mitigation 

 

• Stage 1 – planning and preparing. The first stage in this system is to organize and 

defining the objectives with the plan. The museum at this stage needs to gather the 

information needed to identify areas that need looking into. 

• Stage 2 – the implementation of the gathered information. At this stage the museum 

will use the information gathered to identify possible events that might be a risk, look 

at where the museum is vulnerable and what other risks there might be. And last but not 

least, suggest possible measures and writing all this up in a report. 

• Stage 3 – the follow up. The follow up is the action stage. This is where the museum 

makes a strategic plan for further work with disaster planning and implements measures 

for monitoring. The museums should also make a plan for the routines regarding an 

annual follow up and evaluation of the disaster plan. 

An outcome of having analysed the risks will be an overview of where the museum needs to 

act to mitigate the risks for damages to buildings due to adverse weather condition, which one 

of course cannot do much about. Basic methods for mitigating risks are to:  

• Act on the hazard  

• Create a barrier between the hazard and the cultural heritage  
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• Avoid/remove the hazard  

• Early detection of hazard  

• Reduce vulnerability of the heritage  

(FAC, 2016) 

 

The disaster plan  

 

The following is a list of what the Getty Institute suggest a disaster plan, which they call an 

emergency plan, should contain:  

• Prevention.  

Eliminate hazards or reduce their potential effects on staff and visitors, on the collection, 

and on other assets. For example, clearing away debris from around the outside of the 

building helps eliminate the potential for an accident that could endanger lives and 

damage property.  

• Preparedness.  

Prepare and equip personnel to handle an emergency. For example, create emergency 

telephone lists, stockpile supplies, and train staff and volunteers how to use them.  

• Response.  

Prevent injury and limit losses after the event. For example, train staff and volunteers 

to evacuate visitors, colleagues, collections, and records safely.  

• Recovery.  

Prepare and train staff to carry out the process that returns operations to normal. For 

example, following a disaster, staff and volunteers may spend months sorting through 

the gift store inventory and discarding damaged items, or sorting through the collection 

and carrying out basic washing or surface-cleaning tasks.  

An emergency plan should also include a description of when to activate response procedures 

and to what degree they should be carried out. Steps on how to communicate to staff that the 

institution is operating in “emergency mode” and when to declare that an emergency is over 

should also be addressed. 

 

Disaster plans = disaster risk management  

 

Disaster management is not just for the large-scale disasters. It is also for the smaller and long-

term disasters. A small-scale flood for example can leave years of biological damage 

afterwards. Deterioration, insects, fungi etc. will continue for a very long time afterwards if 

there is no plan for actions to be taken after the flooding.  

 

Vulnerability is always a precondition for a disaster. The lack of maintenance, the location, 

deforestation, the nature of the materials used is aspect that will determine the scale of the 

damages after a natural disaster. By being prepared with a plan for disaster preparedness, the 

museums can identify vulnerable areas and work on eradicating these areas (FAC, 2016). 
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Workshops and demonstrations 

 

As with the course arranged by ICCROM and the Smithsonian in 2016 (Fig. 3), a Nordic 

course should also contain practical demonstrations and workshops dealing with i.e. the 

cleaning of waterlogged and dirty material, documentation of structures and damages, use of 

fire extinguishers, dealing with the media etc.  

  

  
 

Figure 3. The participants in the FAC 2016 course in Washington DC. 

Ahead 

 

So far the idea of a Nordic course for first aid for cultural heritage in times of crisis is just that, 

an idea. I hope that we as the association for conservators in the Nordic countries can start a 

discussion during the conference and maybe create a working group across the national 

organisations that can get such a course up and running. It is important that we think beyond 

our own profession and make this, as mentioned earlier, a course for all the different professions 

that can, and will, be involved in a disaster.  
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Investing in prevention: collections emergency training at the Harvard Library 

Priscilla Anderson, Lauren Telepak 

Harvard University, CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS, United States of America 

 

Introduction 

 

The library of Harvard University is a group of over 70 local libraries around the city of Boston 

in northeast United States. Many are housed in historic buildings with equally historic 

mechanical systems. Failures of these systems and Boston’s extreme weather cause a water 

emergency on average once a month. Over the past 20 years, Harvard has documented 151 

emergencies that affect library collections. To prevent collection loss, reduce staff stress, and 

hasten recovery, Harvard Library has created broad-based emergency training for library staff 

at all levels. Since 2001, over 500 staff have been trained in how to create and practice an 

emergency plan, how to initially respond to an emergency, and how to salvage specific 

collection formats. The training is improved by incorporating lessons learned during actual 

emergencies. Well-trained staff responses have resulted in minimal loss. 

 

Harvard previously provided comprehensive emergency planning, response and salvage 

training in one day-long workshop for library staff and administrators. Feedback indicated that 

participants were overwhelmed; they learned individual skills but did not internalize the 

concepts most important to their roles, such as safety (circulation staff), priorities (collection 

managers) and business continuity (administrators). The content was then divided into topical 

workshops focused on the needs of each audience. 

 

Planning 

 

Planning training consists of two programs: benchmarking workshops and tabletop exercises. 

For library managers and administrators, “Jumpstart Your Emergency Plan” training is 

separated from the other hands-on workshops and lasts just 1-½ hours. Offered in both spring 

and fall, the training coincides with budget and strategic planning. Each library benchmarks 

their current plan and sets goals for the upcoming year.  For libraries that do not yet have plans, 

a Harvard-specific collections emergency plan template provides a starting point. 

(https://tinyurl.com/ybamcdn8) 

 

Benchmarking is done in break-out groups, each library working with its own plan and team 

members, with coaching from various experts. The benchmarking checklist 

(https://tinyurl.com/y975tt3h) outlines goals in four sections. Planning outlines documents and 

procedures that help a library quickly return to full operation (Fig. 1). Communication assesses 

how information flows between those who discover an emergency and those who need to make 

decisions about it. Space & Facility looks at how to mitigate building-related risks. Staff 

Preparedness details recommended emergency supplies and staff training. Within each section 

the goals are prioritized into Basic, Good and Best Practices, with Basic being the most 

important (but not necessarily easy). Feedback from library directors and team leaders indicates 

that they highly value the structured opportunity to meet and think about their plan; if left to do 

it on their own, it may go to the bottom of the priority list and not get done 

https://tinyurl.com/ybamcdn8
https://tinyurl.com/y975tt3h
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Figure 1. Excerpt from Harvard Emergency Preparedness Benchmarks. 

Tabletop exercises offer local library emergency teams the opportunity to test and learn their 

plans. Templates for different scenarios (https://tinyurl.com/y7og9agh) include a hurricane, 

minor water leak, major pipe burst, construction dust contamination, and power outage. These 

templates can be customized by location to make it as realistic as possible. 

 

A preservation expert facilitates the tabletop exercise. Projected slides alternate between 

Scenario slides that narrate the event in chronological order, and Question slides that prompt 

open discussion. The facilitator provides hints to encourage discussion if the group is reticent. 

Some participants feel awkward doing role-playing, and have trouble suspending disbelief 

because the scenario isn’t perfectly realistic. But they are grateful when unanticipated issues 

are revealed, and they come away with tasks and questions to resolve. These exercises help 

staff internalize their plan and improve it. 

 

Response 

 

Two different response trainings include a full-day workshop for library staff and managers, 

and a one-hour basic training for temporary and student workers. Both are provided to the staff 

most likely to discover an emergency. They focus on what to do immediately when first 

discovering an emergency that affects collections. 

 

The full-day workshop is logistically complex and requires planning several months in 

advance. Participants to learn to execute basic response procedures, including health & safety 

risk analysis, damage assessment, communication, and protecting collections from further 

harm. 

https://tinyurl.com/y7og9agh
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A mock emergency with non-collection materials on shelving is set up in an outdoor parking 

lot. The materials are doused overnight with hoses. Participants are divided into teams of people 

who do not normally work together, helping them build their professional network. Teams look 

for safety threats, assess the source and quality of the water, and note any structural damage. 

They quickly document the formats and amounts of collections that are at risk of damage (Fig. 

2). They make a phone call to practice reporting the emergency. They protect collection 

materials by draping the shelves with plastic sheeting and learn strategies to safely remove wet 

items from the shelf. 

 

Hands-on activities alternate with presentations. A discussion panel features a facilities 

manager, an Environmental Health and Safety officer, and a Harvard police officer, who share 

different perspectives on communication, safety, and collaboration during emergency response. 

Library managers present case studies from actual emergencies, giving tips on effective 

communication and decision-making. A registrar discusses documentation and insurance 

issues. A mental health professional talks about managing stress during emergency response. 

 

Participant feedback pointed to a 

need for short response training 

for student/temporary workers 

that condenses the full-day 

workshop into a one-hour session. 

(https://tinyurl.com/y9dlqec4) 

Participants learn site-specific 

communication protocols, rapid 

safety, building, and collection 

assessment, and methods for 

preventing further damage. After 

quick hands-on demonstration of 

wet, stained, and mold-damaged 

books, the group breaks into 

teams that procure emergency 

supplies and drape plastic over 

library shelving. 

 

Collections Salvage 

 

Salvage training is another full-

day workshop for collections staff 

from all parts of the library. The 

goal of the day is for staff to learn 

practical collection salvage 

techniques. Because 97% of 

previous library emergencies 

involved water, our salvage 

training focuses on wet 

materials.The training covers 

format identification, assessment criteria (scale and extent of damage), prioritizing for 

stabilization, air-drying techniques and packing for transport or freezing. Four specialists 

demonstrate salvage techniques for books, unbound paper, photographs, and audiovisual 

Figure 2. Collections salvage training participants assessing a bin of wet audiovisual 
materials. 

https://tinyurl.com/y9dlqec4
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materials. Participants practice the techniques during format-specific hands-on sessions. They 

learn firsthand the challenges of handling wet library materials. Participants also learn that a 

surprising amount of supplies, space, and logistics are needed to execute a salvage operation. 

 

Many staff are not able to accurately identify 

specific audiovisual formats, which creates a 

barrier to salvaging them properly. A 

separate workshop focuses on audiovisual 

format identification coupled with salvage 

techniques (Fig. 3). This workshop also 

increases staff awareness of the importance 

of planning and prevention for audiovisual 

materials. 

 

Overall Lessons Learned 

 

It is important to acknowledge that 

emergencies are stressful. They may impair 

one’s judgment and can cause injuries. In the 

all-day response training, a trauma specialist 

helps participants understand their 

physiological and emotional response to 

emergencies. In shorter trainings, emotional 

as well as physical stress impacts are 

discussed. The feeling of urgency during an 

emergency response can override common 

sense as well as physical symptoms of 

fatigue. Taking breaks and practicing 

mindfulness can help; looking out for co-

workers’ needs is also key. These breaks are 

modeled during training. 

 

Collaboration and teamwork are also 

highlighted. While developing training content, collection managers, facilities staff, and health 

and safety experts are consulted to ensure their responsibilities and expectations are 

represented. The training introduces concepts and teaches a few useful skills, but the most 

important thing to come away with is the sense that participants are not and should not be alone 

when dealing with an emergency. In the training, participants are encouraged to learn from each 

other and work as a team. They learn to trust their colleagues and call on their wider network 

when they need it. By expanding their network of local experts, they learn that they are more 

effective during emergencies when they collaborate. 

 

Not everyone enjoys emergency training. But most participants increase their comfort level 

with unpredictability, appreciate the importance of good communication, realize how stress 

impacts decision-making, and recognize the challenges that others will be confronting during 

an emergency. Harvard has experienced many collections emergencies over its history. In more 

recent decades, this comprehensive training approach has prevented collection loss and kept 

staff safe. The training sessions have even inspired some libraries to stop procrastinating on 

their emergency planning efforts. 

Figure 3. Response training participants removing wet collections 
from shelvin Response training participants removing wet collections 
from shelving. 
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In case of fire: a value and risk assessment model for Norwegian churches 

Tone Marie Olstad, Elisabeth Andersen 

Norsk institutt for kulturminneforskning (NIKU), OSLO, Norway 

 

Introduction 

 

One aspect concerning management of cultural heritage is that only a selection can be followed 

up and preserved for future generations. This means that objects or buildings of cultural heritage 

significance must be prioritised, which in turn requires an efficient and suitable assessment 

model. The churches are the largest and presumably most important group of cultural heritage 

monuments in Norway. More than 60% of the 1622 church buildings are protected in some 

way. Churches from before 1650 are automatically protected by the Cultural Heritage Act, 

churches from 1650-1850 are automatically given the status of worthy of protection and about 

450 churches selected among those dated after 1850, have been granted protection. The 

protected churches are generally, but not exclusively, constructed in wood and most of them 

do not have automatic fire suppression systems. Many of them are in addition located in remote 

areas with relatively long emergency response time for the fire departments. This adds to the 

already challenging conditions of firefighting and fire prevention. Fire protection should ideally 

have been installed in all churches, - at least the protected ones. Reality is such that the financial 

possibilities make the installation of fire protection systems a long procedure which must 

follow a strict plan starting with the those, which on a national level, are the more important 

churches.  

 

This paper describes the process of developing a method for defining the more important 

churches, i.e. to define and describe the cultural heritage values that would be lost in the case 

of fire, combined with a vulnerability assessment of the individual church buildings to develop 

a priority evaluation model.  The aim of this work has been to establish a useful tool, i.e. a value 

matrix, for expressing the often tacit set of values that can be ascribed to churches as cultural 

heritage.  

 

 
 
Figure 1. Photo from the after fire in the Archbishop's Palace in Trondheim where many of the sculptures and inventory from Trondheim 
Cathedral were destroyed in 1982. © Adressa.no 

https://www.google.no/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjz0sHXoorbAhWDQJoKHbz1DHkQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.adressa.no/pluss/kultur/2017/01/06/En-nasjonal-ulykke-14019318.ece&psig=AOvVaw0vNKpXL36FlDKI1-eAMcNU&ust=1526561444915626
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Selecting and defining values for the model 

 

Attributing values to historic buildings and other cultural heritage objects has been done since 

the field of preservation became institutionalised in Norway in the middle of the 19th century. 

Attributing value to buildings and objects is also the reason to preserve cultural heritage. An 

object has only the value that is given to it: no one cares for or pays attention to something that 

is not deemed to be valuable. Value is a multifaceted term, and, according to Mason and 

Avrami, representing the Getty Conservation Institute, the noun value has two main senses. On 

one hand value refers to morals, principles or ethics – ideas that guides actions, and value refers 

to the characteristics of objects or sites - values as the qualities of objects or sites.1  

 

Traditionally, the Norwegian cultural heritage administration has weighted cultural heritage 

values based on whether they have significance at the local, regional or national level. National 

values (or equivalent legislative protection) have usually been determined by the Norwegian 

Directorate of Cultural Heritage; regional values by regional cultural heritage administration, 

and local values by the municipalities.  

 

To get an understanding of values associated with churches, and criteria for assessing heritage 

values, an interdisciplinary team with backgrounds in ethnology, architectural history, art 

history and painting conservation was established to collect, discuss, select and define the 

values. A reference group with members from the Directorate for Cultural Heritage in Norway 

and from the church authorities on a national and regional level, assisted the project group. As 

starting point, several international publications on values were taken into consideration.2 Study 

tours to professionals dealing with values and churches, as well as studying other similar 

international cases was of great help to realise what was needed in our country for the use of 

the model we were to develop. We found that a value assessment project at the Directorate of 

Cultural Heritage in Sweden as well as a project from the Netherlands, on attributing values to 

churches which are transformed to secular use, were of particular interest.3 

 

The selection of values for the model was based on values referring to different qualities of 

objects or sites in accordance with the prevailing criteria used by cultural heritage management 

in Norway. The model had to have a manageable number of values that would still cover all 

the values needed to give a broad-spectrum value assessment of a church.  

 

The value model 

 

The value model developed is primarily adapted for use at a national level and is a value-based 

matrix divided in three categories: Knowledge values, Experience values and Use values. These 

categories are divided in several sub-categories.  The tool covers selected cultural heritage 

values, administrative-related values and user-based values defined analytically in relation to 

each other and in the three different categories (see Table 1). 

 

                     
1 R. Mason, E. Avrami, Values and Challenges of Conservation Planning. Management planning for Archaeological Sites. An international 
Workshop organised by the Getty Conservation Institute and Loyola Marymount University 19-22 May 2000. Corinth, Greece. The Getty 

Conservation Institute, Los Angeles, 2002, 13-26. 
2 Among others: International Charter for the Conservation of Monuments and Sites. (The Venice Charter 1964) 
http://www.icomos.org/charters/venice_e.pdf . Visited 11.2.2017. - The Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance, The 

Burra Charter, 2013 (Burra Charter 1979) http://australia.icomos.org/publications/burra-charter-practice-notes/.  Visited 11.2.2017. -  R. 

Mason. Assessing Values in Conservation Planning: Methodological Issues and Choices. The Getty Research Report, Assessing the Values 
of Cultural Heritage. The Getty Conservation Institute, Los Angeles, 2002, 5-30. 
3 Sverige - M. van Schijnde, M. de Beyer, Guidelines on ways of dealing with Religious objects. Museum Catharijneconvent, Utrecht, 2012, 

http://www.religieuserfgoed.nl/assets/Uploads/Guidelines-on-Ways-of-Dealing-with-Religious-Objects-1.1.pdf. visited 11.2.17 
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KNOWLEDGE 

VALUES 

EXPERIENCE 

VALUES 

USE VALUES 

Architectural history  Aesthetic Frequency of use 

Art history  Architectural Flexibility 

Authenticity Artistic Usability 

Historic narrative  Acoustic Attraction 

Restoration  Identity Commercial 

Source  Social  

Archaeological   

Contextual   
 

Table 1. The table shows the values that have been identified and defined within three categories. 

Knowledge values include knowledge that can be extracted from the church building itself, its 

interior and inventory. Applying these values requires prior knowledge from various academic 

disciplines. Experience values encompass more subjective values linked to visual and 

emotional experiences of the church and it’s interior. Use values covers values linked to the 

actual use of the church and to benefits of its use for the local community.  

 

Classification of values into three different categories was chosen to provide a better 

understanding of different values’ characters and boundaries. Within a national management 

regime, the category of Knowledge values will often be given more weight than Experience 

values and Use values in a comparative evaluation of churches. Making a risk assessment model 

for the churches on a national level, the emphasize is thus on the Knowledge values more than 

Experience and Use values. For a church that has local significance, Experience values and Use 

values will often play a greater role. In this case. 

 

In practice, there can be overlapping between the different values, but an attempt has been made 

to create defined boundaries between them. For example, a distinction was made between Art 

history value and Architectural value. Strictly speaking, architectural history comes under art 

history, but to assess church inventory independently from architecture, this distinction was 

considered important. Another example is the acoustic value which is an experience value when 

based on knowledge of sound and acoustics such as those related to sermons, songs and music. 

Acoustic value however, must also be regarded as a Use value in connection with social events 

or the priest's sermon.  

 

Implementation 

 

Value assessments are created and conducted in the human consciousness and can therefore be 

described as a time-determined, relative assessment based on different parameters, purposes 

and understandings. However, this does not mean that value assessments are random. Value 

assessments of churches presuppose a relatively long-term durability and therefore set demands 

on the premises for the assessments. For the result of the value assessments to be as credible as 

possible, the process needs to be transparent. The result must also show who made the 

assessment, the context in which it was made and the purpose of the assessment.   

 

Based on the value model, the protected churches were ranked in three groups, A-B-C, - A 

being the most important on a national level. As architecture often has been given priority when 

churches were selected for protection, church art and interior was also given weight in our value 

assessment. 
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A further ranking within the A -level group for implementing fire protection systems, was based 

on the following criteria: 

- Response time for the fire brigade 

- The church site; remote or within a community 

- Building materials and construction  

- Artefacts of national value 

 

A stone church within a community where a fire probably would be detected fast, would for 

instance be lower on the priority list for fire protection than a wooden church in a remote place 

holding a medieval polychrome sculpture. The fire protection work has started in the A- 

category and hopefully will continue until all the churches are protected. The continuation of 

the work is an onsite assessment in the churches trying to define where to install the systems to 

minimise the damages from the fire as well as from the fire prevention systems.  

 

Conclusions 

 

To define and describe the cultural heritage values that would be lost in the case of fire, 

combined with a vulnerability assessment of the individual church buildings, a priority 

evaluation model has been developed. This paper describes the structure and implementation 

of that model. The model is a value matrix with three main categories: Knowledge values, 

Experience values and Use value. These categories are divided in several sub-categories. By 

use of the model, the protected churches are ranked in prioritised groups (A-B-C) allowing us 

to tailor preventive strategies concerning fire proofing. The side effects of the project are a 

general better understanding of the inherent cultural heritage values of churches, and that the 

interior of the churches now is regarded an important part of what could be lost in a church fire. 
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Introduction 

 

Norway’s 28 remaining medieval stave churches are an important contribution to world 

architecture. Urnes stave church stands out as a UNESCO World Heritage site. The country’s 

rough climate and dramatic topography can however have a catastrophic impact on the 

buildings and their sites. This paper builds on the results from a vulnerability assessment project 

called The stave churches in a future climate. The aim of the project, which ran through 2014 

to 2017, was to identify threats related to climate change and based on these define practical 

measures and long-term strategies for each stave church to mitigate phenomena such as 

biological deterioration and physical loss induced by climate change. It was carried out by the 

Norwegian Institute for Cultural Heritage Research (NIKU) on behalf of the Directorate for 

Cultural Heritage. Using Urnes as a case study, this paper draws from the project with a focus 

on expected sudden impacts from geological and meteorological phenomena. 

 

Background and forecast 

 

The number of recent and ongoing research projects on climate change and heritage is a 

testament to the continuing importance of, and interest in, the significance of the impacts of 

climate change on our cultural heritage [1-3]. From a northern European perspective, the 

Secretariat to the Nordic Council of Ministers put forward a two-part manifesto that addressed 

“what consequences climate change will have for the management of heritage sites and cultural 

environments, in the form of more damage, increased loss, changes in conservation and 

conditions for heritage sites” [4]. However, it also states that “the majority of cultural heritage 

buildings will probably not be particularly vulnerable to landslides and avalanches”. This is, of 

course, a very generalising statement and points to a topic worth looking further into. The theme 

of sudden impacts caused by geological and meteorological phenomena to Norwegian heritage 

sites is in fact still relatively unexplored.  

 

Even though the forecast models and hazard maps provided by governmental bodies such as 

NVE4 and NGI5 have uncertainty attached to them, basic trends are clear. The report Climate 

in Norway 2100 [5] has projected a warmer and more humid climate in Norway towards 2100. 

It highlights the increased probability for extreme events such as floods and short-duration 

extreme precipitation causing e.g. storm water. Climate change is also expected to influence 

the frequency of rock falls, so-called landslides, and even snow avalanches. Higher 

temperatures will for instance reduce the risk of dry snow avalanches at altitudes below 500–

1000 metres but may increase the risk of wet snow avalanches and slush flows. Dry snow slides 

will decrease due to the shorter snow season and increase of the treeline. Furthermore, all points 

towards a shorter snow season: the snow level will retract, and rain will often fall on snow-

covered land. Extreme rainfall and changes in precipitation patterns may increase the likelihood 

of soil slides, including flood slides in areas.  
                     
4 The Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate (NVE), https://www.nve.no/english/  
5 The Norwegian Geological Institute (NGI), https://www.ngi.no/eng  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meteorology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meteorology
https://www.nve.no/english/
https://www.ngi.no/eng
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The increased occurrence of these phenomena is without doubt alarming. Another, perhaps 

more critical, matter is that they are expected to occur in areas that have not been previously 

exposed. The average annual temperature will have the highest increase in the inland. 

Precipitation will generally increase in the whole country, with the west and south-western 

parts of the country being the most susceptible to increase in short-duration extreme 

precipitation.  

 

Material and methods 

 

The method used in the Stave church project is based on a step-by-step procedure, beginning 

with a top-down survey of climate projections for stave each church site, see figure 1. Step 1 

included, in addition to climate changes, a survey of hazards maps provided by NGI. These 

hazard maps covered snow avalanches, rock fall, landslide and debris. The maps are made from 

calculations which are based on an empiric model developed by NGI. Site surveys were not 

conducted when identifying or delimiting the areas. The influence of local factors (e.g. forests) 

have therefore not been included in the maps, nor they contain information about probability. 

They are instead first and foremost to be used as decision support for further risk assessments 

and e.g. identifying zones requiring special consideration in land-use plans on municipal level. 

As part of the stave church project, local site managers provided supplementary knowledge and 

experience regarding the surrounding landscape, prevailing wind directions etc. Some could 

also provide information on earlier incidents with avalanches, landslides, storms or floods.  

 

 
Figure 1. The approach of the project, conceptually derived from Climate for Culture (Leissner et al. 2015), implements a traditional 

step-by-step procedure to map, evaluate and manage risks related to climate change. The condition survey focuses on the most exposed 

and valuable parts of the buildings. © NIKU, 2018. 

Results and discussion 

 

The survey showed that about one third of the stave churches are situated within or in the 

immediate vicinity of impact areas of sudden geohazards, see table 1. Impact areas for snow 

avalanches are by far the most common and pose a possible major hazard to nine of the stave 

churches. Rock fall and landslide also cover the sites of stave churches. The number of stave 

churches that are not within or close to critical impact areas is much higher, which is positive. 

There are however the few “middle” cases which might become covered by the direct impact 

areas in the future. Four churches, Heddal, Ringebu, Røldal and Kaupanger, might in addition 

become exposed to flooding caused by heavy rain, creating erosion and floods in nearby rivers 

and creeks. 

  

As seen in figure 2, Urnes stave church is within the impact area for both (a) snow avalanche 

and (b) snow/rock slides. Image (c) shows how the stave church is on the border of potential 

impact area for landslides. With climate change we can expect a change of these impact areas 

as their starting zones are likely to alter. Urnes is e.g. expected to experience a warmer and 
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wetter climate by year 2100: 3-3.5 % increase in annual temperature, 25% increase in annual 

precipitation and 50% reduction in annual amount of snow. How this is going to affect local 

conditions at the Urnes site requires further analyses. 

 

 

 
Table 1. A summary of the survey mapping potential geohazards for the 26 stave churches included in the project. Y=yes, 
X=uncertain/border. 

 

 
Figure 2. Hazard maps showing the headland in Lustra fjord where Urnes stave church (marked with a white dot) is located ca. 140 meters 
above sea level. Data: NGI. 

A more problematic phenomena to predict is heavy winds. There are indications that high wind 

speeds may become more frequent although forecast models show little or no change in average 

wind conditions up to 2100. More storms along the coast would likely be problematic for 
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impact area (slightly 
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(c) Landslide. Impact area. 
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several sites as strong winds and changed directions can damage the load-bearing systems in 

the constructions. This regards especially Kvernes which lies exposed on the top of a hill in the 

fjord landscape and has a history of strong and damaging winds. Damage caused by falling 

trees due to heavy winds was also noted as likely for several churches. 

 

How to avoid or mitigate possible damage caused by these hazards? The general knowledge 

basis on geohazards in Norway is vast and there is seemingly enough information to act now. 

There exists however a gap between the responsible stakeholders. The conservation sector 

ought to become better at advocating its specific knowledge about vulnerability and 

prioritisation. For the most exposed stave churches safeguarding measures must be 

implemented to reduce the risk of landslides and avalanches. As opposed to sites susceptible to 

e.g. flooding, were sophisticated drainage systems can be designed, mitigating hazards such as 

rock fall and avalanches require more indiscreet measures that can have potential impact on the 

values of the property. Construction of artificial barriers can be very effective in reducing 

damage. Protective structures, such as embankment walls, can e.g. help lead slide mass material 

(snow, soil, rock, and debris etc.) away from exposed stave church sites. An alternative is 

establishing retaining walls, which stop the avalanche or landslide, to protect exposed objects.  

 

The complexity of the measures needed call for further intersectoral cooperation. They also 

require integrated municipal adaptation plans for zoning/land use planning. Moreover, since 

many of the stave churches are geographically dispersed, solid preventive monitoring is 

supported only if local representatives are involved. This is important also because local 

conditions cannot be assessed on e.g. hazards maps. Nevertheless, we see potential in scaling 

up the study by taking on a more quantitative approach in line with the comprehensive baseline 

assessment carried out by Historic Environment Scotland [6], allowing for a GIS-based 

assessment of more heritage sites throughout Norway. 

 

Conclusion 

 

It is concluded that one third of the stave church sites are in the immediate vicinity of current 

impact areas of snow avalanches, while two to three are in the impact area for landslides and 

rockfalls. With a warmer and more humid climate in Norway towards 2100 there is an increased 

probability for extreme events like floods and short duration extreme precipitation, which again 

will affect the risk of geohazards. It is thus not unlikely that risks related to these hazards will 

increase.  

 

To support decision making for the development of long-term management strategies the 

reliability and usefulness of the prediction models show potential for improvement. It will be 

necessary to initiate intersectoral cooperation, follow the forecast models as they improve, and 

implement monitoring routines and early warning systems. We also see a need to broaden the 

knowledge on future geohazards for historic buildings in general. 
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Quality System implementation within the Permanent Exhibitions Management of 

Antofagasta Museum, Chile 

Verónica Diaz Vilches1, Francisca Lucero2 
1Museo de Antofagasta, ANTOFAGASTA, Chile 
2Denver Art Museum, Denver, United States of America 

 

Introduction 

 

Museums that belong to the National Museum System (in Spanish: Sistema Nacional de 

Museos – SNM)6 require within their quality management one or more annual audits. Internal 

and external auditors are responsible for ensuring compliance with established protocols in the 

documents that regulate each system. In this case study, carried out at Antofagasta Museum (in 

Spanish: Museo de Antofagasta), the authors will address the processes and the results obtained 

through the Permanent Exhibition Management (in Spanish: Gestión de Exhibiciones 

Permanentes – GEP), pertaining to the maintenance and environmental monitoring in the 

permanent exhibition. The relevant actions will be outlined for the preservation of the 

Museum’s heritage collections currently on display, including preventive conservation, 

documentation, equipment and security within two permanent exhibition galleries. 

 

                     
6 The institution responsible for directing and enforcing the different tasks within State-dependent Museums in Chile. It was created alongside 
the National Cultural Heritage Service (in Spanish: Servicio Nacional del Patrimonio Cultural – SNPC), belonging to the Ministry of Culture, 

Arts and Heritage (in Spanish: Ministerio de las Culturas, las Artes y el Patrimonio) (Law 21.045 published at 

https://www.leychile.cl/Navegar?idNorma=1110097). 
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Geographic location and risk agents 

 

Antofagasta Museum is comprised of two heritage buildings7 identified as Ex-Gobernación 

Marítima and Ex-Aduana (see Fig. 1). The permanent exhibition is located in the Ex-Aduana 

building. The Museum’s site is on the coast, near the city centre and the old town of 

Antofagasta. Its close proximity to the Pacific Ocean makes it an area with a high likelihood of 

tsunamis and tidal waves from the West, and mudslides from the East. Among other risk 

factors, the Museum is subject to potential vehicle accidents due to it being near high-traffic 

areas (see Fig.1), daily train activity, graffiti and robbery. 

 

Risk management and catastrophe response 

 

The Museum has implemented measures to keep its collections as safe as possible, within its 

technical and budget capabilities. However, its limitations are dependent on the city of 

Antofagasta, as well as the Ministry of Cultures, Arts and Patrimony, in continuing to improve 

safety and preventive measures and emergency response regarding natural disasters that affect 

the city and the region as a whole. Some examples of the Museum’s initiative to promote and 

improve its risk management and emergency response programs are listed below.  

I. In May 2012, the Museum hosted the first Binational Meeting on Risk Management 

in Museums of Chile and Perú8. The meeting began with a seminar in Santiago, and 

then moved to Antofagasta where the Museum acted as a case study of sorts in order 

to survey its current conditions, as well as evaluate possible risk factors surrounding 

it.9  

II. In October 2012, the museum hosted a seminar on Risk Management and Social 

Involvement10, which included the participation of the local community. 

III. In 2015, after unusual heavy rain and flooding of both Museum buildings in 

Antofagasta, Verónica Díaz Vilches, as Collections Manager at Antofagasta 

Museum, gave a presentation11 to the then Director of DIBAM about the damages 

and losses they suffered as a result of this natural disaster. This resulted in: 

• The evaluation of all three regions affected by this event (Antofagasta, 

Atacama and Coquimbo) in order to assess material damage and propose 

a renovation and restoration plan. 

• A survey of archaeological sites, heritage locations, and monuments that 

were damaged as a result of the rain and flooding. 

• The creation of a preventive conservation plan and the development of 

a risk management protocol in order to better prepare and respond to 

natural disasters with minimum consequences. 

                     
7 Buildings that are declared as National Historic Monuments under decrees N°980 (1978), N°2017 (1972) and N°1211 (1976). Refer to 
Bibliography for further information. 
8 CNRC, DIBAM, (2012). 1er Encuentro Taller Binacional para la Gestión de Riesgos en Museos, Chile-Perú. 

(http://www.cncr.cl/sitio/Contenido/Noticias/4894:1-Encuentro-Taller-Binacional-para-la-Gestion-de-Riesgos-en-Museos-Chile-Peru-2012, 
accessed 10/09/2018) 
9 Among the invitees was José Luis Pedersoli, who participated in the creation of ICCROM’s new guide for risk management along with 

Catherine Antomarchi. 
10 CNRC, DIBAM (2012). Nuevos desafíos de la conservación en Chile: gestión de riesgos y participación social. 

(http://www.cncr.cl/sitio/Contenido/Galerias/4704:Seminario-nuevos-desafios-de-la-conservacion-en-Chile-gestion-de-riesgos-y-

participacion-social, accessed 10/09/2018) 
11 DIBAM, (2015). Director de la DIBAM visita Funcionarios, Biblioteca y Museo de Antofagasta. Servicio Nacional del Patrimonio 

Cultural, Ministerio de las Culturas, las Artes y el Patrimonio. (http://www.dibam.cl/614/w3-article-50243.html?_noredirect=1, accessed 

10/09/2018) 

http://www.cncr.cl/sitio/Contenido/Noticias/4894:1-Encuentro-Taller-Binacional-para-la-Gestion-de-Riesgos-en-Museos-Chile-Peru-2012
http://www.cncr.cl/sitio/Contenido/Galerias/4704:Seminario-nuevos-desafios-de-la-conservacion-en-Chile-gestion-de-riesgos-y-participacion-social
http://www.cncr.cl/sitio/Contenido/Galerias/4704:Seminario-nuevos-desafios-de-la-conservacion-en-Chile-gestion-de-riesgos-y-participacion-social
http://www.dibam.cl/614/w3-article-50243.html?_noredirect=1
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Refer to figure 2 for a detailed timeline of incidents associated with natural disasters and 

consequent actions on the Museum’s and the government’s part. 

 

 

Anthropogenic risks 

 

In January 2014, the Museum suffered the biggest robbery of its history12, which resulted in 

the loss of great part of the Pacific War’s weaponry collection as well as technical equipment 

(computers, cameras, GPS, among others)13. Although the police’s investigation did not result 

in the capture of the thieves, the Museum did receive funding to improve their security systems. 

This allowed the installation of security cameras, alarms, improvement of locks and doors, 

among others. Previous incidents back in the 1990’s did not result in any security 

improvements. 

 

Vehicle accidents in the area surrounding the Museum are a constant risk, and its historic 

buildings have suffered car crashes against their walls in the past. Although this has not been 

measured or evaluated, statistical information is publicly available through the Ministry of 

Transport’s website. 

 

The daily transit of the FCAB’s14 train, right in between both historic buildings, is estimated to 

                     
12 El Mercurio Antofagasta (2014). “Roban fusiles y sables de la Guerra del Pacífico desde el Museo de Antofagasta” 
(http://www.soychile.cl/Antofagasta/Policial/2014/01/12/225220/Roban-fusiles-y-sables-de-la-Guerra-del-Pacifico-desde-el-Museo-de-

Antofagasta.aspx, accessed 17/09/2018), and “Éstas son las piezas históricas que robaron del Museo de Antofagasta” 

(http://www.soychile.cl/Antofagasta/Policial/2014/01/13/225368/Estas-son-las-piezas-historicas-que-robaron-del-Museo-de-
Antofagasta.aspx, accessed 17/09/2018), in SoyChile.cl.  
13 Díaz Vilches, V. (2014). Informe Robo enero 2014. Unpublished internal document, Museo de Antofagasta, DIBAM, Chile. 
14 FCAB: Ferrocarril de Antofagasta a Bolivia; a private railway operating in the northern provinces of Chile. Visit http://www.fcab.cl/ for 

http://www.soychile.cl/Antofagasta/Policial/2014/01/12/225220/Roban-fusiles-y-sables-de-la-Guerra-del-Pacifico-desde-el-Museo-de-Antofagasta.aspx
http://www.soychile.cl/Antofagasta/Policial/2014/01/12/225220/Roban-fusiles-y-sables-de-la-Guerra-del-Pacifico-desde-el-Museo-de-Antofagasta.aspx
http://www.soychile.cl/Antofagasta/Policial/2014/01/13/225368/Estas-son-las-piezas-historicas-que-robaron-del-Museo-de-Antofagasta.aspx
http://www.soychile.cl/Antofagasta/Policial/2014/01/13/225368/Estas-son-las-piezas-historicas-que-robaron-del-Museo-de-Antofagasta.aspx
http://www.fcab.cl/
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be around 4.0 to 5.0 magnitude earthquake on the Mercalli scale, due to the train’s transit on 

backfill. There are currently no movement or vibration sensors installed to confirm these 

estimates; it is hoped this project will shed light on the need to improve the monitoring systems 

the Museum needs in order to provide accurate data on the multiple risks it is subject to on a 

daily basis. 

 

There have also been derailments15 due to lack of maintenance of the train’s tracks. Although 

such incidents have not yet resulted in damage to the Museum’s buildings or their collections, 

it continues to be an agent of risk. The frequency of these events led the train company to carry 

out general maintenance of the tracks in 2017. FCAB is privately owned, therefore, there is no 

public registry regarding these incidents unless they have affected public transit. Records of 

this type of incidents can be obtained from the Ministry of Transport and Carabineros, the 

Chilean police force. The train is not only a constant risk in terms of derailment, and accidents. 

It is also a silent element of environmental pollution. This is evidenced in the presence of soot 

on objects currently on display, as well as on the buildings – both interior and exterior. 

Antofagasta’s citizens’ have protested and demanded corrective actions (and they continue to 

do so) against the pollution, as it affects their health, residences, and public spaces16. 

 

The GEP System at Antofagasta Museum 

 

The Institutional Quality Management System provides several standardised documents that 

guide each institution towards implementing their respective systems through standard 

procedures (PRO), work instructions (INS) and registry (REG), with respect to their individual 

feasibility. The annual implementation of GEP at Antofagasta Museum began in 2010 and 

continues to improve and update the plan according to the Museum’s needs. Today, GEP 

establishes guidelines through a variety of documents17 which are systematically recorded in 

digital (ftp3.dibam) and/or paper formats (archives, books, etc.). GEP outlines the following 

areas for management, data collection and registry: 

 

I. Maintenance and Improvement Plan: Cleaning, Preventive Conservation, 

Buildings, Security, Managers, among others. 

II. Installation and Digital Backup Verification: Annual report submitted to the Unified 

Registry and Documentation Service (in Spanish: Servicio Unificado de Registro y 

Documentación – SURDOC), such as information on all objects on display, 

photography, equipment and data recollection. 

III. Object Handling: Handling of objects on display, robbery or loss of collection 

material. 

IV. Preventive Conservation: Environmental Monitoring Program, Condition Checks, 

Cleaning and Maintenance of the exhibition. 

V. Monitoring equipment control and maintenance 

VI. Check list 

                     
more details (accessed 20/09/2108). 
15 El Mercurio Antofagasta (2013). “Ya se restableció el tránsito en el centro de Antofagasta tras el descarrilamiento de un tren”, in 

SoyChile.cl. (http://www.soychile.cl/Antofagasta/Sociedad/2013/10/10/205487/Gran-taco-en-el-centro-de-Antofagasta-tras-el-
descarrilamiento-de-tren.aspx, accessed 17/09/2018) 
16 El Mercurio Antofagasta (2018). “Antofagasta tiene el récord mundial en contaminación por arsénico, cobre y zinc”, in SoyChile.cl. 

(http://www.soychile.cl/Antofagasta/Sociedad/2018/05/24/535198/Antofagasta-tiene-el-record-mundial-en-arsenico-cobre-y-zinc.aspx, 
accessed 20/09/2018) 
17 Procedures (PRO-EP-054), Instructive (INS-EP-0019), data sheets, acts, reports, etc. to document each stage of the process. Refer to 

Bibliography for further details. 

ftp://ftp3.dibam/
http://www.soychile.cl/Antofagasta/Sociedad/2013/10/10/205487/Gran-taco-en-el-centro-de-Antofagasta-tras-el-descarrilamiento-de-tren.aspx
http://www.soychile.cl/Antofagasta/Sociedad/2013/10/10/205487/Gran-taco-en-el-centro-de-Antofagasta-tras-el-descarrilamiento-de-tren.aspx
http://www.soychile.cl/Antofagasta/Sociedad/2018/05/24/535198/Antofagasta-tiene-el-record-mundial-en-arsenico-cobre-y-zinc.aspx
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VII. Non-conforming Products 

VIII. Preventive Action procedures to address non-conforming Products: maintenance of 

exhibition galleries, lighting systems, graphics, monitoring equipment, 

infrastructure, security systems, etc. 

IX. Corrective Action procedures to address non-conforming Products 

X. Corrective Actions and Continuous Improvement 

XI. Plan’s compliance 

XII. Plan’s revision and upgrades 

XIII. Plan’s Summary 

 

Preventive Conservation of objects currently on display 

 

The Permanent Exhibition at Antofagasta Museum is comprised of 650 objects, which are 

documented in SURDOC as cultural heritage. These are distributed in 9 out of 13 galleries and 

spread throughout the first floor as Archaeological Exhibitions and on the second floor as 

Historical Exhibitions. The methodology denoted by the Environmental Monitoring Program 

establishes that, each year, temperature (T), relative humidity (RH) and light levels18 must be 

monitored and inspected through all seasons.  

 
 

This activity results in an annual report in which all the data is sent to the SNM to be evaluated 

as part of the fulfilment of the certification process for the ISO standard. The case study for 

                     
18 Elizaga, J. (2014). Procedimiento para un adecuado Monitoreo Condiciones Ambientales en Museos DIBAM. Unpublished internal 

document, ConservaData, Centro Nacional de Conservación y Restauración (CNCR), Chile.  
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2016-2017’s period was proposed in order to monitor the environmental behaviour on two 

objects19 (a wooden paddle and a pair of cotton trousers) in galleries N°5 and N°9 (see figs. 3 

and 4). These were chosen due to their location on opposite sides of the building; the former 

facing South-West direction and the latter North-East. Light sources (natural and artificial) are 

identified and lux levels measured, particularly for objects on display under the “sensitive” and 

“very sensitive” categories. Additionally, a quarterly inspection is carried out on every object 

on display, assessing and recording their current condition, any possible changes20, damage and 

deterioration21, identifying causes22  for change/damages, and whether they are active or not. 

 

Results 

 

Antofagasta is a port city with a mild desert climate, abundant sunshine and strong maritime-

related environment, high RH and morning fog known as camanchaca. The data collected 

during the first week of measurements for the 2017 period revealed a high variation in RH (see 

figs. 3 and 4). Although this behaviour impacted gallery N°5 more than gallery N°9, both were 

affected.  However, these are within acceptable range (see fig. 5). Light levels measured in the 

galleries are above the maximum accepted levels (identified in red colour in figs. 3 and 4). 

These are variable due to the Museum’s digitally controlled lighting system that automatically 

increase or decrease the intensity of visible light in the galleries. Please refer to figures 3, 4 and 

5 for more details. 

 

 

 

                     
19 Object N°8704 in gallery N°5 and object N°8604 in gallery N°9. Information available at SURDOC: http://www.surdoc.cl/registro/25-

8704 and http://www.surdoc.cl/registro/25-8604, respectively (accessed 18/06/2018). 
20 Table 1: Alterations present in objects. In Elizaga, J. (2014). Criterios para la Inspección del Estado de Conservación de las Colecciones. 
Unpublished internal document, ConservaData, Centro Nacional de Conservación y Restauración (CNCR), Chile. 
21 Table 2: Alteration levels. In Elizaga, J. (2014). 
22 Table 3: Possible agents of alteration. In Elizaga, J. (2014). 

http://www.surdoc.cl/registro/25-8704
http://www.surdoc.cl/registro/25-8704
http://www.surdoc.cl/registro/25-8604
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Conclusions 

 

The implementation of the Museum Quality Management has been gradually developing and 

evolving through the last decade, standardising the technical processes within heritage 

institutions and museums management in Chile. There are little resources in state-dependent 

Museums (such as Antofagasta Museum) to have dedicated Collections Management 

Department and Conservation staff to continually monitor the collections. Interventive action 

is carried out when absolutely necessary, and GEP (within which preventive conservation 

measures are outlined) is enforced throughout the year to ensure no further damage occurs.  

 

In terms of natural disasters, the only viable option for the Museum’s collections is to move 

into a new custom-built building. The Museum’s buildings are themselves historical 

monuments, and, as such, protected by the National Monument Council (in Spanish: Consejo 

de Monumentos Nacionales – CMN). Therefore, they cannot undergo the necessary renovations 

to implement adequate standards for storage and display of the collections. Moreover, when a 

tsunami alert is issued, evacuation of people is priority following an earthquake. Collections 

then remain in place inside a building which may or may not withstand the intensity of an 

earthquake or a tsunami. 

 

As presented, Antofagasta Museum annually complies with each one of the stages of GEP, 

integrating many resources: human, logistic, economical, services, supplies, among others. This 

protocol ensures that monitoring is constant and that objects identified as at risk will be moved 

or their environmental conditions improved as possible considering budget and staff 

constraints. This is an ongoing process and there are still challenges to face, as the cultural 
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authorities do not seem to fully understand the long-term impact that the Museum’s 

environment and infrastructure currently present to its vulnerable collections. However, 

maintenance, security and, in particular, preventive conservation and curatorial support, enable 

the Museum to fulfil the National Standards and ensure the continued well-being of the 

exhibition which opened over 10 years ago and remains free for the public to learn and view. 
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Communicating disaster preparedness - bridging the cultural heritage gap 

Lisa Nilsen, Erika Hedhammar, Therese Sonehag 

Swedish National Heritage Board, VISBY, Sweden 

 

Introduction 

 

The importance of preventive measures for disaster preparedness cannot be emphasized 

enough. A major disaster may often serve as an eye-opener that highlights problems with lack 

of emergency preparedness, but for the object in question, it is then already too late. How can 

we reach more cultural heritage institutions and inspire them to work in a more preventive 

manner, i.e. take charge of their own disaster response, salvage and recovery? As conservation 

professionals, we need to create good relations to other sectors of society. The Swedish 

National Heritage Board (SNHB) has for several decades worked with other authorities and the 

general public in order to inform and prepare for different kind of disasters that might affect 

cultural heritage.  

 

Networking and creating relations with other authorities 

 

Risk management is a prioritised topic at SNHB. When a major disaster involving cultural 

heritage occurs, SNHB staff are available to observe and collect information, and contribute to 

national and international disaster preparedness networks. Sweden has a cross-sectional 

network for disaster preparedness and recovery of cultural heritage, chaired by the SNHB, 

making it easy to meet and cooperate on a national level. The network was established in 2006 

and is still thriving.   It includes organisations such as the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency, 

the Kammarkollegiet (authority for government indemnity), the Swedish Property Authority, 

the Church of Sweden, several federal museums and the Swedish Fire Protection Association. 

The first task by this network was to write an online handbook on disaster preparedness and 

recovery. This handbook is still used by different organisations, and the SNHB gets very good 

feedback on its usability, even after ten years.  

 

Another specific network to mention here is the cooperation with the Swedish Insurance 

Salvage Organisation. This organisation consists of salvage and recovery professionals, 

financed through the insurance sector. They contacted the SNHB in 2007 requesting more 

information on how to deal with objects and interiors of cultural significance. The organisation 

has contracts with all municipal fire- and rescue services in Sweden, and coordinate salvage 

operations after alarm from the fire- and rescue services. Inspired by a disaster recovery course 

organised by English Heritage, the Swedish Insurance Salvage Organisation made its own 

three-day training course in June 2018, supported by the SNHB. 

 

Fortunately, there already exist established systems for working with risks at local, regional 

and national levels. However, there is a need for cultural heritage to be more included in that 

work.  It is also important that natural disasters and climate change are considered in preventive 

conservation plans. In order to reach out, the SNHB also organises seminars, such as the Forum 

for Climate and Heritage (see below) and participates in other forums to make sure that the 

heritage perspective is not forgotten; the work with disaster risk reduction to cultural heritage 

requires cooperation with other organisations dealing with the same issues. The exchange of 

knowledge and experience is essential.  
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International frameworks and directives 

 

In 2015, the UN adopted a new framework for disaster risk reduction, the Sendai framework 
23.The SNHB and 17 other national authorities and organisations are a part of the national 

joint action group for disasters, where cooperation involves liaising with various authorities 

and the opportunity to gain knowledge about natural disasters such as floods, landslides, flash 

floods and forest fires, as well as to disseminating knowledge (Fig. 1). After several floods in 

Europe the EU Floods Directive was adopted in 2007. Its aim is to reduce and manage the 

risks that floods pose to human health, the environment, cultural heritage and economic 

activity. The Directive requires member states to first carry out a preliminary assessment 

every sixth year to identify zones with risk of flooding. For such zones they would then need 

to draw up flood risk maps and establish flood risk management plans focused on prevention, 

protection and preparedness. The SNHB has cooperated with the Swedish Civil 

Contingencies Agency (MSB) to identify cultural heritage where potential significant flood 

risk exists. 24 It has been a good start to discuss and highlight floods and their impact on 

cultural heritage.  

 

 
Figure 1. The need for cooperation was highlighted during a forest fire in the summer of 2014 which threatened the UNESCO world 
heritage site Engelsberg Ironworks, and seven churches. Measures were taken by the Church of Sweden, the County Administrative Board 
and the owner and the insurance company of Engelsberg Ironworks. © Johan Eklund, MSB. 

Adapting to climate change  

 

“Climate change is fast becoming one of the most significant risks for World Heritage sites 

worldwide…”25. Climate change including natural hazards26 is a direct and cumulative risk and 

                     
23 Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction, UNSDR. 
24 The EU Floods Directive. 
25 UNESCO report “World Heritage and Tourism in a changing Climate”, Executive Summary, p. 9. 
26 Climate change is causing natural hazards. Mapping of natural hazards like erosion, flooding and landslides are included in climate change 

risk assessments. 
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is often added to other significant stresses for cultural heritage. However, the cultural heritage 

sector has dealt with changes through decades, even centuries. The sector has knowledge and 

competence to prepare for and treat damage, and also to plan and carry out conservation and 

maintenance plans.  

 

Climate change is an intersectional issue, which presumes cooperation and that “forces” other 

sectors to integrate aspects of cultural heritage, for example the EU Floods Directive (see 

above), where cultural heritage is one of four areas to be followed up after floods. The SNHB 

Climate Action Plan for Cultural Heritage is the starting point for the work within climate 

change. It serves as an inspiration for the cultural heritage sector and an indicator of work done. 

The Forum for Climate and Heritage 2015 and 2017, have been successful meeting points for 

the sector as well as for relevant actors within climate change and disaster management, risk 

assessment professionals and communities working both within heritage and climate change. 

The development of methods for climate change risk assessment of properties, landscapes and 

other heritage objects is another example where the SNHB has been involved. The Swedish 

National Knowledge Centre for Climate Change Adaptation is cooperating with 19 Swedish 

authorities among them the SNHB. Together we are developing databases, educational 

seminars, information and managing a web portal about climate change.  

 

Working with standards 

 

A very important and often missing link in the risk assessments are base line studies. The 

development of standardized methods is very important to guarantee quality, make the work 

efficient and comparable as well as facilitating decision making. Since 2009, conservation 

standards are published within the technical committee CEN/TC 346 Conservation of cultural 

heritage. Several standards refer to disaster preparedness on different levels, for example EN 

15946 Packing principles for transport, EN 16790 Integrated Pest Management, and several 

others, such as the newly published EN 16893 Specifications for location, construction and 

modification of buildings or rooms intended for the storage or use of heritage collections.27 

 

The use of standards is an example of how the cultural heritage sector is working to bridge a 

gap in communication regarding risks with other sectors, for example construction and 

industry. One example is the EN 16096 Condition survey and report of built cultural heritage, 

which is very important as a starting point for risk assessments of buildings. Other sectors are 

used to working according to standards, and if we, as heritage professionals, can facilitate 

understanding for our requirements by using standards, we have a lot to gain. Many of the 

European cultural heritage standards refer to the universal standard ISO 31 000 Risk 

management. That standard is created for all sectors, and it is interesting that ICCROM, RCE 

and CCI has that as a basis for their publication A guide to risk management of cultural heritage 

(2017).  

 

Good examples: When does it work? 

 

Finally, we would like to highlight the need of good examples. We know from experience that 

several organisations, big and small, work diligently with disaster preparedness. Therefore, the 

SNHB conducted a telephone survey in 2016 to twelve museums and archives that a) were 

known to work seriously with disaster preparedness, or b) had had incidents. We asked about 

the level of preparedness, what helped them in their work, and, for those who felt that they had 

                     
27 CEN – European Committee for Standardization  
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good preparedness, what the success factors were. The survey revealed the following success 

factors:  

• Strong support from management; 

• One staff position (not necessarily full time) with time, mandate and money to take 

the work forward; 

• An enthusiastic individual among the staff, who took a personal interest in disaster 

preparedness, and had the strength and stamina to see projects through; 

• Systematically and continuously working with structure and planning, e.g. controls 

that insure disaster prevention is working from garbage disposal to checking alarms;  

• Practical training and exercises; 

• Case studies, i.e. exchanging experiences at seminars and in articles after fires and 

thefts, being open about what did go wrong.  

 

From this, it is easy to conclude the importance of commitment at managerial level. Managers 

should actively encourage disaster preparedness, and also see the additional benefits, both 

social and financial, from staff working together. There is money and cultural value at stake. 

 

Challenges for the future 

 

Creating solid networks and organising disaster and recovery procedures is not done overnight. 

Changes in management, not re-staffing or maintaining key people and positions, and cutting 

funds can easily destroy good and solid contacts and established procedures having taken years 

to build up. Keeping momentum in those networks is of utmost importance in order not to lose 

know-how and preparedness. Continuity is key. 

 

At the ICOM-CC conference in Copenhagen in September 2017, there was a discussion on 

museum environments. The conservation scientist, Stephan Michalski, said that he started out 

researching climate control and ended up in risk management, adding: “That is not a 

coincidence, it is natural.” It is indeed necessary that we focus on risk management and all 

aspects of it, combining the heritage perspective with the disaster preparedness.  
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Foreword 

 

Like most countries in the North Atlantic and around the world, Iceland is facing increasing 

challenges in managing its cultural heritage due to human induced climate change. Since the 

early 20th century it has been getting warmer, the glaciers are retreating, and the seasonal 

temperature difference has decreased, with milder winters and colder summers (Björnsson et 

al., 2018:45). These changes have various effects on heritage remains and challenge traditional 

methods of managing and protecting the cultural heritage. This calls for a better understanding 

of the processes involved, the threats and vulnerabilities before deciding on appropriate action 

and management plans. In this paper some of the climate changes that are predicted to occur in 

and around Iceland will be discussed in light of possible impacts they may have on the cultural 

heritage in the country, as well as projects initiated by Minjastofnun Íslands (The Heritage 

Agency of Iceland, here after MÍ) in response to these changes.  

  

The geography and current climate of Iceland 

 

The landscape features, the geographical placement of the island, as well as ocean currents have 

great impacts on the climate and weather in and around Iceland. The country is mountainous, 

with only quarter of the land below 200 meters above sea level. (Einarsson, 1984;673; 

Landmælingar Íslands, n.d.) The largest lowland regions are in southern Iceland. In these areas 

there are long stretches of black sandy beaches, but in most other parts of the country, fjords of 

different sizes cut into a rocky landscape, usually with small lowland areas at the innermost 

parts of the fjords. Deep valleys stretch from the fjords and up to the plateau like highlands in 

the middle of the country.  

 

The island situated in the North Atlantic close to the Arctic Circle, the shortest distance to 

another great landmass is 290 km to Greenland, Scotland is some 800 km away and Norway 

970 km (Einarsson, 1984:673; Landmælingar Íslands, n.d.). The northerly latitude means that 

the solar altitude is never high and there is a big difference between the length of day between 

summer and winter. The short winter days are however on average not as cold as could be 

expected and the mean temperature is higher than in most areas at same latitude, ranging 

between 3° to 6°C on yearly bases (Björnsson et al., 2018:46).  

 

The reason for this relatively mild climate is a combination of ocean currents and weather 

systems. A warm ocean current - the Gulf Stream - comes up to the south west coast of the 

country and travels clockwise around the island, warming the sea and the air above. 

Furthermore, low-pressure systems frequently draw warm air from mainland Europe towards 

Iceland. Although these warm ocean and wind currents elevate the mean temperature, they also 

result in very unstable weather conditions. The fronts of cold and warm airmasses are constantly 

shifting and the landscape features of the island further add to the extremes in weather and its 

unpredictability (Einarsson, 1984). 

 

Before discussing the changes in climate expected in the next decade’s and century’s it is worth 

noting that this is not the first time Iceland is going through considerable changes in weather 

patterns and climate. The island was first settled in the 9th century and research shows that at 
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that point the climate was relatively mild. It reached a high peak in the 12th and 13th centuries 

but started to get colder in the 14th century. The so-called Little Ice Age lasted two decades into 

the 20th century, with the mass of Iceland’s glaciers reaching a record high in the late 19th 

century (Björnsson et al., 2018:53-54). This does however not change the fact that foreseeable 

climate changes will have various effects on cultural heritage remains, and for the most part 

negative. This only adds to the stress and dangers already posed by volatile climate and natural 

hazards such as storms, avalanches, mudslides, floods and volcanic eruption that have already 

had severe impact on standing structures and the built heritage of Iceland through the ages.  

 

The heritage at risk 

 

Iceland was settled in the late 9th century AD by people from Scandinavia and the British Isles. 

(Íslensk Fornrit, 1968; Benediktsson, 1968; Matthíasson, 1982; Helgason et al., 1997; 2000a; 

2000b; Helgason, 2004) The material culture is therefore limited to the Viking Age onwards, 

consisting mainly of traces of agricultural societies with mixed reliance on farming and fishing, 

up until the 16th century when villages started to form around the largest fishing stations (Þór, 

2002:212).  

 

The main building technique, used up until the 20th century, was timber framed turf structures, 

everything from byres, barns, people’s dwellings and churches. From Viking halls to 19th 

century farm complexes, timber and turf remained the main material, with various 

combinations and proportions of stone included. These structures evolved and changed in 

layout and design throughout the centuries, but the building technique and material remained 

similar (Sigurðardóttir, n.d.; Björnsson et al., 2003; Rúnarsdóttir, 2007; Stefánsson, 2013). 

 

It goes without saying that these turf structures have a short lifetime compared to stone and 

mortar structures and even the timber buildings in Iceland seem in general to have had shorter 

lifetime than similar buildings in other parts of Europe. This is due to both economic and natural 

reasons. Timber was scarcely available and would be reused time and time again. When a 

building fell out of use, the timber would most often be reclaimed and used in the next one, 

turned into something else or burnt as fuel. The other reason is harsh and continually changing 

weather conditions and natural hazards.  

 

Turf walls and roofs need regular maintenance and replacement as well as dry stone walls. 

However, because the turf would have to be replaced every few decades, large mounds have 

built up on farmsteads with long term occupation, leaving rich archaeological deposits. These 

mounds consist mainly of building remains and general household waste and other organic 

material and often well-preserved artefacts. The farm mounds, although incredibly complex to 

excavate are among the most interesting and most scientifically rewarding archaeology to 

examine and as such incredibly important for us to protect and manage.  

 

In situ preservation  

 

Farm mounds are characteristic not only for Iceland but also for medieval settlements in 

Northern Norway, Norse settlement on the other North Atlantic Islands, the south west 

coastline of the North Sea and the Iron Age settlements in north west Jutland (Martens, 

2016:31). Until quite recently these mounds were, if not in immediate threat by natural hazards 

or human action, considered relatively stable and for the most part with good preservation 

levels. Recent studies both in Norway and Greenland however call this into question and it is 

argued that changes in temperature and soil moisture can drastically alter the level of 
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preservation in the mounds (Hollesen et al., 2015; Martens, 2016). Study of permafrost thawing 

in farm mounds in Greenland revealed that after the initial slow thawing, the water drained 

from the mound increasing oxygen availability and triggered markedly higher internal heat 

production as the organic and nutrient rich archaeological material was decomposing. 

According to the study this seems to be a tipping point that further accelerates the 

decomposition process and causes the impact of climate change to be significantly enhanced 

(Hollesen et al. 2015). Furthermore, the research indicates that mounds where there is no 

permafrost may as well be subject to the same process of accelerated decomposition following 

internal heat production caused by fluctuation in temperature and soil moisture (Hollesen et al., 

2015). Research on farm mounds in Norway point in the same direction, that changing moisture 

levels like the ones we can expect with climate change, with dryer summers and wetter winters, 

may have serious effects on preservation in the mounds. (Martens, 2016) This calls for a re-

evaluation of how we manage these rich and important cultural deposits. We cannot assume 

without further investigation that the archaeology of the mound is best preserved unearthed as 

has previously been done.  

 

For well-informed cultural heritage management, information on the current and predictable 

change in preservation levels would be ideal. We will however not be able to research or protect 

every farm mound or archaeological site, but for sites of special interest scientific evaluation 

and possible monitoring should be a priority and if needed, attempts should be made to try to 

stabilize the archaeological remains. Either by stabilizing moisture levels or chemical 

composition and Ph-levels, in extreme cases excavation could in fact be the best option to 

preserve the remains (Martens, 2016:28).  

 

It is not only the preservation of structures and artifacts underground that we need to be 

attentive about. The retreat of glaciers and patches of ice also results in artifacts that have been 

frozen and well preserved for centuries may come uncovered and once they do, they start 

deteriorating. Organized surveying of retreating glaciers in the mountains of Norway have 

revealed incredible number of well-preserved artefacts on mountain passes and hunting- and 

herding grounds. Since 2011 forty-nine glaciers and ice patches in Oppland have provided a 

total of ca. 2000 finds; hunting tools, transport equipment, textiles, leather and clothing as well 

as zoological material that has recovered from the ice often exceptionally well preserved. 

(Finstad & Holger, 2018). A similar project has recently been initiated in Iceland to follow up 

reports of archaeology appearing from under ice in the mountains in north and west Iceland. A 

field survey of the southern part of the glacier Drangajökull, was carried out in the summer of 

2018. It revealed cairns that were previously under ice, marking an old track over the mountain 

ridge between Strandir and Ísafjarðardjúp, but no artifacts were retrieved (Personal 

communication: Dr. Rúnar Leifsson and Uggi Ævarsson, 25.09.2018). The plan is to monitor 

the area and do further surveys there in the future as well as in several other known mountain 

passes where ice is retreating. Like so often in heritage management this is a race against the 

clock to catch these artifacts while they are still in good condition.  

 

Changing climate does not only mean that we need to be alert to possible changes of in situ 

preservation above or underground, or the condition of historical buildings, such as more 

structural dampness, mold or increase in wood eating insects, introduction of new species in an 

area etc. Although these slow processes can be very destructive to artifacts and structures in the 

long run, a more imminent loss of whole sites and buildings can also occur, and these threats 

are affected by climate change in various ways both directly and indirectly. Heritage 

management authorities must therefore pay close attention to risk assessments for natural 

hazards and predictions of changing patterns in that regard. 
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Natural hazards effected by climate change 

 

Climate change will affect storms in and around Iceland in the future, but it is difficult to 

estimate how wind strength might change over the next century as measurements show 

significant variations between decades but not in predictable manner or in clear correlation with 

changes in temperature (Björnsson et al., 2018:16-17, 221). Strong winds in Iceland are in 

general associated with low-pressure systems passing by the island or over it, it is not clear how 

these weather systems will evolve as temperature rise. In the whole it is estimated likely that 

low-pressure systems will however move closer to the poles, but regional differences and 

uncertainties are great (Björnsson et al., 2018:221). Effects of climate change on extent and 

frequency of storms and damage done by wind is therefore not clear for Iceland.  

 

The rise in temperature coupled with less grazing of household animals in recent decades is 

estimated to further increase vegetation and less snow coverage as well as the changes in spring 

and summer precipitation is estimated to increase the risk of bush- and wildfire in the next 

century (Björnsson et al., 2018:221, 230). Increased vegetation may therefore have both 

positive and negative effects on cultural heritage as it is estimated to decrease wind and wind 

related damages in some areas but on the other hand increase the risk of bushfires. Other less 

dramatic but still negative effects of increased vegetation is more damage done to buried 

archaeology by root action and simply increasing difficulties with finding and recording 

unregistered ruins in some areas. 

 

Landslides may become more frequent as they are most often triggered by extreme precipitation 

and it is estimated that precipitation intensity will increase in Iceland in the following decades. 

Both rain-induced floods and spring floods will as well show somewhat different patterns. 

River runoff is estimated to peak in the middle of the 21th century as icecaps continue to melt 

but is likely to decrease again in the last decades of the century as many smaller glaciers are 

expected to vanish and the larger ones expected to lose between 20-85% of their mass 

(Björnsson et al., 2018:87). Spring floods are estimated to reduce by 5-70% until the middle of 

the century and occur a month earlier than before, winter runoff will however increase as well 

as winter floods on account of intensified winter rain. (Björnsson et al., 2018:99). It is difficult 

to estimate how this will affect heritage remains and historic buildings on a national level, 

erosion near riverbanks may increase with increased river runoff but become less of a problem 

in the latter half of the century, but more winter rain may bring increasing problems. 

 

It is difficult to link specific events to large scale changes such as global warming but there 

have been instances of several large landslides in recent years that may be indicative of increase 

in such events. In September of 2017 several landslides fell in east Iceland due to heavy rainfall, 

the largest one in Hamarsfjörður 28th of September. It covered around 1 million m2 and went 

over the homefield of a nearby farm covering 30% of its fields (Gunnlaugsdóttir, 2017:6). 

Another big landslide fell in the beginning of July 2018, in Hítardalur (W-Iceland) following 

well above average precipitation in May and June. (The Icelandic MetOffice, 2018) The 

landslide in Hítardalur is thought to be one of the largest in historic times, between 10-20 

million m3 covering 1,5 million m2 (The Icelandic MetOffice, 9.7.2018). Effects on heritage 

remains has not been estimated in Hamarsfjörður and only slightly investigated in Hítardalur. 

Ruins of a farm are situated nearby, the farm mound and ruins, including a boundary wall 

around the home field, escaped the landslide. They were however partly submerged by water 

as the landslide damned the river running through the valley causing a large lake to form 
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(Personal communication: Magnús Sigurðarson, Heritage Manager for West Iceland, 12.7. 

2018). 

 

In recent years at least three big landslides have been recorded that show signs of permafrost 

thawing; Torfufell in Eyjafjörður (N-Iceland) in 2011, Móafellshyrna in Fljótum (N-Iceland) 

in 2012 and Árnesfjall at Strandir (NW-Iceland) in 2014. All fell from steep mountain slopes 

facing NW to NE in areas cold enough to have permafrost at that altitude (Björnsson et al., 

2018:229-230). This is an increasing risk factor following rise in temperatures. The extent of 

permafrost in Iceland is however not well documented, but according to calculations based on 

coring, permafrost is widely spread at 800-900 m.a.s.l. and covers around 8% of the country. 

In north facing slopes permafrost may however be found and in lower altitudes (Björnsson et 

al., 2018:229). This is all well above most settlement areas and it is unlikely that this will have 

direct effects on many structures or cultural remains, but the indirect effects such as landslides 

may have severe impact as these examples show. 

 

These examples show how heritage remains and historic buildings can be affected by hazards 

directly and indirectly caused by climate change. Highlighting the need for the heritage 

management sector to look at new data and research being done in other fields to be better 

aware of possible threats and to prioritize our efforts accordingly, what areas we want to get 

registered, where we want monitoring, what needs to be rescued, protected and/or excavated. 

 

Sea-level rise and coastal heritage  

 

Raised sea level will inevitably increase coastal erosion and damage done by storm surges 

(Björnsson et al., 2018:16-17, 221). In the long run sea level is expected to rise around Iceland 

as anywhere else around the globe but it will be considerably delayed, for two reasons. One is 

that most parts of the island are rising as the weight of the glacial ice is lifted. The second is 

the gravitational changes that are expected to counteract the increased water volume, with the 

loss of mass in the Arctic (Björnsson et al., 2018:87-88). 

 

Although raised sea level is unlikely to have an effect on the coast of Iceland for the next 

century, coastal erosion is already a major problem with a severe impact on archaeology and 

standing structures. Most damage is done when storm surges hit the coast and most of the 

erosion is around the south west, west and north coasts of the country (Björnsson et al., 2018:16, 

221). The erosion has in some areas been going on for centuries but seems further amplified in 

recent years as waves are now hitting unfrozen ground to a larger extent causing more damage 

than before, coupled with a thawing and freezing action over an extended period of time during 

the winter months. Other less studied effects of climate change on coastal erosion include 

changes in terrestrial and marine ecosystems, for example seaweed forests, that have damping 

effects on wave velocity and coastal erosion (Mork, 1996).  

 

In 2016 MÍ initiated a program for registration and management of the country’s coastal 

heritage, following an increase in reports on remains being damaged or lost to coastal erosion. 

Reports from previous archaeological surveying carried out by the Skagafjörður Heritage 

Museum (N-Iceland) in the years 2012 to 2017 showed that more than 60% of total 850 remains 

registered, within 100m from the shoreline of a 160km stretch, was estimated in danger and/or 

already being damaged by erosion. Further 20% of previously known remains were not found 

and presumed lost to the sea (Zoëga, 2013a, 2013b, 2015; Zoëga and Sigurdarson, 2016; Zoëga, 

2017). In 2017 MÍ initiated fieldwork through the Coastal Heritage at Risk project. Three areas, 

identified as highly susceptible to erosion and with known fishing stations and rich 
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archaeology, were chosen along the west coast of Iceland. One near the northwestern part, one 

in the middle of the west and one in south west. Independent researchers and organizations 

carried out the work and reported to MÍ. The three areas covered in total 160 km of shoreline 

and 897 remains and/or sites where recorded. The density of the remains varied greatly as did 

the condition of the shoreline. A 50km stretch on the western part of Snæfellsnes had around 

70 recorded remains and/or sites, 60% of which were estimated in danger (Edvardsson, 2017a), 

for a similar stretch in the Westfjords between Dýrafjörður and Arnarfjörður, the same number 

of archaeological remains and/or sites was recorded but only 20% deemed in danger of coastal 

erosion (Edvardsson, 2017b). The numbers for Reykjanes (SW-Iceland) where in contrast quite 

devastating with over 760 remains and/or sites recorded, of which 92% were estimated in 

danger and it is clear that much has already been lost to erosion (Hreiðarsdóttir, unpublished). 

This did not come as a total surprise as written records tell of farmers having to move their 

farms and fields throughout the 19th century as the sea constantly claimed their land 

(Friðriksson, 1947), but the number is never the less staggering. This is in one of the few areas 

where the land is actually sinking causing obvious problems on top of expected sea level rise 

(Björnsson et al., 2018:101). 

 

 
 
Figure 1. In a glacial flood of Eldvatn, part of river Skaftá in South Iceland, an old farm ruin was completely swept away by floods in 
2015. Several other sites are in the danger zone of further flooding and have now been prioritized for archaeological surveying © 
Guðmundur Stefán Sigurðarson. 

The results from these surveys show the need for mapping out vulnerable areas along the coast 

and looking at predicted changes that might help with prioritizing action, registration and 

research. The aim of the Coastal Heritage at Risk project is in the end to map the whole 

shoreline of Iceland, all 5000km, and survey all archaeology within 50m, to be able to make 

informed decisions on how to prioritize sites for protection and/or research. It is clear that this 
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will take some years to complete. Climate change data such as; retreat of glaciers and 

subsequent rise of land; effects of loss of ice-mass on the north pole on sea levels; possible 

effects of less drift ice in the Greenland ocean; and seaweed forests on wave velocity near the 

coast of Iceland etc. are important tools in prioritization where to begin this process and helps 

aim for more direct and effective heritage management.  

 

 
 
Figure 2. Siglunes an old fishing station and harbor from the middle ages is one of many heritage sites along the coast of Iceland heavily 
affected by coastal erosion. Few small-scale excavations have been carried out on parts of the ruins but if nothing is done it is clear that 
much will be lost © Guðmundur Stefán Sigurðarson. 

Volcanic and geothermal activity 

 

Although the retreat of the glaciers may aid in in the battle against sea-level rise and coastal 

erosion were land is lifted, the results of these movements of landmass has other less positive 

effects, as it seems to trigger more subglacial geothermal- and possibly volcanic activity 

(Jóhannesson et al., 2012; Björnsson et al., 2018). In areas such as Skaftártunga in south Iceland 

the result of that is increased jökulhlaup or glacial outburst flooding. The pressure from the 

Vatnajökull glacier is lifted as it continues to melt and that causes intensified geothermal 

activity underneath, which leads to build up of large amounts of water under the glacier that 

eventually bursts out in sudden and extreme floods that cover large areas downstream, 

threatening modern infrastructure and cultural landscapes alike (Björnsson, 1978; Pálsson and 

Zóphóníasson, 1992; Jónsson, 1993; Pálsson and Björnsson, 2002; Zóphóníasson, 2002; 

Atladóttir, 2013). Floods of this sort have already caused great damage and loss of archaeology 

in recent years, with a record high flood in 2015 and most recently one of the largest floods 

recorded in 2018 (Jensen et al., 2018; The Icelandic MetOffice, 8.8.2018). 
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Half of the Icelandic volcanic systems considered active in the Holocene period are covered by 

ice, and although these floods will eventually be reduced as the ice cover thins or disappears, 

the threat posed by volcanogenic floods will persist for at least one or two centuries (Roberts 

and Gudmundsson, 2015). Apart from the threat of direct damage from flooding, archaeology 

may also be affected as groundwater can rise in some areas due to sediment accumulation from 

glacial rivers. This for example seems to be the case in some parts of the Skaftá flooding area 

where sediments from the flooding from underneath the glacier have filled up old lava fields 

which used to drain much of the floodwater (Jensen et al., 2018).  

 

This may even lead to volcanic eruption as magma pushes near the surface, although it can take 

decades or centuries and is difficult to predict (Björnsson et al., 2018:230). Risk that follow 

volcanic eruptions include lava flow, glacial outburst floods, gas pollution and tephra that can 

fall over large areas (see Sólnes et al., 2013). These events can of course have devastating 

effects on cultural heritage of all sorts, archaeology as well as standing structures and artefacts 

both in and out of museums. In recent years a risk management plan for volcanic eruption has 

been developed for the whole country (project GOSVÁ) but effects on cultural heritage have 

not yet been estimated specifically. Although indirectly related to climate change, risk 

assessment for events of this sort is something that needs to be considered in respect to cultural 

heritage remains and may have effect on their management, assessment and prioritization of 

registration, research and protection. 

 

Adapting to climate change 

 

It is clear that the heritage management sector like all other sectors of society, needs to prepare 

and adapt to climate change and try to minimize the accompanying negative impacts. One 

project MÍ is involved in aims to do exactly that. The project Adapt Northern Heritage (ANH) 

is a collaboration between Historic Environment Scotland, Riksantikvaren (Norway’s 

Directorate for Cultural Heritage), NIKU (Norwegian Institute for Cultural Heritage Research) 

and Riksantikvarieämbetet in Sweeden (The Swedish directorate for Cultural Heritage). The 

project is funded by the Interreg program for the Northern Periphery and Arctic as well as the 

project partners. The aim is to develop a much-needed risk and vulnerability assessment method 

for historic places in light of foreseeable climate change and develop associated guidance for 

their adaptation. In Iceland we are currently in the early stages of tackling the task of adapting 

our heritage and heritage management to climate change and despite many uncertainties this is 

without a doubt one of the most important tasks in today’s heritage management. A, deputy 

director for the climate and energy program for the Union of concerned scientists, Adam 

Marham,  has said: “climate change has been identified as the biggest potential threat to natural 

world heritage, and is probably severely underreported as a simple standardized methodology 

for rapid assessment of climate vulnerability is missing that would work for all World Heritage 

sites […]” (Marham, 2018). The same can be said about cultural heritage and hopefully the 

work done in ANH will aid in this process and prove a valuable tool in future heritage 

management. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The examples of the effects of climate change and associated hazards discussed above do not 

exhaust all aspects of climate change in Iceland and possible effects on cultural heritage. Never 

the less they serve to show how heritage remains and historic structures can be affected both 

by slow processes accompanying climate changes as well as by hazards caused by these 

changes often in unexpected ways. This underlines the necessity for us who are involved in 
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heritage management to look at new data and research being done in other fields to be better 

aware of possible threats and it further calls for a collaboration with civil protection services, 

meteorologists, geologists, biologists and conservators to effectively understand and prepare 

for these changes.  
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Introduction 

Anthropogenic climate change is impacting on historic places worldwide. The environmental 

impacts of climate change and associated natural hazards is increasing in quantity and 

magnitude. The northern world regions and particularly the Arctic are experiencing climate 

change more dramatic than in many other regions of the world. Historic places in these regions 

are often extremely vulnerable to this environmental change and their material fabric is at 

severe risk of accelerated deterioration, physical damage and partial or complete loss. Action 

by those managing such places is urgently needed to adapt these places, so that they become 

more resilient to future impacts or, where that is not possible, their recording and relocation or 

loss can be managed appropriately (Fig. 1). 

 
 
Figure 1. Coastal erosion was threatening Fredheim, a listed hunting station on the Norwegian archipelago of Svalbard in the Arctic Ocean, 
which was relocated in 2015 further inland – Image © Riksantikvaren / Photographer: Susan Barr. 

mailto:*marte.boro@ra.no
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These actions require an understanding of historic places of the cultural values these places and 

their conservation but also of climate predictions, the associated environmental impacts and the 

wider socioeconomic importance of these places. Assessments of risks to and vulnerabilities of 

historic places in relation to climate change can inform the planning and implementation of 

appropriate adaptation measures. These complex assessments, however, require 

interdisciplinary collaboration. 

In mid-2017, the three-year project Adapt Northern Heritage commenced with support from 

the Interreg Programme for Northern Periphery and Arctic to help with adapting northern 

cultural heritage to the environmental impacts of climate change and associated natural 

hazards through community engagement and informed conservation planning.28,29 Amongst 

other activities, the project partners –Historic Environment Scotland, Minjastofnun Íslands, 

Norsk institutt for kulturminneforskning and Riksantikvaren– are developing an online tool to 

assess risks to and vulnerabilities of historic places and provide guidance for the strategic 

planning of conservation-minded adaption measures.  

 

The project’s first development 

is a place assessment method 

applicable to a wide range of 

heritage types, including 

archaeology, historic buildings, 

non-building structures and 

cultural landscapes, and for 

used with both singular places 

and larger areas, such as 

municipalities. The method 

will guide heritage managers 

through a structured learning 

process concerned with climate 

predictions, resulting 

environmental impacts and 

how these can affect slow, 

cumulative deterioration 

processes (precipitation or 

temperature increase leading to 

accelerated decay) and rapidly 

occurring natural hazards 

(flood or storm resulting in 

physical damage). Initially, 

existing assessment methods 

have been analysed, including 

geospatial mapping of natural hazards by Historic Environment Scotland, a country-wide 

strategic assessment in Wales and assessments of historic places in the Aurland municipality 

in southwestern Norway.30 Based on this initial research, the project partners have developed 

in 2017/18 a place assessment method, working in collaboration with other experts and the 

project’s eleven associated partners. The latter are supporting nine case studies in Iceland, 
                     
28 Interreg NPA 2014-2020 is funded by the European Union, through its European Regional Develop Fund, and the governments of 

Denmark, Iceland and Norway. www.interreg-npa.eu 
29 Further funding is for Adapt Northern Heritage is provided by the four project partners. www.adaptnorthernheritage.eu 
30 Hermann, Carsten, 2017. Assessing historic places regarding risks and vulnerabilities associated with climate change to inform 

conservation planning: Development of assessment methods in northern Europe. Journal of Heritage Management, 2(1), pp.32-52. 

Figure 2. Location of project and associated partners and project case studies of Adapt 
Northern Heritage (orange, brown and yellow points respectively) on a map of the 
Interreg NPA programme area – Image © Project Partners of Adapt Northern Heritage. 

http://www.interreg-npa.eu/
http://www.adaptnorthernheritage.eu/
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Ireland, Norway, Russia, Scotland and Sweden, including Arctic and Sami heritage in Svalbard, 

Norway, and Norrbotten, Sweden, respectively (Fig. 2). Chosen to cover a range of climate 

zones, heritage types and management contexts, the case studies are informing the method’s 

development and testing and demonstrating it. In 2019, the assessment method will be 

complemented by guidance for the strategic planning of adaptation measures. This guidance, 

together with the assessment results, will be used to produce by 2020 adaptation action plans 

for the case studies. 

 

Assessment method 

The place assessment method consists of three principal steps: (1) initiating the process, (2) 

background documentation and context and (3) risk assessment (parts A-C in Fig. 3; part D to 

F will be covered by the adaptation planning guidance). 

 

Initiating the process 
 

When starting the process, an 

understanding of the wider 

management process will ensure 

that existing knowledge is utilised 

effectively and results are 

implemented as part of an 

encompassing place management 

strategy, e.g. in conservation 

plans. The general intentions and 

targets as well as the organisation 

of the work should be discussed 

and agreed: What qualifications 

are needed? Who is responsible? 

How to involve and inform other 

stakeholders? What is the time 

frame? 

 

Background information 

 

Collecting background 

information is also part of the 

initial work. Establishing an 

overview about the historic place 

under consideration, especially 

with regard to the materiality and 

condition of its physical fabric, 

will be useful when investigating 

the risks to and impacts faced by 

the place. Similarly, information 

about the place’s legal context, its 

cultural significance –and the 

resulting conservation constraints 

and opportunities– and economic, 

environmental and social values 

will be required when planning 

Figure 3. The flowchart shows the steps proposed to assess the risks to and 
vulnerabilities of historic places (parts A-B). The assessment method is being tested 
and demonstrated during the mid- 2018 at nine case sites. Guidance on planning 
adaptation measures (parts C-D) will be developed in 2018/19 and tested at the same 
sites during mid-2019. Image © Project Partners of Adapt Northern Heritage. 
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and implementing adaptation measures, so that loss of significance and value can be avoided 

or minimised. 

 

Independent of the place, 

we need to establish how the 

environment has affected 

the place in the past and is 

likely to affect it in the 

future. This will be based on 

records of past weather 

patterns and hazard 

incidents and climate and 

hazard predictions for the 

future. Information about 

the past can be in the form 

of recorded monitoring data 

and archival and oral 

documentation, including 

knowledge of local and 

indigenous people and 

communities. This 

information records the 

likelihood of past 

deterioration or hazard 

incidents (as well as the 

severity of their impacts). 

Regarding predictions, 

deciding on the emission 

scenarios and time horizons for calculating climate model results will be difficult. National 

recommendations on emission scenarios vary from country to country, and time horizons differ 

from place to place. The project’s assessment method will list in country appendices data source 

concerned with climate change monitoring and predictions, associated hazard risk mapping and 

governmental policy recommendations.Based on the collection of the background information, 

all risks to a place need to be identified. A table lists different possible risks related to climate 

change and associated natural hazards to aid the identification process (Fig. 4). The emphasis, 

here, is on challenges due to environmental impacts and natural hazards, but other forms of risk 

will also be considered, as they will be important for the planning of adaptation measures. 

 

Risk assessment 

 

Identifying the deterioration processes and hazard damages affecting the material fabric of 

historic places is necessary, but not enough to manage risks and impacts effectively. We need 

to understand the places’ exposure and vulnerability to such deterioration and damage. 

Vulnerability is a combination of fabric materiality and condition. Exposure describes the 

relationship of a place and its environ. Even if a hazard exists at a place, if neither exposed nor 

vulnerable to the hazard, the place is at no risk. For example, a castle on an island affected by 

flooding, might not be at flood risk, if the castle is sufficiently elevated, and might not be 

vulnerable, if the castle’s masonry has been designed to withstand the predicted flooding. By 

combining likelihood and severity of deterioration processes or hazard incidents with place 

exposure and vulnerability, we can establish a place’s risk level. For this, the assessment 

Figure 4. Part of the prototype guide, this table lists different risks related to climate change 
and associated hazards to aid their identification process, when assessing historic places. 
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method will use a quantitative scoring systems, using e.g. 1 for no risk to 5 for extremely severe 

risk. 

 

Once the risks to a place have been established, we can use this to prioritise them and, in turn, 

investigate the impacts of the most likely risks, based on the severity of deterioration processes 

and hazard incidents. (For advanced assessments, multiple concurring risks and the frequency 

of hazard incidents will also be considered.) As with the risk scoring, the impacts will also be 

captured quantitatively. The impact scoring is again a numerical system, e.g. 1 for no impact 

to 5 for complete, irreversible destruction or loss. Based on the assigned impact and risk scores, 

we can decide whether we consider impacts and risks unacceptable and prioritise unacceptable 

risks when planning adaptation measures. (The method will also account for already 

implemented risk reduction measures, by allowing the reduction of inherent risk to actual risk 

scores). 

 

The guide 

 

Before producing an online tool, the assessment method will be a prototype in the form of a 

guide, which can be used by heritage managers at different levels. Developing a method 

suitable for a large variety of historic place types and areas is a particular challenge. Involving 

experts from different fields of expertise is as important as the testing of the method in 2018, 

to help us advance the method. An important part of the guide will be structured information 

on how environmental impacts often affect different historic places types and forms of material 

fabric. The project aims to also provide users with a repository of exemplar risk reduction 

measures, implemented in historical contexts, including the project’s own case studies. 

 

Conclusions 

 

By the time the 2018 NKF Congress takes place, the assessment method will have been tested 

in the case studies, using the method’s prototype described above. The feedback and experience 

from the project’s associated partners will be used to advance the method, which will eventually 

become a freely available online tool. Feedback from the congress participants is most 

welcome! 
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PRICE: Preparedness and Response in Collections Emergencies at the Smithsonian 

Katie Wagner 

Smithsonian Institution, WASHIGNTON, D.C., United States of America 

 

The Smithsonian Institution was founded in 1846 with the bequest of James Smithson, an 

English Chemist and Mineralogist, who stipulated that his bequest be used “to found at 

Washington, under the name of the Smithsonian Institution, an establishment for the increase 

and diffusion of knowledge among men.”31  Today it is a large organization comprised of 19 

museums, the National Zoo, and 9 research centers located in Washington, D.C., New York 

and Panama. The holdings of the Smithsonian include 154.8 million museum objects and 

specimens, 157,000 cubic feet of archival materials and 2.1 million library books.32  

 

Historically emergency response was handled by the museum or department directly affected 

by the emergency. In the 1990’s a position was created, Office of Risk Assessment 

Management Instructor, under the Office of Protective Services (OPS) to train staff in 

emergency response. A disaster response tractor trailer was acquired and staff from across the 

organization were trained in the use of the supplies in the trailer: emergency generators, wet/dry 

vacuum cleaners, safety supplies and absorbent materials. Successes were the training of staff 

across the Smithsonian and the breadth of supplies available in case of emergencies. Challenges 

included that the tractor-trailer was large, stored at an offsite facility and required a driver with 

a special driver’s license to move it. There was also little unit level disaster preparedness. With 

an institution as large as the Smithsonian, there are emergencies every day. These can be as 

small as a pipe leak or as large as the 2011 5.8 magnitude earthquake that struck Washington, 

D.C. causing major damage to six Smithsonian buildings.33 

 

A series of four major disasters forced the Smithsonian to come to the realization that a more 

organized approach to emergency management was necessary to ensure the protection of our 

collections. In February 2010 the roof of Building 21, at the Garber facility, collapsed after a 

snowfall totaling 2 feet accompanied by 35mph winds. In February of 2011, a cooling tower 

fire occurred at the National Museum of Natural History, forcing the evacuation of the museum. 

In August of 2011, the aforementioned earthquake hit Washington, D.C. Finally, in October of 

2012 Superstorm Sandy affected the Washington, D.C. facilities. In Fall of 2012 the Collections 

Emergency Management Working Group (CEMWG), co-chaired by the National Collections 

Program (NCP) and the Office of Protection Services (OPS), was formed to study the best 

method to achieve an improved Smithsonian wide disaster response. The recommendation of 

the CEMWG was for the creation of a pan-institutional support team, Preparedness and 

Response in Collections Emergencies (PRICE) consisting of a chair and six committee 

members. By the September of 2016, the PRICE Committee was selected. 

 

The Committee consists of Chair Samantha Snell, Collections Management Specialist for the 

National Collections Program, and six team leaders representing six different Smithsonian 

units. The team leaders are divided into three groups:  

• Logistics Team  

o Rebecca Kaczkowski, Preventive Conservator at the Museum Conservation 

Institute 

                     
31 Ewing, Heather P. The Lost World of James Smithson: Science, Revolution, and the Birth of the Smithsonian. 1st U.S. ed. New York: 

Bloomsbury, 2007, p. 317. 
32 “Smithsonian Metrics.” Smithsonian Institution, n.d. https://www.si.edu/dashboard. 
33 Charola, A. Elena, Corine A. Wegener, and Robert J. Koestler, eds. Unexpected-- Earthquake 2011: Lessons to Be Learned. Smithsonian 

Contributions to Museum Conservation, number 4. Washington, D.C: Smithsonian Institution Scholarly Press, 2014, P. 22. 

https://www.si.edu/dashboard
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o Katharine Wagner, Senior Book Conservator for the Smithsonian Libraries 

•  Policy and Procedures Team 

o  Kerry Button, Project Manager at the National Museum of Natural History 

o  Nora Lockshin, Senior Conservator for the Smithsonian Institution Archives 

•  Training Team 

o Catherine Hawks, Objects Conservator at the National Museum of Natural 

History 

o Rebecca Kennedy, Preservation Specialist at the National Postal Museum 

The Chair position is permanent and the Committee members rotate, serving 2-3 year terms. 

Each of the teams identified specific goals for their tenure.  

 

PRICE is tasked with providing subject matter support to the NCP, Smithsonian collecting units 

and senior management and, when activated in the case of an emergency, providing response 

and recovery as part of the Smithsonian Emergency Operations Center (EOC). Additional goals 

of PRICE are to foster communication between collecting units, other cultural institutions and 

professional organizations and to collaborate with the Smithsonian Cultural Rescue Initiative 

(SCRI) and the Office of Emergency Management (OEM) to share information throughout the 

Institution.34 

 

In October of 2016, the PRICE Committee had its official debut at a forum for Smithsonian 

staff selected from across the Institution because of their interest in disaster response. After 

introductions, the forum broke into discussion groups to determine the pressing needs of the 

diverse departments that make up the Smithsonian Institution. The top needs identified were: 

Smithsonian wide contracts to provide emergency supplies in the case of a large-scale 

emergencies, the need for training across disciplines, the creation of consistent and easy to 

locate emergency carts and improved communication across the units.    

 

The three teams, Logistics, Policy & Procedures and Training, with Samantha Snell’s lead, took 

the recommendations from the forum and created goals for each individual team. The 

overarching goal for the Logistics Team is to increase the capacity for coordinated collections 

recovery in the event of a large-scale emergency, acting as liaisons between resources and the 

collecting units who need them. To achieve this broad goal, the team has three sub-goals: 

• Identify and facilitate SI wide contracts, called IDIQs (in the U.S. Government 

vernacular short for indefinite delivery, indefinite quantity). These contracts are put in 

place with a disaster supply vendor prior to an emergency so they can be activated in 

the event of a large-scale emergency.  

 

• Locate and map emergency supply carts located throughout Smithsonian facilities that 

can be utilized in an emergency. In the event of a smaller scale or single unit event, 

emergency carts will allow, with training to all staff, the ability to respond effectively 

in-house to myriad incidents. 

• Identify spaces, equipment, and supplies—including transportation—across the 

Smithsonian that can be shared or donated to units affected by an emergency to increase 

our in-house capacity to respond effectively.  

The Policy and Procedure Team provides a foundation for staff in all collecting units to 

                     
34 “Preparedness and Response in Collections Emergencies (PRICE) Charter.” Smithsonian Institution, 2016. 
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understand their responsibilities and have tools to plan and act on behalf of the collections in 

all phases of the disaster life cycle. The goals they have set out include: 

• Establish specific Collections Emergency Procedures, stating minimum required staff 

roles and actions to take for preparedness and response, and the support structures for 

them under Standard and Emergency conditions.  

• Develop specific and unified documentation that will help the unit and PRICE team 

respond, navigate and manage a disaster response in a facility under stress. Maps, 

inventories, priority lists, and listing of hazards present, whether inherent or acquired 

risk will support first responders who may assist with collections or staff in the longer-

term recovery process.   

The Training Team is reaching out to all Smithsonian staff across all museums and professions 

to train for preparedness and response in a collections emergency. They aim to provide as many 

hands-on experiences, lectures, and case studies to build confidence in the staff. The trainings 

are also an opportunity for staff to expand their networks, meeting new people from other units. 

The goals of the team include: 

• Conduct in-depth training of 20 staff from across the Smithsonian in collection 

emergency management once a year during MayDay. This is a three-day training that 

includes a hands-on wet salvage drill. There is also follow-up training as needed. 

• Provide lectures on emergency preparedness in the form of Brown Bags that take place 

during the lunch hour. These short talks of topics include protecting collections from 

fire, emergency cart contents, and emergency documentation.  

• Develop curricula for emergency trainings. This is an ongoing goal with new topics 

added every year and existing trainings reviewed in response to staff needs. 

In the first year and a half, the PRICE team successfully completed two MayDay wet salvage 

workshops, one in May of 2017 and a second in May of 2018, for 40 staff members. The 

participants from those workshops continue to work to improve collections emergency 

management and have created the PRICE Support Team (PST).   

 

A large focus has been on outreach through multiple Smithsonian events including the 

Collections Share Fair, SI Safety Day, SI Picnic, Fire Prevention Week, and at conferences and 

other outreach opportunities.  Additionally, two Brown Bags were held presenting information 

on collections emergency carts and fire protection in collections storage to 200 staff members 

from 20 different units and offices. The team actively communicated preparedness steps and 

stood ready for support activities during times of expected threats, and communicated readiness 

assistance to units and sites in unexpected crises; called for and collated status reports of event 

impacts on collections for after-action reporting; recommended and monitored response and 

follow-up actions where activated. Recently PRICE coordinated with Smithsonian’s Office of 

Safety Health and Environmental Management’s Fire Protection and Health and Safety staff 

for a fire recovery workshop in partnership with the National Institute for Standards and 

Technology. By the end of year two, we hope to complete the mapping of emergency carts 

throughout the Smithsonian, create emergency documentation materials that can be applied 

Institution wide, and continue to train and perform outreach to the Smithsonian community at 

large. 
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Fire in the storage of the German Plastics Museum 

Friederike Waentig 

TH Köln, KÖLN, Germany 

 

Introduction  

 

Although our time is described as the plastics age, indeed even as the “plasticaeum”, one should 

take into account that the prehistory and early history of plastics extend far back into the past. 

Mankind has always been looking for easily processable materials like working with clay for 

example. Heating, shaping and cooling are the processes that accompany the controlling of the 

materials. Just think of natural horn that was worked on and formed into drinking vessels. “The 

rapidly developing and constantly changing social structures in the 18th and 19th centuries then 

led to a mass imitation and surrogate materials allowing ordinary people access to those objects 

which had been reserved for the wealthy.”35 Vulcanized rubber was the first technically viable 

plastic product that, as hard rubber, became famous as a substitute for ebony and onyx. 

Followed by further modified natural material derivatives like casein-formaldehyde, cellulose-

nitrate and cellulose-acetate it was Leo Bakeland who presented phenol-formaldehyde in 1907 

as the first synthetic plastic. This was the starting point of an enormously rapid development of 

materials, which is not yet finished today. The German Plastics Museum is the only institution 

in Germany that specializes in collecting and documenting these materials with its techniques 

and development. Being a non-governmental organisation, the museum depends on sponsors 

and volunteers to keep it running. In 2016 the future of the museum was endangered by a fire 

in its storage facility.  

 

Founding of the German Plastics Museum 

 

Plastics Engineers and Chemists founded the German Plastics Museum as a registered society 

in 1986 as they became aware of the loss of information on plastics and their history and 

development. The aim was to build a museum with professional staff, a collection, storage, a 

permanent exhibition and temporary exhibitions (Fig. 1). To date the almost 300 members, who 

are producers, scientific institutes, companies, private people and associations, have not 

reached their goal, although they have collected on an ongoing basis. Since 1988 the collection 

has been housed in a big industrial storage building of the Messe Düsseldorf as a house-in-

house construction. The separated part for the collections of the Plastics Museum was built with 

structural fire protection walls. Until now the collection of the Plastics Museum includes 

approximately 20.000 objects; well over 10.000 are registered and processed in the online 

database.  

 

Today the collection includes important aspects of the material history and the history of the 

use of synthetic materials, which are not easily presented in exhibitions. As of today, the 

German Plastics Museum is the only institution in Germany that collects plastics items in such 

a broad range and is able to document each decade of plastics production. Until the destruction 

by the fire, the goal was to create a visual database, which could be used for researching 

plastics-related topics as well as for compiling temporary, thematically-related or materials-

based exhibitions.  

 

 

 
                     
35 Kunststoff-Museums-Verein: Dynamic Plastics – vom Bakelite zum High Plast. Landesmuseum für Volk und Wirtschaft, Düsseldorf 

02.11.1989 bis 08.12.1989. Gelsenkirchen 1989. S. 10 
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Concept and Structure 

 

Despite small deficiencies and gaps in the collection which originate from its formation it 

nonetheless offers a rather good overview of the everyday culture in plastics. It operates on the 

interface between the collections of technology museums and the general collections of 

industry design in most museums for the applied arts. These usually concentrate on the 

exemplary "good form" ("Gute Form") whereas the German Plastics Museum also possesses 

plastic consumer objects, - the creative value of which is admittedly rather questionable and 

occasionally referred to as “kitsch” - but they are meant to document everyday culture. The 

importance of such objects lies in the possibility of identification. The visitor to a museum in 

most cases does not expect lofty aesthetic pleasure. In order to awaken his attention, the degree 

of recognition plays a large role. A frequent visitor reaction might be "... something like that 

my mother, my granny or we had at home too..." achieves proximity and often provides the 

link for further involvement with the topic. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Temporary exhibition “Die Kunststoffmacher” in Nordhorn in 2006. © U. Scholten, KMV. 

The Swedish collector Thomas Lindblad, who is mainly engaged with Scandinavian plastic 

products, has complained that many plastic objects that once were produced by the hundreds 

of thousands are hardly documented today because they do not correspond with the prevailing 

taste any longer, are classified as too trivial for most collections and therefore rendered to the 

garbage.36 It is not yet too late for the attempt to document the product culture of the everyday 

life of the 20th century by broad collection activity. It is not legitimate to pretend that there 

have not been trivial and misshaped failures in the design of plastic products by selecting only 

exemplary design. This would be the equivalent of aesthetic history forgery. 

 

                     
36 Thomas Lindblad: BRUKSFÖREMÅL AV PLAST – materialen formgivarna fabrikerna. Kristianstad 2004, S. 9ff. 
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To conclude it is not easy to present an exhaustive collection like that of the German Plastics 

Museum in this framework. In 1988 the board of the Museum presented their members the 

concept of a mobile museum, which means the German Plastics Museum is a museum that 

exhibits their “treasures” in unusual and a typical museum place. We install our objects in a 

gallery of a mall or in the lounge of a cinema or a bank or a city hall. Through this concept we 

take advantage of reaching people who are not the typical museum visitors and, hopefully, we 

reach more people to see our collection. In addition, we have great interest in presenting our 

collection in “professional” museums. In 1989 the first exhibition with the title: “Dynamic 

Plastics – From Bakelite to High Polymer”37 took place in the local Museum for People and 

Economy in Düsseldorf and displayed a wide variety of aspects illustrating the development of 

plastics from its historical origins until the present, but at the same time also show some 

outlooks for the future. Currently we offer three mobile exhibitions that cover different topics: 

packing38, electricity39 and design40. Also, smaller compositions, which can be selected 

flexibly, and individually for different occasions are provided. 

 

Uncertain Future 

 

Over the past years more than 25 exhibitions were organised and 7 catalogues were published. 

With the financial aid of the Messe Düsseldorf and Plastics Europe the association could hire 

a historian to take care of the daily business and the office. Unfortunate circumstances like the 

financial crisis induced the sponsors to reduce the financial aid heavily. Careful budgeting 

helped the museum survive the next years. Intense discussion among the board about the future 

of the museum started and different options from selling or giving away the collection to 

looking for a partner or just packing and archiving the whole collection were considered. As 

the collection is the result of not only assembling objects but also displaying plastic’s roles in 

everyday culture, the board sought a professional partner. In the midst of this difficult 

discussion and search for new partners suddenly new challenges appeared.  

 

The Fire 

 

On the the 7th of June 2016 the industrial building was completely destroyed by a fire. (photo 

2) Luckily the collection was protected by the structural fire protection. Nevertheless, damages 

occurred through humidity, extinguishing water and soot. Due to the warm weather mould 

formation was expected as the recovery of the collection was supposed to take place from the 

13th until the 22nd of June. The police did not give permission for an earlier recovery, as the fire 

was malicious arson. In addition, storm and intense rain were expected after the 8th of June and 

the insurance agent did not understand the reason for protecting the roof of the remaining 

building parts to save the collection: “It is just plastic”, was his comment. Since the Messe 

Düsseldorf held the insurance policy, the German Plastics Museum could not influence the type 

of insurance and had to accept simply property insurance. Not being the owner of the building 

made it very complex to insure the collection.  

 

                     
37 Kunststoff-Museums-Verein: Dynamic Plastics – vom Bakelite zum High Plast. Landesmuseum für Volk und Wirtschaft, Düsseldorf 

02.11.1989 bis 08.12.1989. Gelsenkirchen 1989 
38 „Wir packen es! Transportieren, Schützen, werben mit Kunststoffen. (We pack it! Moving, Protecting, Promoting with Plastics) 
Düsseldorf 2012 
39 „Unter Strom. Vom Bakelitschalter zum Blackberry.“ (Electrification. From Bakelite Switch to Blackberries) Düsseldorf 2012 
40 „Plastic Icons“ edited by Wolfgang Schepers fort he German Plastics Museum. Stuttgart 2016 
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Figure 2. Fire in the storage facility. © U. Scholten, KMV. 

After the storm and intense rain, it was necessary to rescue the collection with the help of a 

trouble-shooter, a company specialized on industrial rescue, as rainwater inundated the building 

and heavily damaged the collection (Fig. 3). Because I am a professor of conservation and a 

member of the board of the German Plastics Museum it was natural for me to handle the 

organisation of the follow-up care and the preservation.  

All objects were more or 

less properly packed and 

transported to the 

provisional storage of the 

company, where the 

condition assessment, 

drying, cleaning and 

documentation could be 

conducted with the 

assistance of the Cologne 

conservation students who 

luckily could help as it was 

the break between two 

terms. Over a period of 4 

weeks the students (photo 4) 

documented, cleaned and 

dried the complicated 

objects, while unskilled 

labourers worked on the 

simple and robust objects. 

The curator and the executive board of the museum with the aim to preserve as much as it 

would be possible in the best way possible under these circumstances managed the preservation 

Figure 3. Wet cellulose-nitrate box. © U. Scholten, KMV. 
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process. As we had to work with unskilled and untrained people, we decided to divide the 

collection in simple and more complex objects. The simple objects are constructed of one or 

two materials and show no electricity. These objects were unpacked, cleaned with water and 

dried with tissue. After drying they were packed in new tissue paper and put into the cleaned 

boxes. As this process was simple and no conservation job was estimated the unskilled workers 

could be trained on the task overseen by the curator. The more complex objects that contained 

no paper material were treated by the students and supervised by the author but as most of them 

were MA-students they were able to decide what to do. The complex objects were dissembled; 

every part was dried and cleaned mostly with pure water and sometimes solvents if it was 

appropriate. The condition was checked and documented by one student who only worked with 

the database. The quickly organised conservation action could minimise more serious damages. 

Some of the objects like Celluloid pattern books and the archive of a former Celluloid factory 

went to a paper conservation studio in Cologne. The colleagues there were able to deal with the 

mould on the paper. This was possible as students were working in the workshop that could 

jump in to help with the more than 2000 file cards and books. The sample books and historic 

showcases with plastics were dissembled, the local dust and dirt were cleaned with dry media 

like foam of latex or save erasers, the mould was reduced by vacuum cleaning in the special 

workbench, were necessary breaks or loses were fixed and compensated. To even out the 

warping the whole object was put into a chamber by controlled humidifying and pressing. At 

the end the objects went to be remounted supported by Japanese tissue. During the drying and 

cleaning process the curator attended and supervised the process every day to assure the 

consistency of the work of the unskilled works and to support the students as they changed 

from week to week. In the end, with the help of 15 students, most of the collection could be 

recovered without severe damage and only very few total losses.  

 

 
Figure 4. Student cleaning the Philips loudspeaker. © U. Scholten, KMV 
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New Horizons 

It took more than a year until the settlement of damages was finalized. The negotiations with 

the insurance company were difficult, but in the end, we could recover virtually all the damages 

and additional costs. During the entire time the board of the German Plastics Museum and the 

board of the Industrial Museum in Oberhausen (LVR-Industriemuseum) considered a 

prospective liaison. An agreement was completed at the end of 2016 and in July 2017 the entire 

collection was moved into storage of the Industrial Museum. Luckily the sponsors helped us to 

extend the contract with the historian for a short period and new colleagues in the museum 

assisted with moving the collection. At least for the next 10 years the collection has been saved. 

The next step was to organise the development from a collection to a museum. The members 

of the board applied for a research grant to finalize inventorying and begin research on the 

objects on an interdisciplinary scale. The research grant application was approved, and the 4-

year project will start in September 2018. Due to this project the position of the historian is 

funded for the next 4 years and in addition a conservator, registrar and plastics engineer will 

join the team.  

 

A big step into future is now the new storage and a new concept is under development. Work 

with conservation students will continue, as a master thesis will be part of the project. Seminars 

on preventive conservation for the collection will also be given in the storage facility. Thus, the 

near future is assured, and we are looking forward to preserve the plastics collection for the 

more distant future. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Small enthusiastic museums which are mostly NGOs have greater problems preserving their 

collections, as they depend on sponsors and volunteers. The possibilities to get financial 

assistance are much more difficult than for larger institutions. It would be helpful to have 

governmental support or an agency where the small museums could get advice on how to 

contact professionals and run a museum in a professional way. Such a support could save quite 

a lot of very interesting collections which might otherwise be lost. 
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A Chasuble Salvaged from Arson - A Super Hero 

Leena Niiranen1, Anne Vesanto2 
1Craft Museum of Finland, Jyväskylä, Finland 
2Craft Museum of Finland, Conservation Center, JYVÄSKYLÄ, Finland 

 

Introduction 

 

This case study presents the survival story and conservation of a chasuble that was salvaged 

from the arson of the Ylivieska Church, in Northwestern Finland. On Easter Saturday evening 

in 2016 a fire destroyed the wooden Ylivieska Church built in 1786. Almost all organic material 

was lost in the fire. 

 The conservation case begun three and a half 

weeks after the arson when repair architect 

Raimo Tikka and building researcher Juhani 

Turpeinen from the Northern Ostrobothnia 

Museum (Oulu, Finland), were searching for 

the remains of a silver altar candelabra. The 

candelabra had already been widely searched 

and Tikka and Turpeinen had cleared the fire 

waste half a meter down during these searches. 

Then they got a tip that the candelabra could 

possibly be found from the sacristy area. After 

starting to clear the waste around this area, they 

discovered, unexpectedly and to everyone’s 

surprise, a metal hook sticking out from the 

ruins. The hook was part of a coat hanger and 

underneath the coat hanger was bundle of 

fabric. The bundle of fabric was a black cut-

patterned silk velvet chasuble from the year 

1683 that had folded many times over itself 

(Fig. 1). 

 

It is quite incomprehensible how this 335 year 

old liturgical vestment worn by clergy could be 

found underneath the fire waste. This textile is 

one of the oldest historical artefacts related to 

this church and it is even older than the church 

itself. The chasuble was donated to the first 

church of Ylivieska in 1683 and was on 

permanent display in the sacristy of the 

Ylivieska Church. It was placed hanging inside 

a wooden showcase with large glass panels. 

 

 

Examining the ruins 

 

All together five experts from the Northern Ostrobothnia Museum examined the ruins of the 

burned Ylivieska Church. This was requested by the Finnish Heritage Agency. Museum experts 

could start their examinations only after the official investigations were finished. The other 

experts who participated the examination, were researcher-conservator Marja Halttunen, repair 

Figure 1. The chasuble as it was found in the ruins of the church. © 
Juhani Turpeinen, 2016, Northern Ostrobothnia Museum. 
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architect Anita Yli-Suutala and archaeologist Mika Sarkkinen. They spent around three weeks 

in Ylivieska examining the ruins and gathering any information possible about objects. It was 

soon obvious that hardly anything would be found. The fire was so severe that metal objects, 

candelabras etc. were destroyed.  

 

When the researchers found the chasuble at the end of their workday three weeks after the fire, 

the fabric was still wet from the extinguishing water. The chasuble was taken indoors into an 

unheated room for the night. Next morning it was wrapped with tissue paper and breathable 

Tyvek fabric and put into a cardboard box. The chasuble needed to be hurried into a freezer.  

 

Preventing more damages on chasuble 

 

It was important to get the chasuble into a freezer, since previous cases show that drying textiles 

in normal room temperature may increase mold damages. Fifteen years ago, there was a fire in 

an old wool factory in Hyvinkää, Finland. Extinguishing water soaked the factory’s archives 

that contained also original pattern books and fabrics. Due to the circumstances then and the 

large amount of damaged material, archive material had to be dried only in normal room 

conditions and many textiles suffered from mold damages. Freezing the material, if possible, 

would have helped significantly. 

  

When the chasuble arrived as a courier shipment to the Conservation Center in Jyväskylä, it 

was put straight into a freezer in minus thirty degrees Celsius to prevent any mold damages. 

After deep freezing, the defrosting of the chasuble was done carefully by straightening the 

folded textiles step by step. Water was absorbed into a thick bed of cellulose wadding that had 

been piled under the textile pieces. The conservation of the chasuble was done in collaboration 

between textile conservators and project workers in the Conservation Center in Jyväskylä 

which specializes in textile conservation and operates as a part of the Craft Museum of Finland. 

 

Condition evaluation 

 

To recover something made of organic material such as textile was an enormous surprise to all. 

How could it have survived the blaze? After the coat hanger of the chasuble had given in 

because of the heat the fabric dropped folding onto the bottom of the showcase. The showcase 

was fastened only to the inner wall, so it was not directly attached to the floor that burned from 

underneath. Thus, the total destruction was slightly delayed, and the textile was buried deep in 

debris when part of the roof fell on top of it. Probably also the large glass panels of the showcase 

sheltered the textile. 

 

After defrosting, the current state of the chasuble was seen properly. The upper part of the 

chasuble was charred, and the worst fire damage was on the shoulder area where the front and 

back piece had been detached. Textile fragments were missing from the original shape of the 

chasuble, especially from the proper left shoulder area where also the coat hanger had burnt 

down. Front and back piece of the chasuble had retained their form although the velvet fabrics 

were torn, heavily creased, partly charred and covered with ash and soot. The silver 

embroidered numbers, donator´s initials and the large cross on the back piece were visible 

though damaged. 

   

Considering the circumstances, the condition of the chasuble was not hopeless, but many 

questions arose – what can be done to organic material that has been in a fire? How can you 

handle it, and not cause any more damage to the artefact? The very fragile and damaged 
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structure of the textile limited the use of various conservation methods and constant monitoring 

and evaluation of any conservation treatment was of utmost importance. 

 

Conservation 

 

Conservation treatment included surface cleaning by vacuuming using low-level suction, a 

humidity chamber to straighten the fabrics, conservation stitching and sandwiching with two 

layers of suitably dyed nylon net to support the original fabrics. Finally, the two conserved 

pieces of the chasuble were stitched onto fabric-covered boards for safe handling and possible 

short-term display.  

 

The detached front and back pieces of the chasuble were both laid flat on their individual 

working surfaces during the whole conservation. Surface cleaning by vacuuming was done to 

remove soot and other fire waste from the textile surface (Fig. 2). Vacuuming had to be stopped 

at some point although there still was some firmly attached soot on the surface. Otherwise, the 

vacuuming would have started to remove fragile silk fibers.  

 

 
 

Figure 2. Vacuum cleaning the textile surface. 

The textile pieces needed to be remoistened to retain more elasticity in order to ease the creases. 

Experimenting with poultice and humidity chamber showed that the chamber was able to 

moisten the fabric sufficiently and more gently. The fabric got its elasticity back when relative 

humidity reached 80–90 %. Textiles needed to stay in this humidity for five hours. After that it 

was possible to handle and straighten the creased fabric and turn the contorted pieces of fabric 

back to their original places. The fragile pieces of chasuble required long-term and gentle 

moisture for straightening and the humidity chamber enabled it.    
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Figure 3. Back piece of the chasuble inside the humidity chamber. Fabric is stretched using needles and glass plates. 

 
 

Figure 4. The conserved textile is attached onto a custom-made storage tray. On the left shoulder area, the nylon net is folded to give the 
impression of the original shoulder line. 
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Very fragile and torn original fabrics of the chasuble were supported by nylon net N8000 dyed 

black. The chasuble pieces were sandwiched between nylon net overlays. Support fabric was 

attached to the original fabric using backstitches, very small needle and Skala 360 polyester 

filament sewing thread. Large areas with many torn pieces needed to be supported separately. 

The support fabric and the dyed color was chosen considering the fact that the original fabric 

would be seen through as clearly as possible and also that the support would be sufficient. 

Chasuble cannot be displayed in the same manner as before. Burned front and back pieces of 

the chasuble are extremely fragile and light sensitive, so when displayed, the duration and 

conditions need to be considered carefully. Both pieces need to be displayed flat on their 

custom-made storage trays and stored in their individual, also custom-made acid free cardboard 

boxes. Chasuble is kept safe from the excess light and handle in these boxes. The parish of 

Ylivieska will get precise instructions how to preserve chasuble. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The significance of this 335 years old artefact which was salvaged from the ruins of a man-

made catastrophe is great. The conservation of the artefact and ensuring its long-term 

preservation is important to the parish and the aim was to make the severely damaged but 

historically valuable artefact visually more understandable to the audience. The chasuble, still 

with a slight odor of smoke is a symbol of many things. It belongs to the historical tradition of 

liturgical vestments in Finland, it represents the history of the Ylivieska parish and now it also 

is a symbol of the church burnt in the fire. The old church has had many meanings to the 

community. People were baptized, had their confirmation and got married in this church. The 

fire destroyed the place where many memories had been made, but the conservation of the 

chasuble arisen from the ashes can give these memories a new subject. 

 

The new Ylivieska church will be modern grey stone church. In the new church there will be a 

reminiscence place for the destroyed church. It is likely that the conserved chasuble will be 

placed there. New church is built with the help of insurance compensation and donations.  
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Salvaging memories and building cultural understanding: the recovery and preservation 

of photographs from natural disasters and armed conflict 

Debra Norris and Barbara Lemmen 

University of Delaware, NEWARK, USA 

 

Introduction   

 

The Art Conservation Department at the University of Delaware has undergraduate- and 

Master’s-level programs in art conservation, the latter in collaboration with Winterthur 

Museum, Library & Gardens, and a newer interdisciplinary PhD Program in Preservation 

Studies that began in 2005 and received permanent status in 2012. The Master of Science 

program has a curriculum designed to educate and prepare graduate students to be conservators 

of cultural property through a 3-year, 68-credit course of study that focuses on essential 

professional competencies as identified by the American Institute for Conservation of Historic 

and Artistic Works. 

The first-year coursework is composed of nine specialty-specific course blocks conducted by 

rotating instructors. Through examination, and cultural and scientific analysis, our students 

strive to understand the physical and chemical characteristics of many classes of objects in 

order to gain an understanding of deterioration processes, determine appropriate conservation 

treatments, and better understand the objects and their creators. Preventive care strategies are 

an important focus throughout the year.  

The first-year Photograph Conservation Block covers a 2.5-week curriculum focused on 

mastering an understanding of the range of photographic processes (prints and negatives) and 

their preservation.  Process identification, scientific exploration, surface cleaning practice and 

protocols (often developed in consultation with Richard Wolbers), fundamental readings, risk 

assessment, advocacy, and fundraising continue to be the hallmarks of this course of study. In 

January 2015 and 2016, an additional emergency response activity of immense proportion⎯the 

methodical recovery of nearly 500 severely damaged fire- and water-damaged 

photographs⎯was incorporated into the curriculum.    These projects allowed each of us to 

connect powerfully with communities and individuals, from Columbus, Ohio, to Wimberley, 

Texas, who had suffered unthinkable tragedies.  

Two Recovery Operations:  January 2015 and 2016 

 

With the start of our 2-week January 2015 Winterthur/University of Delaware Program in Art 

Conservation Photograph Conservation Block, the ten first-year fellows began the intense 

recovery of a collection of 260 family photographs. These images were miraculously salvaged 

following a catastrophic fire on Christmas Day in Columbus, Ohio, that tragically killed a 

loving grandmother, Terry Harris, and her three beautiful grandchildren⎯all boys⎯9, 11, and 

14 years old.  The children’s father, Ricky Harris, was a close high-school friend of our 

Preservation Studies doctoral student, Michael Emmons. Michael worked with us closely, 

providing valued context and a close and still treasured connection to the Harris family.  
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These silver gelatin developing-out, chromogenic, and dye diffusion photographs capturing 

generations of the Harris family ranged in size and formats, including school portraits, formal 

portraits, photo booth strips, and Polaroids. It is difficult to describe our sadness in dealing with 

this collection, but working together, we found the emotional strength to proceed. Having 

suffered from both fire and water damage, the photographs were in very poor condition and 

smelled intensely of smoke. During treatment and after, photographs were routinely housed 

with natural zeolites, blotters, and other absorbent materials, which were refreshed regularly to 

absorb the odor.   

Initial examination revealed that the type, location, and extent of damage differed greatly from 

photograph to photograph.  Many displayed moderate or severe planar distortion, including 

cockling and curling.  Most were brittle, especially around the charred edges where the 

photographs were badly melted and burned.  The gelatin binder layers were brittle and 

discolored, and subsequent water damage caused extensive bleeding of inks and dyes, and 

serious staining on the recto and verso.  All of the photographs accumulated heavy layers of 

grime, debris, soot, and other particulates on the recto and verso.  

In May 2015, a flash flood swept down the Blanco River valley in Central Texas. Over a 

thousand homes in Hays County were damaged or destroyed, with the town of 

Wimberley (population 2,639) hit especially hard—flood waters there surged 33 feet in just 3 

hours.  Many homes were filled with water, while others were completely swept off their 

foundations and miles down the river. More than 30 lives were lost.  In the aftermath, the 

Wimberley Valley Library offered to serve as a central gathering place for photographs found 

along the river, and people (mostly rescue workers) immediately began bringing in found 

photographs and other items. On-site recovery efforts were impressive. Given the magnitude 

of the recovery and the severity of the damage, we were asked to stabilize some of the most 

seriously damaged materials.   

(See http://www.kvue.com/story/news/local/hays-county/2015/05/27/library-becomes-focal-

point-for-items-scattered-by-floodwaters/28051443/ )  

Our flood-damaged materials included 240 photographs, ranging from 19th-century tintypes, 

albumen prints, and matte collodion prints, to silver gelatin (some sepia-toned), chromogenic, 

dye diffusion transfer, and digital materials.  In addition, there were several negatives and slides 

and entire pages from magnetic photograph albums with their plastic cover sheets intact. Water 

damage was extensive. Many of the photographs exhibited serious damage to the image and 

binder layers. Dyes were solubilized (especially at the outer edges) and gelatin binder layers 

badly compromised. Some materials (especially some of the silver gelatin prints) were flaking, 

requiring consolidation.   

Nearly all photographs exhibited extensive dirt, mud, and other caked-on debris. In many cases, 

this dirt was deeply embedded in the gelatin surfaces. Many photographs exhibited extensive 

structural damage: planar distortion, deep creases and cracks, image loss, image transfer, 

surface grime, dirt embedded in the photo emulsion. Dye diffusion transfer prints (Polaroid) 

http://www.kvue.com/story/news/local/hays-county/2015/05/27/library-becomes-focal-point-for-items-scattered-by-floodwaters/28051443/
http://www.kvue.com/story/news/local/hays-county/2015/05/27/library-becomes-focal-point-for-items-scattered-by-floodwaters/28051443/
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were severely delaminated.  In many cases, mud and dirt collected between the delaminated 

layers and required excavation.  

 

Treatment Protocols  

 

Both disaster recovery projects offered valuable treatment applications from traditional to the 

more innovative or unconventional. In our 2.5-week time frame, each student examined, 

documented, and treated 25 or more prints, honing their hand skills and familiarity with the 

stabilization of often highly compromised photographic print materials. Detailed treatment 

observations were compiled for both projects and are available upon request from the authors.  

While surface cleaning protocols varied from process to process, a careful progression from 

dry to wet techniques characterized many treatments.   Accumulated layers of grime, debris, 

soot, and other particulates combined with flaking or blistered gelatin binder layers required 

careful treatment strategies, including the use of dry and wet methods such as polyurethane 

cosmetic, polyvinyl alcohol (PVOH), and vulcanized rubber soot sponges; erasers; and aqueous 

solutions. Combinations of water and alcohol were especially useful on damaged gelatin 

surfaces – percentages ranged from 50/50 water/alcohol to 20/80 for fragile substrates. Water-

soluble dyes and inks were not treated (and often could not be removed safely) as the focus of 

this intervention was stabilization. Many photographs were partially cleaned under 

magnification given the range of processes and degradation. Water damaged materials were 

generally more susceptible to aqueous solutions.  Fire retardant required non-aqueous solvents 

for reduction. Gels and poultices were used locally to remove embedded grime and accretions.  

Innovations in treatment, including methods for flattening were introduced such as the use of 

heat press for resin-coated print materials, and all procedures were carefully documented.  

Final Thoughts  

 

Benevolence and goodwill characterized these projects.  We benefited immensely. Our fire-

recovery story was picked up by the Associated Press, featured in The Readers Digest and over 

100 press outlets. Coverage was global, and I was approached often by those who appreciated 

our efforts. Indeed, this project offered many lessons in advocacy and public communications 

as our students answered questions from reporters and shared their skills with camera crews. 

We used social media to update the public on our progress.   

While clearly burned, distorted, and dirty, these photographs were preserved; the Harris 

family’s gratitude for our work was heartfelt and profound. During these projects, we learned 

to set realistic and shared goals, develop systematic inventories and consistent approaches 

surrounding the extent of treatment (cleaning for example), and constantly reassess progress 

via regular class meetings and multicolored flip charts galore that documented observations 

daily. Time and time again, our work in the recovery of these critically fire- and water-damaged 

photographic materials reminded each of us of our central responsibility to use our skills and 

knowledge in the examination, analysis, treatment, and care of cultural heritage to help others, 

and the pleasure and privilege in doing so.   
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This recovery educated, transformed, and inspired all who contributed their time, talent, and 

expertise. In many ways, it exemplified the skill and humanity of art conservation. It connected 

with our ongoing work in collaboration with the Arab Image Foundation, the Getty 

Conservation Institute, and the Metropolitan Museum of Art to build awareness of the 

preservation of the photographic heritage in the Arab World where collections face both the 

ravages of natural disasters and armed conflict.  (See https://meppi.me/) Emergency planning 

and response is essential. We must share our skills, knowledge, and passion to help others 

nationally and globally.  We are most grateful to all members of the Winterthur/University of 

Delaware Program in Art Conservation Classes of 2017 and 2018, faculty, staff, UD 

undergraduates, visiting conservators, and pre-program candidates who assisted and often led 

this work with exceptional determination, passion, and kindness.   
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Introduction 

 

Open Air Museums challenge the conservation field because of their different approach to the 

use of museum objects. This is particularly important for exhibiting objects in their original 

context, in spite of poorer preservation conditions than those normally accepted in showrooms 

and storages. In 2012 an evaluation of the preservation conditions of the objects exhibit in four 

of The Open Air Museum’s historic houses were made with two different methods. The 

methods were compared and evaluated in relation to the museum as well as the result was used 

to discuss and identify which areas the museum should focus on and what actions were obvious 

to do before further evaluation. 

The Open Air Museum 

 

The Open Air Museum located in Brede near Lyngby is a part of the National Museum of 

Denmark. Since the museum contains more than 50 houses and farms, it was decided to carry 

out a full assessment of collections exhibited in 4 houses with “The Cultural Property Risk 

Analysis Model” hereafter CPRAM (Waller 2003) (Table 1 and Fig. 1). Once an item has been 

placed in an exhibition, it is extremely rare that they are removed again and most of the items 

have therefore been exhibited as long as the different buildings have been opened at the 

museum. In order to get as broad a survey as possible, both in terms of preservation conditions 

and the type of exhibited objects, the following criteria were used in the selection of the 

collections: 

 

• Variation in time when the houses were collected and opened for the guests 

• Variation in types of houses and climate conditions 

• Variations in the material and vulnerability of the objects exhibited  

 

Error! Reference source not found. shows the farms evaluated and the variation of the 

exhibited objects can be seen in Error! Reference source not found.. 

 

Farm Exhibition opened Building type Comments 

Ostenfeld 1901 

Clay floor & thatched 

roof. 

Low light levels. Used for 

events. 

Kalvehave 1960 

Paving stones, hardwood 

and clay floor. Thatched 

roof. 

Light levels from 25-300 lux. 

"Wet" building (mould growth 

in great part of building). 

True 1942 

Paving stones, hardwood 

and clay floor. Thatched 

roof. 

Great variation in light levels. 

Livestock of geese. 

Fjellerup Manor 1998/2003 Timber, bricks and tiles. 

UV-filters, light levels up to 

20,000 lux. 
 
Table 1. Basic information regarding the evaluated collections/farms. 
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Figure 1. Overview of the objects’ materials, quantity. 

Methods 

 

To get a comprehensive evaluation of the 4 collections, CPRAM was selected since education 

have been given in Denmark in the use of the method, as well as access to datasheets developed 

by Robert Waller. Besides dividing the risk in agents of deterioration, the methods also divides 

in terms of frequency and consequence, allowing the museum to get a broad perspective of the 

threats the different collections face (Waller, 2003). As a preliminary investigation, one 

collection where selected to be evaluated by two different methods. The comparison of risk 

assessment and condition audit seems especially interesting in a museum with permanent 

exhibitions, and therefore the method used by the English Heritage, “The English Heritage Risk 

Assessment and Condition Audit” (hereafter EHRACA) has been used to evaluate Fjellerup 

Manor. EHRACA were developed to help English Heritage to manage their 136 different 

historic sites all across of England. The method is based on research by Taylor who links the 

importance of an objects current state with future degradation (Taylor, 2005). The method is 

divided in two parts, a condition audit were the objects are given a condition score and were a 

damage score is calculated for the collection and a risk assessment given the collection a risk 

score for each risk factor. Afterwards are a weighted score calculated with the use of damage 

and risk score. Formulas and examples of calculations can be seen in Xavier-Rowe and Fry 

(2011). Where most risk assessments today use the 9 agents of deterioration defined by 

Michalski (Michalski, 1990) and the 10th agent defined by Waller (dissociation/custodial 

neglect, Waller 1994), English Heritage has decided to group their risk factors according to 

how they are handled and have therefore settled with the 8 factors seen in  

Table 2. The different scores obtained in Fjellerup Manor during 

the EHRACA. 

 (Xavier-Rowe et al. (2008). 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

The Open Air Museum is only open in the summer semester and during some selected holidays. 

All the evaluations of the collections therefore took place during spring and summer 2012. The 

assessment made with EHRACA revealed that half of the objects at Fjellerup Manor are in poor 
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or very poor condition. As seen in Table 2, the damage score reveals that a large amount of the 

objects shows evidence of damage occurred at the relative short amount of time they have been 

exhibited in the house (the exhibition opened in 1998/2003). In general, all risks, besides 

disaster, scores higher in the damage score than in the risk score, showing the consequences of 

exhibiting objects under severe conditions. Even though a great part of the objects have already 

suffered severely under the exhibition conditions, the risk score reveals that there is still more 

value to be lost.  

  
Damage score Risk score Weighted score 

Dust, dirt & handling 47.17% 10.00% 28.58% 

Light 45.95% 15.00% 30.47% 

Incorrect relative humidity 81.25% 35.00% 58.13% 

Pests 32.43% 35.00% 33.80% 

Display/storage conditions 28.26% 27.00% 27.15% 

Documentation 20.00% 5.00% 12.50% 

Disaster 0% 2.70% 2.70% 

Inherent deterioration 16.13% 0.45% 8.29% 

 
Table 2. The different scores obtained in Fjellerup Manor during the EHRACA. 

An overview of the MR of risk calculated for the 4 collections reveals both general tendencies 

for all of the collections, and differences between them. Figure 2 shows that relative humidity 

is a great risk in 3 of the collections. As the objects are exhibited in more or less open buildings, 

it is natural that the objects are exposed to fluctuations and moist. As the climate in Denmark 

is generally at the damp end, the humidity typically fluctuates between 50-90%. At Ostenfeld 

incorrect relative humidity are low compared to both other risks, but also to the expectations 

prior to the evaluation. The low result is mostly due to the material of the objects exhibited, 

which is mainly a large group of dishes of tin and ceramics as well of larger wooden furniture.  

Analysis of all the risk gave, beside specific areas to attend, a great understanding of the relation 

between building type, the objects materials and how that influences the risks. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. The total risk (MR) for the 4 collections with the use of CPRAM. 
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By looking at MR based on the type of risk (see Figure 3), it is clear that especially sporadic 

and constant risks (type 2 and 3) are the biggest threats. This should be seen in the context of 

the conditions the objects are exhibited in, when the buildings used for exhibition largely 

corresponds to the original houses from the period they belong to. Since The Open Air Museum 

wishes to give its guests an experience of inhabited houses, it is not an option to leave the 

houses without items. Of course, it is possible to discuss if more copies are needed, but it is a 

costly solution. At the same time, it will be very individual to the collections whether it will be 

an acceptable solution. In Kalvehave, for example, the entire inventory is collected with the 

house and is therefore original, while the exhibition in Ostenfeld is of great historical 

significance. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.  MR by type of risk in the 4 collections. 

Comparison of the two methods 

 

Since two risk assessments have been conducted at Fjellerup Manor it is possible to compare 

the results and see if the methods provide the same results. The two methods use different ways 

of calculating the risk and it is therefore not possible to compare the numbers, but it is possible 

to compare how the different risk in each of the assessments compare to each other. Where both 

assessments have incorrect RH and pests as the largest and second largest risk, the result is less 

clear for the smaller risks. In CPRAM a total of 71 different risks were evaluated within 9 

different risk factor and is more comprehensive than EHRACA, that does not divide the 8 risk 

factor in to minor risk, giving a more overall evaluation. 

The risks at The Open Air Museum 

 

Several risks were found to cover the museum in general and not just some of the collections. 

It is therefore relevant to relate to these, before resources are used on further evaluation. At the 

same time, a division of the farms relative to building types, climate control is possible and 

what items are displayed could simplify an assessment, making it less time consuming. Based 

on CPRAM a few assignments were prioritized in the effort to lower the risks: 

• General: Joint emergency plan with the Conservation Department in the event of water 

damage, fire, storms and similar events. Better mounting to protect against theft, 
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vandalism, abrasion and water. Editing and completion of the digitization of the objects' 

index cards. 

• Kalvehave: Investigation of constructional initiatives (drainage) that will protect against 

water and humidity problems.  

• True: Investigation of whether or not it is possible to regulate the climate in the two 

rooms, where the most vulnerable objects are exhibited and/or preventive preservation 

along with removal of vulnerable objects. 

• Fjellerup: Using climate control to lower RH. 

Conclusion 

 

Based on the risk recommendations it can be concluded that the methods provide useful results 

at The Open Air Museum.  Both methods are usable, though some adaptions will improve the 

use of EHRACA. A combination of the methods, or the theoretical base, will provide the best 

result when used in a preservation plan, which should meet the standards required by the Danish 

Agency of Culture. Over the last couple of years, an interesting development has been taking 

place in risk assessment and preventive conservation, which means that today the museum, 

when a new evaluation Is needed instead will conduct a broader screening method based on the 

results from this study. Besides highlighting the preservation condition at the museum and 

bringing awareness to unseen factors, the evaluation gave the staff a broader understanding of 

their different work areas and skills. 
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Introduction 

Italy lists an extremely high number of Cultural Heritage buildings and artefacts, including 

3.400 museums, some 2.000 archaeological sites or parks and 43 UNESCO sites [1]. While it 

is not possible to compare among different countries the number of cultural heritage buildings, 

due to the different classification criteria, it is clear that such a huge number of assets poses one 

of the biggest problems in the world in case of natural disaster. Most Italian regions are exposed 

to seismic and hydrogeological risk and, when an event occurs, first responders have to deal at 

the same time with the tasks of rescue and of ensuring the safety of Cultural Heritage. Since 

the earthquake in Central Italy in 1997, the CNVVF have been working to create and/or modify 

its operating procedures so as to be prepared for the task of safeguarding cultural heritage 

damaged in disasters. In the framework of the STORM EU H2020 [2] Innovation action, the 

Italian National Fire Corps, has included specific tests to verify if it were possible to improve 

quick assessment of damaged structures using innovative equipment, as the Terrestrial Laser 

Scanner and the Terrestrial Radar Interferometry and Ground Penetrating Radar.  

 

The integration of quick assessment technologies in the H2020 STORM innovation action 

The STORM (Safeguarding Cultural Heritage through Technical and Organisational Resources 

Management) innovation action has been selected for funding under the DRS-11-2015 topic of 

the Horizon 2020 EU call for innovation actions. In the framework of the STORM action, the 

Italian pilot site (figure 1) is peculiar. It includes as partners both the Cultural Heritage 

Authority on Rome (the Italian Ministry of Cultural Heritage through its Coliseum Cultural 

Heritage Superintendence) and the Italian National Fire Corps, which is in charge for providing 

rescue and provisional measures to ensure safety of cultural buildings in the first aftermath of 

disasters. 
 

 
 
Figure 1. The red rectangle shows the GPR area where scans outside the building walls of the Diocletian Baths, pilot site of the STORM 
project have been performed. The green triangle highlight the pillar monitored within the Aula I of the same site. 
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Moreover, the whole process was deployed to assess the feasibility of using in new ways 

communication and scanning technologies (like terrestrial laser scanning – figure 2) in the harsh 

constraints of an emergency scenario. To this aim, particular attention was put into the selection 

of targets and of the sensors which could be deployed on site in different times to assess the 

ease of use by operational personnel, as firefighters, who are often the only persons allowed 

into the so called “red zone”. 

 

 
 
Figure 2. Terrestrial laser scanning in Norcia. Particular attention was put into the selection of targets, which could be deployed on site in 
subsequent times and to the assessment of the ease of use by operational personnel, as firemen, who are often the only allowed into the 
red zone. 

Feedbacks on Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) for quick assessment of structural 

damages 

Regarding the Terrestrial Laser Scanner, indeed it was able to detect sub-centimetric 3D 

deformations over time. In fact, it was able to overcome the limitations of the Terrestrial Radar 

Interferometer: the sensor can detect said deformations even using measurements carried out 

without continuity. It was possible to compare measurements of the deformations of the south 

pillar of a room of the pilot site (the “Aula I”) carried out months apart. The tests included the 

use of beacons/targets of different type (not a trivial problem, considered the conflicting needs 

of i) leaving the beacons in place for long period of time and ii) not to impact on the monument 

structure and aesthetics) and was carried out even simulating that no beacon at all was placed. 

The analysis was able to ascertain that the investigated pillar was stable and such outcomes 

were considered of very high value from the Cultural Heritage Authority, Unfortunately, the 

comparison of 3D cloud of points carried out required very high expertise to assess the 

meanings of the detected movements: excluding the portion which fell within the system 

accuracy (which sums the errors of the sensor and the measurements of point of reference over 

time) as well as the expected deformations induced by the seasonal changes (heat/cold in 

particular when considering measurements over winter and summer). So that it appears to be 

too complex to be used into the “emergency structural assessment” scenario described above. 

Different conclusions were drawn with regards to the scenario “structural assessment for 

earthquake replicas” aimed at measuring 3D cloud of points to detect deformations for 

earthquake replicas in Norcia. Luckily there were no replicas releasing sufficient energy to be 

destructive, so that it was not possible to evaluate if the scenario was indeed realistic. 

Notwithstanding, the technique was anyhow considered most interesting to evaluate the 

efficacy of the provisional measures raised to stabilise the Basilica di San Benedetto façade 

(figure 3). In fact, while not outstanding, the registered replicas released sufficient energy to 

destabilise the weakened façade and in this case the system accuracy was more than sufficient 

to assess that the scaffolding was able to sustain the façade, which did not bend, remaining 
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vertical and stable. As such, this unexpected scenario (e.g., “evaluation of the provisional 

measures efficacy”) was considered of the outmost interest for the emergency management. 

 

 
 
Figure 3. 3D cloud of points of the Basilica di San Benedetto façade, damaged by the 2016 Central Italy earthquake, which was considered 
valid to evaluate the provisional measures efficacy. 

Similar positive conclusions were drawn from the test of Terrestrial Laser Scanner (figure 4) 

to assess the dimensions of the crater opened into the garden of the Terme di Diocleziano. In 

fact, it was possible to use a new lightweight laser scanner in a most flexible way: the sensor 

was fixed with improvised tools to a 3.5 meters-long pole so as to bring it within the crater and 

scan it completely. It was then possible to download the 3D cloud of points on the spot and 

present it on a laptop within a few tens of minutes after the measurement. The analysis was 

carried out by a fireman who was only briefly introduced to the specific application to be used. 

He was anyhow able to assess that the closure of the area was not sufficient to ensure safety, 

because the crater expanded below outside its confines. While not limited to Cultural Heritage 

buildings, even this unexpected scenario (e.g., “daily emergencies”) was considered of the 

outmost interest for the emergency management. 

 

 
 
Figure 4. 3D cloud of points of crater that accidentally opened into the garden of the Terme di Diocleziano (one of the STORM pilot sites) 
during the test period. 

Conclusion 

At the moment of the start of the innovation action, the main target of CNVVF was to leverage 

on the common use of innovative technologies in the Cultural Heritage sector. In particular, the 

aim was to investigate about the possibility to capture with the own CNVVF scanners 3D clouds 

of points of the damaged part of the interested building during the first phases of the operations. 

In fact, such activity could allow to compare the 3D clouds of points taken in the immediate 

phase following the damages with 3D models/clouds of points concerning the same part of the 

building. Obviously, such points should have been surveyed before the damage and retrieved 

by a cloud service maintained by the Cultural Heritage Authorities or the building owners. 
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While the collected of data in the course of these measurement campaign is still to be 

completed, the chosen approach ensured the collection of feedbacks, which are of course 

strictly linked to the tools models used, the sites investigated, the expertise and background of 

the technicians involved. Nonetheless it could still be considered as most valuable. On the basis 

of such feedbacks and considering the tools currently available, the initial target cited above is 

still out of reach. However, the same tests discovered unexpected and innovative uses for the 

analysed techniques which appear to be similarly promising. 
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Introduction 

Impact studies of natural and the man-made catastrophes on cultural heritage are an actual and 

crucial issue for conservation scientists. Among all identified threats, water presents a major 

and growing risk due to global warming. Floods, hurricanes and tsunamis are more frequent 

over the past years. Moreover, due to sea levels, water may nowadays invade cultural places 

previously protected. For example, in France, during the flood of June 2016, many castles and 

museums have been damaged to varying extends. The most affected is indisputably the Girodet 

Museum in Montargis. In renovation, the temporary museum store rooms were submerged, and 

several thousand works of art remained underwater for 72 hours. Most of the altered paintings 

presented various types of damages and a large degradation of their esthetic aspect. Depending 

of the degree of alteration, the paint composition was partially or totally hidden by an 

opacifying haze. Varnish and paint layers were both affected (Fig 1). Despite the recurrence 

and the importance of the issue, blanching of paintings has been the purpose of very few studies 

[1-3]. The objective of our research work was to characterize the alteration, understand its 

emergence and propose an adapted conservation treatment. 

 

Figure 1. Macroscopical characterization of the loss of transparency of blanched varnish layers (a/ b) and of blanched paint layer in the 
hair of Christ (c) by visible light photography. a) Matteo de Pittochi Ghidoni, Le Christ guérissant les paralytiques, , late XVIIth century, oil 
on canvas, inventory number 874.6, Musée Girodet, Montargis; b) Louis Crignier, Jeanne d’Arc en prison, 1824, oil on canvas, inventory 
number MP récol.90.2.83, Picardie Museum, Amiens; c) Anonymous, Descente de croix, 1600-1650, oil on wood, inventory number 
890.9.145, Musée des Beaux-Arts de Carcassonne © C2RMF/ J. Requilé; A. Maigret; T. Clot 

Materials and methods 

Our corpus is composed of 35 paintings from the Girodet Museum and 14 paintings from 

French Museums for which the degradation is consecutive to an excess of hygrometry or 

aqueous conservation treatments. All paintings were studied in the context of their conservation 

in the C2RMF restoration workshops. Mock-ups of blanched dammar and mastic varnish and 

paint layers were prepared according to the described modus operandi [4]. Examination using 

a 3D digital videomicroscope was performed directly on the paintings to characterize the 

alteration at the macro scale. Raw non-embedded unaltered and altered paint micro-samples 

were first analyzed by Field Emission Gun scanning electron microscopy (FEG-SEM). 

mailto:anais.genty@culture.gouv.fr
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Regarding the blanching of paint layers, in-depth investigations were performed by X-ray phase 

contrast nanotomography on the nano-imaging beamline ID16A at the ESRF (European 

Synchrotron Radiation Facility) to obtain a 3D characterization at the nanoscale. Indeed, the 

tomography can be assimilated to a 3D radiography allowing obtaining virtual slices of the 

studied sample. The use of synchrotron radiation enables to get a spatial resolution down to 50 

nm.  The product tested to remove the blanching of paint layers is a perfluoroether derivative. 

Perfluorinated molecules have already been used in the cultural heritage field as water 

repellents on historic stone monuments [5,6]. They are non-toxic, chemically inert and 

thermally very stable. They are only soluble in perfluorinated solvents, such as perfluorooctane.  

Results  

Characterization 

The macroscale characterization revealed that the lightening is not associated with a 

chromaticity change, suggesting that it is not linked to a pigment discoloration. The analysis of 

circa 50 altered and unaltered samples by FEG-SEM revealed a highly porous structure in both 

varnish and paint altered layers, with pores ranging in size from 20 nm to 4 µm (fig. 2) [4]. 

Complementary investigations performed by X-ray phase contrast nanotomography on 

blanched paint layers highlighted that pores are located in the binder (fig. 3). The blanching of 

both paint and varnish layers is thus induced by an alteration of the organic matter. Experiments 

with model samples, as well as, computational modelling enabled us to demonstrate that the 

visual appearance of altered layers is due to the light scattering by the pores [7]. A physico-

chemical model based on the hydration of micro-segregated polar regions was proposed to 

explain the emergence of the alteration.  

 

Figure 2. Microscopical characterization by FEG-SEM of a blanched varnish taken on the painting represented fig. 1b. It highlights the 
presence of a mainly submicronic porosity. Scale bar: 1 µm. 
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Figure 3. Nanoscopical characterization of a blanched paint layer by X-ray phase contrast nanotomography. Details of one reconstructed 
virtual cross-section after image processing. The sample was taken from Johannes van der Bent, Paysages, figures et animaux1650-1690, 
oil on canvas, inventory number 794.1.1, Musée des Beaux-arts de Rennes. All pigments are represented in blue, the binder in green and 
the pores in red. It highlights the presence of pores in the organic binder. 

Conservation treatments 

A review of the conservation treatments proposed over centuries for blanched art was 

undertaken from the literature, as well as feedback from conservators. Current practices were 

studied during the conservation of paintings of the 16th century to the 19th century and on 

model systems, in order to evaluate their effectiveness at the macroscopic scale (visual 

rendering) and the microscopic scale (action on pores). As the blanching is induced by the light 

scattering by the pores, conservation treatments will be efficient and sustainable, only if they 

resorb or durably fill the pores. Blanched varnish layers do not present a major problem in 

conservation and can be removed by volatile solvents. On the other hand, for blanched paint 

layers, volatile solvents are rarely effective over time. The use of heavy solvents (less volatile) 

seems visually satisfactory. However, the nanotomography analyzes performed one year after 

restoration revealed that the pores are neither filled nor resorbed. Evaporation of the solvent 

causes a gradual reappearance of the diffusion and thus of the blanching. 

These results highlighted the necessity to propose an effective treatment for the conservation 

of the blanched paint layers. The "optimal" conservation treatment would be a low-viscosity 

liquid that can easily penetrate into the paint matter, having a refractive index close to that of 

the binder (to eliminate the light scattering), while being inert, reversible and having a long-

term stability. An innovative treatment based on a perfluorinated compound has been 

developed and tested on mock-ups and ancient altered paintings. The results are very promising 

in terms of stability, efficiency, durability and reversibility. As perfluorinated molecules are 
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soluble only in perfluorinated solvents, the subsequent application of solvents traditionally used 

in conservation treatments will have no impact on the perfluorinated compounds.  

Conclusion 

Our research work enabled us to characterize the alteration at the macro-, micro- and nanoscale. 

It allows the proposal of an efficient alternative for the conservation of blanched easel oil 

paintings. Complementary experiments are ongoing before a possible commercialization in a 

near future.   
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Introduction 

 

During a two phase period, the first in 2015 and the second in 2017, the National Museum of 

Denmark rescued a 34 m2 largescale oil painting from human destruction using a form of 

transfer often applied to frescoes and known as strappo technique. The decoration was 

originally placed in a school building in Herlev, a suburb of Copenhagen that was to be 

demolished 2015. Custom-developed detachment, transfer and conservation techniques 

ensured the effective and safe installation of the works to a new building.   

 

Description of the decoration 

 

The decoration was created by the 

Danish artist Sigurd Swane in 

193041 and located in the entrance 

hall of a school in Herlev, Denmark 

(Fig. 1). The decoration was 

constructed full size, floor to 

ceiling, on all four walls of the 

room measuring 3.54 m high, 2.94 

m wide and 5.91 m long. The 

decoration was designed to be a 

mural painting in oil paint medium, 

on a mortar wall of a brick building 

and its artistic paint technique 

consists of light strokes and 

comprising several layers of thin 

paint. Sigurd Swane had divided 

the decoration into two areas; an 

upper with nine, figurative 

individual paintings of craftsmen 

from the local community and a 

lower part which was decorated 

with imitation marble. 

 

 

The first phase: rescue 

 

Because of the plans to demolish the school, we started the project in January 2015 by testing 

methods and materials to remove the paint layers and thin mortar from the walls in the room 

containing the decorations. The objective was to find a method to remove the upper, figurative 

parts of the decoration and the lower area bearing imitation marble was used as a testbed to 

                     
41 Sigurd Swane (16 June 1879 – 9 April 1973) was a Danish painter and poet; known primarily for his landscapes. 

Figure 1. The Sigurd Swane decoration at the school in Herlev before transfer. © 
Roberto Fortuna, National Museum of Denmark. 
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examine different materials and methods to transfer the decoration. First, we collected a sample 

(5 x 5 cm) of the layers of paint and mortar from the brick wall and prepared a cross section to 

reveal the structure and materials presented (Fig. 2). This gave us an idea of which materials 

would be suitable for the project. The paint layer and the walls were in a very good condition. 

The paint layer had no visible damages, apart from the layer of surface dirt in the areas close 

to the outside doors. The walls just had a few small cracks. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Cross section of the decoration. © Mads C. Christensen, National Museum of Denmark. 

The cross section (Fig. 2) suggested that the wall comprised: 

 

area 1: ca.  1 cm rough, grey mortar (containing large sand particles) 

area 2: ca.  1 mm fine, white mortar (containing small sand particles)  

areas 4-6:  ca.  0.3 mm thick layers of paint. The decoration was conducted in ordinary artist’s 

oil paints. 

 

Removal of the decoration 

 

Throughout conservation history, various systems have been developed to transfer wall 

paintings. The removal of paintings from walls was known in antiquity. A. Maiuri has cited 

examples in Pompeii42 and in Europe transfer techniques have been practiced for several 

centuries. The procedure of transferring wall paintings can be divided into three stages, namely 

preparation, detachment of the painting from its original support and post-detachment 

                     
42 Conservation of Wall Paintings, P. Mora et.al., s.246 
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operations and mounting of the detached piece onto a new support.43 

 

The following techniques have been devised to move wall paintings:  

 

• stacco a masello, removal of the painting together with its underlying plaster 

from brick or masonry (mortar),  

• stacco, removal of the painting on plaster with the underlying plaster  

• strappo, removal only of the paint layer and underlying limewash.  

 

Having identified the structure and materials comprising the wall and decoration consisted we 

decided to remove the paint layer using a combined stacco-strappo technique. 

 

We prepared two test areas on the imitation marble: 

 

Test 1 comprised the following stages: 

 

1. marking out an area 20 x 15 cm where we cut through the paint and mortar along the 

outline of the area with a Dremmel fine cutter with a diamante wheel 

2. cleaning the surface with ethanol to remove dirt and grease to optimize the adhesion by 

the glue 

3. thermally adhering onto 3 layers of BEVA film 371 using a Leister jet heater and a 

Teflon spatula 

4. placing Japanese paper (11 g) and heat adhering it to the BEVA 371 film with a Leister 

jet heater and a Teflon spatula 

5. heat adhering onto 3 layers of BEVA 371 film using a Leister jet heater and a Teflon 

spatula 

6. heat adhering onto a thick layer of oversized polyester fabric allowing 4 cm extra all 

the way around the test area. This extra fabric helped to manipulate the mural 

pieces/sections 

7. left the two areas to cool for 24 hours  

8. loosening the paint layer from the first area using a hammer and a chisel and removing 

the underlying mortar 

 

The result of test 1 was a heavy, brittle paint section with mortar, some of which had detached. 

Test 2 involved an identical preparation as test 1. The difference in treatment for this test was 

the detachment. A hammer was applied to the polyester-covered decoration until the underlying 

mortar was crushed and separated. Based on tests 1 and 2, we chose to use the stacco-strappo 

method because it allowed us to handle the object ourselves without external resources. It was 

the most cost-efficient method and did not need any heavy machinery and gave us a painting 

that would be easy to transfer and install in a new location. 

 

Applying tests to practice 

 

The test results gave us an approach to detaching the decoration, but because trials had been 

conducted on small areas, they required scaling up creating a different situation. The first 

problem was that the rigidness of the BEVA film made it impossible to make good contact with 

                     
43 The transfer of Wall Paintings, I. Brajer, s.15 
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some of the uneven surfaces. We adjusted the methods using a diluted BEVA paste44 instead. 

The paste was heated and applied to the decoration with a brush and left to dry until the next 

day, where test 2 treatment was repeated. Another problem was the large dimensions of the 

decoration. Smashing the mortar produced large, single paintings (9 in all) that were vulnerable 

to damage during detachment. Although not a popular approach, we split the 9 single paintings 

of the decoration into smaller sections which we could handle. Six of the paintings were split 

into 4 pieces, two were split in 2 and the last one was split into 6. 

 

Detachment 

 

We began the detachment by dividing all the figurative parts into approximately 1 m x 1 m 

sections and cut through the paint layer and mortar using a Dremmel fine cutter with diamante 

wheel. Afterwards the surfaces were cleaned with Siedegrenzbenzin 100/140 and we started 

building up the facing with BEVA film, Japanese paper and polyester canvas. It was difficult, 

but not impossible to loosen the paint layer from the brick wall using a hammer. However, the 

underlying rough mortar was crushed, leaving the fine mortar and the paint on the facing. When 

all pieces were detached, we mounted them face down on a board with clamps ready for 

transportation to the National Museum. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Losing the paint layer from the brick wall using a hammer. © Roberto Fortuna, National Museum of Denmark. 

The second phase: remounting and conservation 

 

The positive news during the rescue was that Herlev Council decided to custom build a new 

location for the Sigurd Swane paintings. We started planning the remounting and conservation 

of the paintings which was to be carried out between January and November 2017. We planned 

the remounting and conservation for the paintings which had been divided into 2, 4 and 6 pieces 

                     
44 BEVA paste diluted 1:3 with white spirit and then heated 
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depending on the scale of the paintings. The testing continued because we continuously 

developed methods and found suitable tools for the project. We decided to use commercially 

available materials for all treatments. NOTE: at this stage the sections of paintings were 

considered both as murals and easel paintings in terms of conservation methods.   

 

First we removed all the rough, grey mortar from the backsides of each section, leaving only 

the fine white mortar, the paint layer and the facing.  The rough mortar was removed with 

sandpaper and a special hammer for exposing wall paintings. When the backside was cleaned 

they were sealed with Hydro Sealer45 thinned with tap water. When the backsides had been 

sealed a very thin, oversized polyester chiffon was mounted to function as support when we 

removed the facing. It was very important that we did not break the mortar and the paint layer 

when the facing was removed from the front. To mount the polyester chiffon we used 

lightweight filler 62846 from Dana Lim A/S diluted with Hydro Sealer from Lascaux. We 

thinned the filler with Hydro Sealer until it attained pouring cream consistency.  The polyester 

chiffon was placed in the wet filler and pressed to the backside. When dry we could handle the 

paint sections without touching the paint layer and mortar. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. The polyester chiffon is placed in the wet filler and pressed down. © Leonie van Dalen, National Museum of Denmark. 

The facing was removed with Siedegrenzbenzin 100/140. We put paper towels on the surfaces 

of the facing and soaked it with Siedegrenzbenzin. After an hour it was easy to remove the 

facing and revealing the paint layer again. It was a relief to see very little missing paint or 

damage to the surfaces, despite repeated hammerings during detachment. We estimate the 

maximum loss to be 2 % of the paint layer’s area which was quite remarkable. Now the time 

                     
45 Acrylic sealer used to penetrate porous surfaces such as concrete, stone and masonry 
46 It is a premixed filler for small holes and cracks in bricks, plaster, concrete, gypsum board and wood.  
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had come to flatten bulges and small imperfections caused by the hammer. This process was 

conducted using a hot table with the paint layer facing down and the backside up making it 

possible to apply a hot spatula to the backside at the same time to flatten it. For the reassembly 

of the paint sections into a whole we applied lightweight filler to the backside to make sure that 

all the paint sections attained identical thicknesses. The sections of each painting were mounted 

onto a support of lightweight Honeycomb47 with BEVA 371 film48. A clothes iron was used to 

attach the BEVA film to the backsides of the paint sections. Then we adjusted the paint sections 

and fixed them to the Honeycomb with the iron being able to place them with the front facing 

downwards on the hot table. The fixing at the hot table was done at 75° C for around 30 minutes. 

 

We developed a mounting system for the paintings in their new location, constructed from 

wood glued into hollowed Honeycomb board at top and bottom. This allowed us to mount the 

wooden frame into the wall using screws. All gaps formed by splitting the paintings into smaller 

sections, were filled with Fiber Paste49 from Golden.  Because of one of the paintings original 

placement around a door, a large square piece was lacking. The lacking part was about 60 x 

120 cm and was located in the bottom of the painting. We reconstructed the surface structure 

by making a silicone mould of the paintings surfaces and moulding a paper-like sheet from 

Fiber Paste. The structured and dried sheet was glued on to the Honeycomb board with 

polyvinyl acetate (PVA) glue to complete the painting.  

 

The rest of the conservation was carried out using traditional conservation approaches and 

materials.  The paintings were cleaned with a 5 % triammonium citrate and some were cleaned 

using a blend of acetone, ethanol and white sprit in a ratio 1:1:1.  Both the retouching and the 

reconstruction were completed using acrylic colours. At this point the paintings were ready to 

be transported and remounted in the new building in Herlev. We made an arrangement with 

two carpenters at the new building to help us remount the paintings on the walls whose skills 

allowed an effective installation. Little retouching, adjustment of illumination and application 

of a varnish to protect the paintings from light completed the installation. It was important that 

the paintings had a matte surface, so the artificial light did not disturb the appearances.  

 

The project has truly broadened our knowledge of commercial materials and tools available 

today and made us aware of the potentials of using the strappo technique as a realistic solution 

for the removal of oil paintings on mortar. Most importantly, the technique enabled us to rescue 

34 m2 of interior decoration from human demolition within a narrow timeframe and with 

minimum damage to the artworks. As professional conservators, we set the standard for the 

display   of the paintings and enabled them to be accessible once again to the public.  

 

Materials used and suppliers 

 

BEVA 371 film and paste, Kremer 

Fiber paste, Golden 

Filler 628, Dana Lim A/S 

Honeycomb board, polypropylene, ABIC Kemi 

Siedegrenzbenzin 100/140, Kremer 

Triammonium citrate, Kremer 

Acrylic colours, Lascaux and Winsor Newton 

 

                     
47 Honeycomb with a polypropylene core between polyester fleece covered boards 
48 Thickness 65µ and 68 cm wide 
49 A flexible film with a handmade paper appearance. Use as a texture or as a ground on canvas or board. 100 % acrylic polymer dispersion 
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Introduction 

 

On January 12 2010 a tremendous earthquake shook Haiti, measuring 7 on the Richter scale. 

The earthquake lasted 35 seconds with an epicenter about 25 km from Port-au-Prince and 

occurred at 13 km depth. Such shallow earthquakes usually have more impact on buildings and 

roads. Following the main earthquake a series of afterquakes occured and at least 50 of these 

measured greater than 4.5 on the Richter scale. It is estimated that as many as 300,000 people 

lost their lives in the earthquake, hundreds of thousands lost their homes and the entire country 

descended into chaos. Most of Haiti's landmarks were damaged or completely destroyed 

including the Presidential Palace, the Parliament and the Cathedral, along with multiple 

museums, churches, galleries, theatres, libraries and archives. At this point the Cultural 

Heritage of Haiti was in danger of being lost forever - everything from architecture to archives, 

historical books and precious artwork. Remarkably, soon after the earthquake staff members of 

museums in Haiti went out, with help of local people, in an attempt to retrieve as many Cultural 

Heritage objects as possible from the collapsed museums and galleries. They managed to pull 

out thousands of artworks from the rubble and place them into shipping containers until 

professional help might come. 

 

The Smithsonian Institution’s Haiti Cultural Recovery Project 

 

A few months later a project called Haiti Cultural Recovery Project was organized and directed 

by the Smithsonian Institution in collaboration with authorities in Haiti and in partnership with 

the U.S. President’s Committee on the Arts and the Humanities. It was also funded different 

institutions including ICCROM, UNESCO, Blue Shield and many more. The aim of the project 

was to "rescue, recover, safeguard, and help restore Haitian cultural materials damaged and 

endangered by the January 12, 2010 earthquake.50 

 

A Center of Conservation was created in the capital Port-au-Prince in order to assess the 

damaged artworks and stabilize their condition. The Smithsonian obtained a building that had 

survived the earthquake and had previously been used as the headquarters of The United 

Nations Development Programme. The large house was well protected by both security guards 

and high concrete walls. Three conservation laboratories were established, each with a 

conservator: Paintings, Sculpture and Paper. The paintings conservator was Icelandic, the 

sculpture conservator French and the paper conservator Belgian. Additionally, a chief 

conservator from the USA flew over from Miami once a month to oversee the conservation 

work. Twice two conservators from the USA, usually Smithsonian employees, came over to 

help with various conservation issues. They would stay one or two weeks each time. Many 

Haitians were also hired to work at the Center of Conservation, both those who had previously 

worked for the museums that had collapsed, as well as other skilled and unskilled people. The 

                     
50Richard Kurin: Saving Haiti’s Heritage: Cultural Recovery after the Earthquake, Smithsonian Institution, Washington D.C., 2011 
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idea was to train local staff so that they could take the project over in the future. 

 

Paintings Conservation 

 

The paintings conservation lab was organized into a restoration workspace, a storage space and 

several areas dedicated to condition assessment and registration of incoming paintings. 

Daily tasks, apart from the proper conservation work, consisted of the management of the 

department, employee monitoring, environmental monitoring, maintenance of equipment, 

safety issues, research, documenting, staff training and organization. Site visits to various 

locations including cities outside of the capital took place in order to assess the condition of 

various artworks. Obtaining specific materials in order to carry out conservation treatments was 

challenging. The search for materials was made both locally and by ordering from the USA. 

However, this was not successful and the lack of adequate materials was an obstacle in many 

ways. Thankfully we were able to use the supplies that had previously shipped from the USA 

to achieve the essential treatments. 

  

Origin of the paintings 

 

The treated paintings belong to different Haitian institutions, such as: Centre d'Art, Musée 

Nader, The Presidential Palace, MUPANAH (Musée du Panthéon National Haïtien) and the 

Cathedral of Saint Trinité. These paintings represent different twentieth century movements in 

Haitian art, and have an important place in the artistic Cultural Heritage of the country. The 

Centre d'Art and Musée Nader are thought to be the largest painting collections of Haiti. Both 

were entirely destroyed by the earthquake. Fortunately, thousands of paintings were retrieved 

from the rubble and many underwent conservation treatment at the Center of Conservation. The 

walls of the Cathedral of Saint Trinité were decorated by wall paintings completed in 1951. 

They were painted by well-known Haitian painters and showed diverse Biblical stories. In the 

earthquake the church was destroyed for the most part and three out of fourteen paintings 

survived. It was decided to remove the wall paintings that survived which was also one of the 

ongoing projects of the Center of Conservation. 

 

Materials and damage of the paintings 

 

Many of the Haitian paintings are on canvas but there is also a rich tradition of painting on 

hardboard (masonite). The most common and most serious damage was found in the structural 

support of the paintings resulting in major destabilization. The canvas paintings had multiple 

tears and many were in pieces. In addition, they had significant deep scratches, wrinkles, 

creases and buckling (see Figs. 1-2). The paintings were all covered with a layer of powdery 

building material from the rubble. The hardboard paintings were broken (some completely in 

pieces), warped and often severely deformed (see Figs. 3-4). Also, due to their mechanical 

behavior the hardboard supports had little chance to regain surface flatness once they had 

become deformed. When humidity penetrates the material, water moves the fibers further apart 

and deforms them. The system reorganizes itself and changes the volume of the support. 

Furthermore, as months had passed until assistance was provided to the artwork stored in the 

containers many were exposed to mold damage. Water entered into the containers and had 

created excess humidity - an ideal environment for mold growth and insects. 
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Figure 1. Example of earthquake damage in canvas painting: multiple tears and broken stretcher. © Kristín Gísladóttir. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Example of earthquake damage in canvas painting (raking light): numerous creases and wrinkles. © Kristín Gísladóttir. 
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Figure 3. Example of earthquake damage in hardboard (masonite) painting: structural support completely broken in pieces. © Kristín 
Gísladóttir. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Example of earthquake damage in hardboard (masonite) painting: structural support warped. © Kristín Gísladóttir. 
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Conservation and restoration 

 

Various methods and techniques were employed under unusual circumstances to best stabilize 

and preserve the valuable and unique Haitian art. During my stay a dozen paintings were treated 

over a period of four months. Treatments included : consolidating the paint layer, removing 

canvas from damaged stretchers, gluing broken hardboard pieces together, treatment of 

deformations in structural supports, tear-mending, lining, strip-lining, stretching canvases to 

new stretchers, detailed cleaning of the back of the paintings, removal of old reparations, 

dusting and cleaning the surface of the paintings, gap-filling and inpainting. The specific 

characteristics of masonite invited us to undertake a deeper research. A solution was created: a 

reversible system of a backing board that allows stabilization and handling of these artworks. 

The backing board consisted of a non-acid cardboard and was adhered with a few squares of 

Beva 371 film (ethyl-vinyl acetate and microcrystalline wax). We awaited materials to arrive 

which would have enabled us to develop the system on other paintings. However, the delicate 

circumstances of the country did not allow for further development. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Working on complex conservation treatments after a natural disaster was a rare opportunity to 

learn how to treat series of catastrophically damaged artwork. The unique situation 

demonstrated clearly the value and importance of priotitising, organising and making use of the 

limited resources available to optimise stabilization of the paintings. 
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Introduction 

 

The impact of disasters on our world’s cultural heritage has occupied mankind to a large extent 

in the recent past. In 2015, Nepal had to witness two successive disastrous earthquakes, the first 

on 25th of April known as the Gorkha Earthquake, and a second on 12th of May. In the aftermath 

the region was haunted by daily smaller aftershocks. Beside the humanitarian catastrophe, 

important Hindu and Buddhist monuments including the seven UNESCO World Heritage sites 

in the Kathmandu Valley, were severely damaged. Among them were also the Durbar Squares 

(central squares) of the former royal cities of Kathmandu, Patan and Bhaktapur. 

 

Due to the long-standing and intensive commitment of Austria in Nepal, and in the recent past 

particularly of the Institute of Conservation, University of Applied Arts Vienna, extensive 

support is provided in the period of recovery. The collaborative Austrian-Nepalese relationship 

in the field of cultural heritage started in the 1970s.51 Since 2010 the Institute of Conservation 

is involved in the conservation of the Royal Palace in Patan, a project that was initiated by its 

local partner, the Kathmandu Valley Preservation Trust (KVPT). 

 

Emergency Response and First Aid to Cultural Heritage 

Despite the natural chaotic circumstances after the earthquake 2015, the KVPT immediately 

initiated a structured, organised and well-prepared emergency response in Patan.52 In the course 

of clean-up efforts valuable objects and remnants of decorative elements from collapsed 

temples were recovered from the debris, documented and stored in newly erected temporary 

shelters (Figs.1-2). The same applied to reusable structural building elements like bricks, tiles 

and wooden beams. Still standing, but affected monuments and temples were temporarily 

stabilized with wooden beams and buildings with damaged roofs were covered with tarpaulins 

to prevent water infiltration. Damaged monuments were fenced and access restricted to prevent 

both, harm to persons and theft or vandalism. From today´s point of view these immediate 

activities proved to be very important for the preservation. They prevented not only further loss 

but also accelerated weathering of unprotected works of art caused by water infiltration, 

biological growth and salination in the monsoon period. At other sites in the Kathmandu Valley 

it was observed that too late or insufficient first-aid measures caused the permanent loss or 

irreparable damage to buildings. The Institute of Conservation was involved in these efforts 

from the beginning, whereby contributions focused on financial and technical support in the 

first weeks. A fact finding mission of the Institute in June 2015 built the base to identify highest 

priority conservation tasks. A three-year project schedule was drafted together with the 

KVPT.53 Financial means for the project are provided by the Austrian government.54 

 

                     
51 Pruscha, C., The Kathmandu Valley, the Preservation of Physical Environment and Cultural Heritage, Nepal, 2 volumes, Vajra Books, 
Kathmandu, 2015 (1st edition 1975); Sekler, Eduard F. (hg.), Masterplan for the Conservation of the Cultural Heritage in the Kathmandu 

Valley, Paris UNESCO 1977. 
52 Kathmandu Valley Preservation Trust, Nepal Patan Durbar, Earthquake Response Campaign, Documentation of work to date, Kathmandu, 
2016. 
53 Krist, G. / Haselberger, M. / Milchin, M. / Schmidt, K. / Trummer, M., The Royal Palace and Square of Patan, Nepal and the Earthquake 

2015 - immediate actions and midterm planning. Paper presentation at the 44th AIC/CAC Conference, Emergency! Preparing for Disasters 
and Confronting the Unexpected in Conservation, 12-17 May 2016, Montreal. 
54 Austrian Foreign Ministry (BMEIA), the Federal Chancellery of Austria (BKA), the Austrian Development Agency (ADA) and Eurasia-

Pacific Uninet (EPU). 
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Figure 1. Inventory of valuable objects and remnants of decorative elements from collapsed temples after the earthquake. © Thomas 
Schrom. 

 
 

Figure 2. Temporary storages for recovered objects in the palace gardens. © Institute of Conservation, University of Applied Arts 
Vienna. 

Conservation Strategy 

 

The conservation strategy pursued by the Institute in Patan follows international standards and 

is adjusted to the Nepalese environment and the individual requirements of each work of art. It 

has evolved from experience and knowledge gained in previous working campaigns55 and 

                     
55 Krist, G. / Milchin, M. / Haselberger, M., The Durbar Square and the Royal Palace of Patan, Nepal – Stone Conservation before and after 

the Great Earthquake of April 2015. In: J.J. Hughes and T. Howind (eds.), Science and Art: A future for Stone, Proceedings of the 13th 

International Congress on the Deterioration and Conservation of Stone, 6-10 September 2016, Glasgow, Volume II, University of Scotland, 

Paisley, 1171-1180. 
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research work.56 The key objective is to preserve as much original substance as possible, while 

respecting the authenticity of the monuments. Locally available materials and traditional 

construction techniques are adapted for conservation and/or rebuilding, though modified by use 

of new technologies, where necessary. Inappropriate materials, which were applied in former 

restorations and caused decay, are removed. Instead of the cement-rich mortar, which was 

invariably used in repairs executed in the second half of the 20th century57, a lime-based mortar 

is actually used for fillings and pointing of joints, which works well in the climate of the 

Kathmandu Valley and has performed satisfactorily with the stones used for the monuments.  

 

Another important aspect of any conservation effort is the additional strengthening of structures 

to improve seismic resistance. Originally applied plug-in systems, such as stone dowels and 

tenons, are kept but modified (enlarged). Additional stainless steel pins and clamps are added 

if required. Stiff connections are avoided to retain the flexibility of the structure and guarantee 

resistance to seismic action.58 Effectiveness and sustainability of these measures were 

confirmed in a comprehensive evaluation of their seismic performance in 2015. The close 

collaboration with local craftsmen enables to benefit from the still-vivid craftsmanship in Nepal 

and contribute to preserve craft skills. The cooperation with architects who were responsible 

for restoring the building over the past years provides another valuable input. So far numerous 

works of art made of stone, metal and ivory could be treated after the earthquake. In the 

following, the approach is illustrated by means of selected case studies. 

 

Lion Pillar and Pillar of Yoganarendra Malla 

 

The smallest and the largest of the three freestanding stone pillars on the Durbar Square 

partially collapsed during the course of the earthquake(s), whereby only the lowest part of the 

multi-piece shaft remained standing in each case. The drop down caused breaks, cracks, fissures 

and losses, their crowning fire-gilded metal sculptures were heavily deformed. These two 

affected monuments were chosen to be treated at an early stage for three reasons: firstly, to 

avoid further damage to the pillar elements on site. Secondly, due to the clear extent of work, 

which could be carried out in a foreseeable period, and thirdly, for its positive impact on the 

community. Being focal elements on the square, their re-erection was of great importance for 

the locals and constituted a tangible sign of progress and return back to normality. 

 

Following the inspection of their foundations by local engineers, a detailed condition survey 

preceded the actual conservation and re-erection of the pillars. Thus, the technology and 

materials of the original construction of the pillars and the mounting system of the metal 

sculptures were revealed. It can be assumed that the single parts of the pillar were simply placed 

one above each other, whereby stone dowels kept them in place and no mortar was applied in 

between. Remnants of corrosion on the stone surface indicated the contact areas of the iron 

                     
56 Leiner, S., Der Pavilion am Bhandarkhal Tank, unpubliziertes Vordiplom, Universität für angewandte Kunst Wien, Wien 2011. 

Wagner, T., The Golden Doorway Ensemble. Patan Royal Palace Complex, Nepal. Between the Austrian Conservation Approach and Nepali 

Craftstradition, unpublished Pre-Thesis, of Applied Arts, Vienna 2013. 
Fuchs, K., Bitumen Coating on Stone, a Nepalese Problem? The Conservation of Two Stone Relief Gates at the Nasal Chowk, Patan Royal 

Palace, unpublished Pre-Thesis, University of Applied Arts, Vienna 2013. 

Friedl, R., Looking through a window. The conservation and reconstruction of the Ivory Window of Sundari Chowk at the Patan Royal 
Palace – a Nepalese experience, unpublished Pre-Thesis, University of Applied Arts, Vienna 2013. 

Fuchs, K., The Royal Palace in Patan, Nepal. The Evaluation of Conservation Treatments and a Recommendation for a Maintenance 

Program, unpublished Diploma Thesis, University of Applied Arts, Vienna 2014. 
Kaipf, L., The Pillar of Yoganarendra Malla. Condition Survey, Conservation Treatment and Re-erection, unpublished Pre-Thesis, Institute 

of Conservation, University of Applied Arts, Vienna 2017. 

Paric, M., The Ivory Windows of the Sundari Chowk at the Royal Palace in Patan, Nepal. Conservation and Reconstruction, unpublished 
diploma thesis, University of Applied Arts, Vienna 2017. 
57 Leiner 2011. 
58 See also Krist / Milchin / Haselberger 2016. 
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substructure that held the sculpture in place. Both stone pillars are made of weakly metamorphic 

calcite schist, which was analysed in Vienna59. Due to its properties (high density, low water 

uptake) damage was mainly caused by mechanical impact resulting in cracks and fissures, 

which were also visible on the pillars. Ultrasound velocity measurements were carried out to 

assess their depth and propagation and determine need for action. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Work at the Pillar of Yoganarendra Malla (left) and re-erection (right), © Institute of Conservation, University of Applied Arts 
Vienna. 

The conservation measures included an overall wet cleaning of the stone surfaces. The broken 

shaft element of the Lion Pillar was glued with epoxy resin60 and stainless steel pins. Missing 

parts of its capital were replaced with stone indents. Cracks in the King’s Pillar were closed 

with a low viscose epoxy-resin61 to restore internal stability and pinned. The deformed metal 

sculptures were carefully reshaped by a local coppersmith. The corrosion on the fire-gilded 

surfaces was reduced using citric acid as complexing agent diluted in water. Its application 

already proved effective in the past and led to satisfactory results. Partial re-gilding was done 

by means of leaf gilding to avoid the locally used but harmful fire-gilding. For the re-

assembling of the two pillars the original methods of construction with minor modification 

were used. Missing stone dowels were replaced and stainless steel pins were partly inserted 

between the single elements of the pillars to reinforce the structure. These reinforcements were 

only fixed on one side to render the structure flexible (Fig. 3).62 

 

Harishankara Temple 

 

After having survived the earthquakes of 1809, 1833 and 1934, the pagoda temple of 

Harishankara on the Patan Durbar Square collapsed completely during the recent earthquake. 

Only the base of the outer ambulatory and the threshold level of the sanctum stayed in place. 

The base consists of stone blocks made of schist, which are arranged alternately with blocks 

                     
59 Petrographic characterization by means of optical microscopy (polarized and unpolarized light) and SEM investigations of thin-sections, 

porosity and water absorption measurements, carried out by students of the Institute of Conservation together with Prof. Johannes Weber, 

Conservation Sciences, Institute of Art and Technology, University of Applied Arts Vienna, 2012-2017. 
60 Akepox 2020, Akemi. 
61 EPO-TEK® 301-1, Epoxy Technology. 
62 Kaipf 2017; Haselberger, M. / Krist, G., Re-erecting the Pillar of the King, ECS Nepal Issue 189/ August 2017, print, 36-40. 
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made of a porous, siliceous sandstone. As elsewhere in Patan, the blocks were pointed with 

cement-rich mortar, which was particularly harmful for the sandstone. Combined with the high 

water uptake and slow drying rate of this stone, the capillary-inactive joints allowed the blocks 

to remain wet for a long period of time, which in turn accelerated deterioration caused by 

biological colonization and salt efflorescence.63 

 

As the still standing blocks of the base and the inner threshold have to carry the weight of the 

temple building, their assessment and treatment was a precondition for the reconstruction of 

the temple. The aim of the conservation was thus to improve the stability of the structures and 

preserve original substance by considerably slowing down deterioration mechanisms. This 

should enable most of the blocks to be re-used. Ultrasound velocity was measured to assess the 

condition of the blocks and detect internal cracks, which were subsequently backfilled. Broken 

stone blocks were glued and pinned, remnants of cement mortar on the surfaces removed (Fig. 

4). The concept for the restoration of the temple foresees that the sandstone blocks are 

reassembled with a kind of drainage at their back separating them from the brick-earth 

foundation and thus reducing moisture penetration.64  

 

 
 

Figure 4. Conservation measures at the carved stone blocks of the base of Harishankara Temple - removal of cement mortar remnants. 
© Institute of Conservation, University of Applied Arts Vienna. 

Summary 

 

The conservation activities of the Institute of Conservation are a major contribution to the 

overall recovery of cultural heritage on the Patan Durbar Square after the devastating 

earthquake in 2015. Altogether, in the case of Patan, several key factors turned out to be 

essential to ensure the long-term preservation of earthquake-damaged cultural property: a well-

organized and structured emergency response by locals, quick approaching for funding for 

conservation and rebuilding and an already established network of experienced and qualified 

conservators, engineers and skilled craftsmen. Lessons learnt in this project could be 

particularly beneficial for other sites, facing comparable challenges. 

                     
63 Fuchs 2013; Leiner 2011; Krist / Milchin / Haselberger 2016. 
64 Krist, G. et al., The Temple of Harishankara at the Patan Durbar Square. Conservation of the Stone Blocks of the Temple Base and 

Threshold Level, unpublished report, 2017. 
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Earthquakes and their Aftermath: Lessons Learned from the Canterbury Quakes 2010 -

2011 

Lynn Campbell 

Campbell Conservation, CHRISTCHURCH, New Zealand 

 

Introduction 

 

New Zealand is known as ’the Shaky Isles’ because earthquakes are not uncommon (Fig. 1). 

However, Wellington, the nation’s capital in the North Island, was the city considered to be 

most at risk, not the Canterbury region. The formerly unknown system of faults near 

Christchurch that generated the catastrophic 2010 and 2011 earthquakes came as a surprise to 

earthquake experts around the country and internationally. Although the epicentre of the most 

destructive earthquake was in Heathcote, an area on the city side of the Port Hills that surround 

Lyttelton Harbour, the energy waves travelled along the hills causing most damage to areas in 

the central business district of Christchurch 10km away.  

The amount of damage was determined 

by the type of ground upon which the 

buildings were sitting. Soils such as 

sand and silt, or reclaimed land, caused 

much more displacement due to 

liquefaction (Fig. 2). Liquefaction was, 

in fact, a huge issue and occurred where 

there was water, sand and silt present. 

Much of Christchurch is a low lying 

former wetland and liquefaction was 

widespread across the region. Ground 

shaking during an earthquake can cause 

some soils to liquefy. These soils 

behave more like a liquid than a solid 

during an earthquake, and silt, sand and 

water form a mud-like material that is 

invasive and destructive. Once the 

water dissipates it leaves a fine grey 

dust that is abrasive and potentially 

dangerous to people and objects. 

 

Extensive involvement in the salvage of 

heritage collections throughout the series of earthquakes, revealed that cultural heritage 

institutions were not prepared (Figs. 3-5). Having formed the Canterbury Disaster Salvage 

Team in 1987, and held annual workshops stressing the importance of preparation and 

awareness of possible threats to collections, it was horrifying to discover just how ill-prepared 

the smaller cultural institutions were, despite that regular training. The lack of preparedness, in 

the main, seemed to be related to the small amount of time or money to develop their training 

or plans beforehand. They understood the preparation of a disaster recovery plan is the most 

effective method for ensuring the safety of their collections but were unable to progress with 

this for various reasons, principally lack of funds or personnel to do the work. Unfortunately, 

there is no one-size-fits-all solution and coming up with a template or plan for all is not effective 

due to the difference in the size, location and makeup of the institutions in the region. 

Figure 1. New Zealand and the location of the the Alpine Fault. 
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Figure 2. Dried liquefaction. 

 

Figure 3. Damage to stone building.   

My research also looked at new ways of using risk assessment and disaster planning that 

incorporates fresh processes of managing any potential disaster. I was particularly interested in 

pursuing a line of research into effective processes and procedures that can be used to minimise 

the effects of a catastrophic disaster, not necessarily from the museum sphere alone but in areas 

such as engineering, project management, and emergency first responders etc, such as the 

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), to discover methods that can be applied in 

the cultural heritage sector. A key to the success of minimising damage in a disaster scenario 

seems to be preparation. My project was aimed at discovering processes to help smaller 

institutions in New Zealand and elsewhere in the world to find cost-effective preventive 

measures that lessen the amount of damage from major disasters such as earthquake. As 
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mentioned before, the 

components pursued at the 

Getty Institute included 

interviewing experts in the 

field, and researching 

relevant articles using the 

extensive library there. This 

is an ongoing research 

project that started with the 

Getty Scholarship and a 

paper given at the 2013 AIC 

& ICOM-CC Photographs 

Conservation Joint Meeting 

in Wellington, New Zealand. 

 

 

 
 
Figure 5. Damage to wooden structures. 

Figure 4. Damage to cobb cottage. 
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Review of problems   

 

Specific problems arising after the three significant quakes in Canterbury in September 2010, 

February and June 2011 in terms of the salvaging collections included: 

 

• Lack of any meaningful communication and a splintering of networks both within and 

outside cultural and heritage institutions. Only one large museum in the Canterbury 

region was able to reach out to help the wider museum community during and after the 

earthquakes. The Air Force Museum of New Zealand, under the directorship of Thérèse 

Angelo, was sterling in its efforts to help other heritage agencies. The Air Force 

Museum also worked to find funding partners to enable part of their planned new 

building to be used as a temporary recovery centre for the smaller heritage organisations 

that had lost their buildings. This centre is now up and running and assisting many 

museums and cultural institutions with collection-related services. 

• Lack of administrative power on a regional level. 

The declaration of a national emergency by the New Zealand Government made it very 

hard for cultural and heritage institutions in the rest of New Zealand and across the 

world to gain access and to help as much as they wanted to. 

• Procedural manuals and disaster plans, where they existed, appear to have been ignored 

or did not work. 

 

 
 
Figure 6. Triage session on Lyttelton Museum's collection at the Recovery Centre, Air Force Museum. 

Questions asked as part of the Getty research included: 

 

• Why is disaster planning so difficult for museums to achieve and keep updated? 

• What sorts of procedures would make life easier for them to achieve a good level of 

disaster preparedness? 

• Is there something wrong with the current thinking where it may be too difficult to 

achieve any form of disaster proficiency in museums and galleries? 
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Methods used to address these problems 

 

• Interviews: With known experts in the field, and people that have experienced 

destruction in and around their museums in the United States. From this, relevant 

information was identified to pass on via workshops and lectures. 

• Research: Related peer-reviewed articles were accessed in the Getty Library and on the 

internet. 

 

The interviews revolved around four topics: storage, display, people and buildings. Questions 

were asked regarding what worked and what did not in relation to these topics. The interviews 

developed into a riveting and intriguing series of related experiences that in many cases 

mirrored each other, and yet were completely different. Leading to the inevitable, and obvious 

you might say, conclusion that it is the culture and the actions of the society in which the 

museums exist that decide how effective recovery and salvage can be in the event of a 

catastrophic event. Despite any preventive measures, if the will is not there at the national and 

senior levels it appears any efforts at successful reconstruction will be limited. 

 

Research to date 

 

After three months studying at the Getty Institute, it was obvious that some very good disaster 

preparedness programmes are being undertaken, in California in particular. After sitting in on 

a workshop at the Gene Autry Museum, run by Julie Page of the California Preservation 

Program (CPP) and Western States & Territories Preservation Assistance Service 

(WESTPAS), it was clear that disaster preparedness was considered to be a vital component 

of collection management in heritage institutions. CPP is funded by the California State 

Library (calpreservation.org) through the Institute of Museum and Library Services, and 

WESTPAS is funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities to serve 14 Western 

states and Territories (westpas.org). Another excellent initiative has been instigated by the 

Foundation of the American Institute for Conservation Historic and Artistic Works (FAIC) - 

AIC - CERT. AIC-CERT (American Institute for Conservation Collections Emergency 

Response Team). It was set up in 2007 to produce an effective disaster salvage response for 

cultural institutions during emergencies and disasters. This is achieved by coordinating 

recovery of collections by liaising with first responders, state agencies, and the public. FAIC 

also received funding from the Institute for Museum and Library Services to train museum 

staff in disaster recovery of collections, producing very effective workshops for this purpose. 

Putting these systems and processes in place in other countries would help cultural and heritage 

organisations deal with future disasters.  

 

Interviews with professionals from the Getty Institute, Los Angeles, San Francisco and New 

Orleans showed how so much can be learnt from those that have experienced catastrophic 

disaster. There were many mixed thoughts on the use of disaster plans from the positive to the 

extremely negative, but almost all felt that prevention of damage using safe storage and display 

was essential. Training in disaster preparedness was also considered vital for all cultural and 

heritage professionals. Many also felt that should disaster plans be produced all staff of the 

organisation should be included in its preparation and not a small minority. For example, one 

cultural heritage organisation in Canterbury produced a visually pleasing facilities plan for 

itself but failed to add anything relating to how the public would be dealt with by the staff in 

the event of a city-wide emergency. It was only when it was publicly disseminated that the 

http://calpreservation.org/
http://westpas.org/
http://www.conservation-us.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=page.viewpage&pageid=490
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education department of the same institution noted the omission. If the education department 

had been involved from the outset this would not have occurred. Training in disaster prevention 

can never compare to the actual experience of one. However, training will make the 

participants aware of issues, problems and how to proceed should a similar event affect their 

collections. There needs to be a will from senior managers to allow their staff to train in these 

types of workshops, and to actively encourage the production of relevant materials, and 

communication links and systems that will safeguard their staff, public and collections (Fig. 

7). 

 
 
Figure 7. Fire and Flood Workshop run by the Canterbury Disaster Team 2016. 

Disaster planning – preventive measures 

 

This section is a work in progress that should be read as a series of notes relating to each topic. 

These are based on the reading undertaken whilst at the Getty Conservation Institute and should 

not be considered a definitive or completed project -it is ongoing. 

 

Four stages of a disaster: 

• Prevention (Before) 

• Preparedness (Before) 

• Reaction (During) 

• Recovery (After) 

 “A disaster plan must be a living document and have investment in it at all levels.”  

 

Beware of integration of the disaster planning into an overall institutional management plan 

as it can disappear. Ensure it maintains a high profile. 
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People 

 

Ultimately a disaster plan is a people plan. As Stasak (1996, 29) observed: “People develop it, 

people test it, people maintain it and people put it into practice when needed. Committed, 

trained, knowledgeable and informed personnel are the organisation’s most valuable resource.” 

There must be commitment by all, including senior managers, to commit to disaster planning. 

Experience with community-wide disaster has shown that it is unreasonable to expect people 

to give top priority to an organization unless some provision has been made for the well-being 

of their families. Establishing that families are safe and provided for allows staff to redirect 

their focus to the disaster at the workplace.  

 

At a national and regional level 

 

There is strength in a co-operative approach to salvaging heritage material when looking for 

assistance from organisations at national and regional levels. Many heritage institutions are part 

of a larger body such as a city council or government department, and there is often competition 

in the pursuit of support and funding. Therefore, in each area there should be an awareness of 

corporate strategy and procedures. A strong heritage voice is also essential. 

 

Buildings 

 

For effective response in identifying risks it is essential to understand the structural integrity 

of the building. 

 

Seismic surveys 

 

These should be done by structural and seismic engineers. They can advise on: 

• stability  

• degree of damage it might suffer 

• structural integrity 

Production of an earthquake preparedness strategy for buildings 

 

This strategy should include elements which reduce the potential for damage and establish clear 

procedures for reaction to disaster. Undertake a threat assessment of the building. This should 

be done by an individual who understands the structural integrity of the building. Knowing the 

strengths and weakness of the building helps to decide where to place objects in the museum. 

 

Land and building type 

 

Building founded on soft strata may suffer extensive damage even if the epicentre of the 

earthquake is at a distance. Buildings located on deep alluvium with a high ground water level 

have a 16% higher chance of damage within a radius of 50 km than those on rock. Tall buildings 

on soft subsoil can be more dramatically affected than those on rock. 

 

Subsoil, buildings and earthquakes 

 

Quality, depth, configuration and layer arrangement in the subsoil can decisively determine 

the extent of damage. It is important to obtain information on the type of soil in the region, 

on depth of layers if the subsoil is soft, and on the groundwater level. 
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Exhibitions and storage 

 

Providing suitable mounts for display is one of the most important steps that can be taken for 

the preservation of collections in a seismic zone. A well-designed mount can mean the 

difference between an object surviving an earthquake or not. These need not be costly or 

complex. Assess mitigation methods by object type and specific needs. 

Conclusion 

 

For cultural heritage professionals in New Zealand, the 2010/2011 Canterbury earthquakes 

proved to be a salutary lesson on what to expect should the very worst happen. Future disaster 

planning should consider not just the normal disaster scenarios but also ones that were not 

immediately apparent. For example, a museum being taken over by Civil Defence teams, and 

a Government granting extended powers that have a severe impact on the safety of cultural 

heritage collections. In the future it is suggested that there should be some consideration of a 

network between heritage and cultural institutions to share and work together to protect each 

other in the event of disaster. DISACT in Canberra, Australia, is a very good example of how 

museums, galleries, libraries and archives are coming together to help save their joint heritage 

from damage in the event of disaster. They have produced a letter of intent to help each other.  
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Recovering from flooding at the Museum of the Highwood - or what we know now that we 

didn't know then 

Gail Niinimaa1, Irene Kerr2 
1Niinimaa Enterprises Inc., CALGARY, Canada 
2Museum of the Highwood, HIGH RIVER, ALBERTA, Canada 

 

Introduction 

 

The Museum of the Highwood is located 37 km south of Calgary in High River on traditional 

Blackfoot First Nation Territory. European settlers started arriving after Treaty Number 7 was 

signed on Sept 22, 1877. High River was incorporated as a town in 1906. The museum was 

started by descendants of the original pioneers in 1961 and has been located in the former 

sandstone train station since 1971. The collection is typical of a history museum documenting 

early settlers and First Nations in Southern Alberta with collections of archaeological artifacts, 

household and domestic artifacts, clothing and personal artifacts. On June 20, 2013 an 

unprecedented amount of rain and melting snow pack on the eastern slopes of the Canadian 

Rockies released a torrent of floodwaters into the watershed around Calgary, AB causing the 

floodwaters to submerge the museum collection stored offsite in the basement of the Highwood 

Memorial Centre (Fig. 1).  

 

 
 

Figure 1. Memorial Centre off site storage –after the flood. © Canadian Conservation Institute. 

Most of High River’s infrastructure was damaged and 93% of the homes and businesses were 

flooded. Several museum staff members had their homes flooded, and several lost their 
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vehicles. There was restricted entrance to the town for 11 days and by the time the collection 

salvage was allowed to start significant damage had occurred. Canadian Conservation Institute 

(CCI) spoke with Director/Curator Irene Kerr on July 2nd after she had been able to tour the 

site. Given the extent of the damage, CCI agreed to send Conservator Irene Karsten and later 

Greg Hill to the site to help with salvage. Approximately 9,000 artifacts had been submerged 

in silty river water for over a week when Irene Karsten arrived in High River on July 4. The 

water had receded, and mud began to be pumped out of the basement of the Highwood 

Memorial Centre on that day. 

 

Belfor, a disaster response and property restoration company, had been contracted by the Town 

of High River to manage the restoration of several municipal buildings including the basement 

of the Highwood Memorial Centre. Belfor, CCI, the Museum of the Highwood 

Director/Curator, one summer staff person and volunteers collaboratively managed the 

collection salvage. Under the supervision of Irene Karsten, CCI, everything was bagged and 

hand carried out of the building through a long hallway and up a set of stairs. On July 4th the 

team started by clearing the area near the door. On July 5th, as Museum and Archives volunteers 

from across Alberta began to arrive, objects as well as textiles in boxes on pallet racking were 

removed. Conservators set up the cleaning station and initially objects were cleaned as they 

were being removed from the basement. There was only one outside cold-water tap available, 

a hose coupler was purchased then there were two water sources. The narrow lawn on the west 

side of the Highwood Memorial Centre along with the adjacent angled parking on Macleod 

Trail served as the staging ground for salvage.  

 

 
 

Figure 2. Conservators dealing with the first objects being removed from storage. © Gail Niinimaa. 
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Sections of lawn covered with polyethylene sheeting were set up as the triage area. Objects 

were cleaned, dried and packed for freezing or temporary storage on tables and benches set up 

in the street and along the sidewalk. Dry objects were stored temporarily in the shipping 

container delivered on July 8. This could be locked overnight. Artifacts and textiles not treated 

in July were placed in a freezer truck to await future treatment.  In the efforts of salvage and 

recovery, most of the collection items were either dried or frozen, to buy time, but not 

thoroughly cleaned and the collection was placed on hold, pending further funding, from July 

to December 2013.  

 

In November of 2013, Irene Kerr contacted Gail Niinimaa to remove the frozen textiles and 

artifacts from the freezer truck and to manage the recovery of the collection. Following the 

salvage operation, the collection had become dispersed between 5 locations; a sea-can located 

in Calgary, a freezer truck located 5 minutes from the rented conservation lab space in Calgary, 

a newly acquired storage facility “The Mall” in High River, and a grain elevator south of High 

River.  This made it very difficult to compile a complete and accurate inventory. In addition, 

many of the catalogue numbers on the artifacts had became dissociated from the object during 

the flood and some accession binders had been lost in the flood. Systematic cleaning of textiles 

and artifacts stored in the freezer truck began in January 2014. One by one the boxes were 

thawed, cleaned and returned to storage. Priority artifacts were dealt with first with the overall 

goal to make them safe to return to storage and suitable for future exhibition or programming.  

 

 
 

Fig 3.  Time Line for project © Gail Niinimaa. 

The Government of Alberta flood-funding program coordinated by the Alberta Museums 

Association and Archives Society of Alberta provided funding for the recovery project in 3 

phases. This funding enabled the collection to be returned to its pre-flood state by ensuring the 

collection was reconciled, cleaned and a proper catalogue record existed for each artifact. Phase 

1 from Sept 2014 to June 2015 included funding for a Flood Conservation Technician, a Textile 

Conservator, and supplies budget and lab rental in Calgary. A temporary storage facility near 

the museum in High River was filled with storage units. Storage boxes were made for textiles 
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and objects by a core of dedicated volunteers. This phase involved a large amount of sleuthing 

of records as many artifacts were returned to storage without their catalogue number, as the 

numbers were lost in the flood as well many artifacts did not survive the flood but there were 

incomplete lists available of what had been lost. Conservation treatments involved basic wet 

cleaning and surface cleaning sufficient to remove the silt to make the artifacts safe enough to 

handle and return to storage. 

 

In June 2015 The RE-ORG methodology was examined and parts of it were applied to the 

project. The RE-ORG process resulted in the creation of a Gantt chart, which focused the work 

required and helped to understand the steps, tasks and people involved in the project. RE-ORG 

methodology works because it forces the completion of steps in logical, sequential order. RE-

ORG was not implemented initially, as there were many overwhelming and competing tasks. 

After the process was well underway it was evident that it was necessary to stop, regroup and 

“RE-ORG” to get the project back on track for completion. Detailed analysis of the collection 

materials suggested in the RE-ORG process was helpful. This information was incomplete from 

the database initially making it difficult to assess the collection holdings and properly plan the 

storage. After completing the detailed inventory, it was possible to know what effect the flood 

had on the collection holdings. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.  Conservation lab set up to clean the frozen textiles. © Gail Niinimaa. 

In June 2015, a second round of flood funding was made available, a detailed list of 17 tasks 

included both conservation and collections management projects. During Phase 2, from Oct. 1, 

2015 to Dec 31, 2016 the verification of the database, confirmation of the catalogue numbers, 

re-organization of the storage, and cleaning or re-cleaning of the artifacts and textiles was 
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completed. Funding was approved for a Database Technician, Collections Technician, Flood 

Conservation Technician, Textile Conservator, and Project Manager, as well as a supplies 

budget and Lab. An end goal of the project was to have a proper correlation between the 

physical object in the storage and the record in the Past Perfect database. This important, tedious 

task was essential before the database record was de-accessioned for the artifacts lost in the 

flood. The process insured the database correctly reflected the holdings of the collection. Some 

of the oversized items in the collection were placed in a grain elevator at the time of the flood, 

as this was the only available space to house these dirty, oversized items. It was secure but not 

climate controlled and not a clean environment. In June 2016 the remainder of the artifacts in 

the grain elevator were taken to the conservation lab to be treated. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.  New compacting storage in High River. © Gail Niinimaa. 

 

Phase 3 from Jan. 1, 2017 to December 31, 2017 had the end goal to have the collection safely 

stored in a new storage facility with the database finally reconciled. Funding included staffing 

for a Database Technician, Collections Technician, Flood Conservation Technician, Move 

Technicians, and a Project Manager, as well as a supplies budget, Lab rental, and temporary 

storage rental.  The work involved the final opportunity for conservation of artifacts, 

reconciliation of database, planning and designing the new artifacts storage facility and move 

of the collection to the new permanent storage facility. One critical lesson learned was the 

importance to work with an excel spreadsheet first while post flood re-organization is 

occurring. Sharing technology, such as Dropbox, was used to share ONE document, avoiding 

duplication of efforts. Leadership and team building were important and necessary parts of the 

project, as the entire team needs to be on track with the end goals. In September 2017, the 

Museum of the Highwood moved into a retrofitted Class C climate controlled, clean, offsite 

storage facility, on grade, with room for future growth of the collection. This 4.5-year journey 

from June 2013 to December 2017 provided an opportunity to learn about the salvage of 
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museum objects, re-organize a collection, and plan for a new storage facility to safely house 

the remaining collection. 

 

New Storage Facility 

 

This process involved many people including a dedicated team of collections staff and 

conservators hired to work on the project, and a very patient Director/Curator who had to also 

keep the museum operating and sustainable by continuing day-to-day operations, running new 

programs, exhibits and providing research services while the collection was in complete 

disarray. This project provided the opportunity for staff and contract workers to learn and share 

best practices in working with flooded collections. The 12 phases of flood recovery have been 

undertaken throughout this process: Triage, Limit, Document, Discard, Move, Pack, Buy Time, 

Clean, Dry, Treat, Rehouse and Store.  
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National Heritage Responders: Adapting, Adjusting, Evolving 

Eric Pourchot* 

Foundation of the American Institute for Conservation, WASHINGTON, DC, USA 

*epourchot@conservation-us.org 

 

Introduction 

 

The Foundation of the American Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works 

(FAIC) formed the volunteer National Heritage Responders team in 2007 to assist collecting 

institutions affected by disasters. The team was later expanded and has been deployed 

following numerous emergencies, including Superstorm Sandy in New York, the 2010 

earthquake in Haiti, and the hurricanes that made landfall in the U.S. in 2017.  

 

My hope in sharing information on FAIC’s program is to help others who may be managing or 

planning similar teams in other countries. I am not a conservator; my viewpoint is that of an 

administrator and fundraiser who found himself managing the training, communication 

structures, and deployment of more than 100 volunteer responders. 

 Three important capacities are required: 

1. Respond flexibly to new situations, while remaining true to mission  

2. Maintain readiness and expand operations when needed 

3. Establish partnerships and networks to communicate and carry out the work 

As a business model, maintaining an emergency response team for cultural materials is 

problematic. There is a hugely variable demand for services; those needing the services 

typically have small capacity to pay for them; and the program is only publicly visible during 

an emergency situation, when we have the least capacity for fundraising and promotion. Yet, 

as a conservation organization, we recognize that this team is an important component in our 

goal of caring for and preventing the loss of cultural materials. The expertise and information 

we can provide to individuals charged with protecting cultural heritage, whether they are 

dealing with burst pipes or hurricanes, can be vital.  

 

Background 

 

In 1994, AIC joined the Heritage Emergency National Task Force (HENTF), an alliance of 

more than 40 US government agencies and NGOs that play a role in emergencies impacting 

cultural collections and properties. Priorities were agreed upon, including training in response 

and recovery. FAIC initiated such training for individuals in 1999, funded by the National 

Endowment for the Humanities (NEH). Following their own training, ten instructors conducted 

additional workshops around the country, reaching more than 75 professionals. That training 

was tested in 2005 with Hurricane Katrina. The American Association for State and Local 

History (AASLH) partnered with AIC and others to mobilize response teams. AIC leadership 

saw that fielding such teams was an invaluable service, but also that members should have a 

common vision of what will be accomplished, be able to work within the emergency 

management framework, and have health and safety screening and training. 

 

With those goals in mind, FAIC received two grants from the Institute of Museum and Library 

Services (IMLS) to train and establish a national volunteer team of responders. In 2007-2008 

and 2011, FAIC trained 107 museum, library, and archive professionals in five one-week-long 

sessions around the country and created the American Institute for Conservation Collections 

Emergency Response Team (AIC-CERT), later renamed National Heritage Responders (NHR). 

mailto:epourchot@conservation-us.org
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Participants reflected a mix of skills, backgrounds, and geography (see Fig. 1). In addition to 

physical deployments, the volunteers staff a hotline and provide advice by phone and email. A 

coordinator, Rebecca Elder, is paid a small annual stipend to maintain the team contact lists, 

communicate with team members, and help plan ongoing training. Until May 2015, the FAIC 

Education Director oversaw the program. FAIC’s full time Emergency Programs Coordinator, 

Jessica Unger, now manages NHR. 

 
 

 
Outcomes 

 

Although the response to each disaster has been very different, NHR services generally fall into 

these categories, with an emphasis on assessment and triage rather than treatment: 

• Assessment – a survey of damage incurred and future risks to the collections that can 

be used as the basis for salvage and recovery 

• Prioritization – assisting staff to determine which parts of the collection are in most 

urgent need of intervention 

• Demonstration and training – team members can demonstrate salvage techniques and 

train staff or volunteers on methods (most often drying, cleaning, and rehousing) 

• Resources and ongoing assistance – In addition to providing expertise in-person and by 

phone and email, NHR provides links to further information, funding resources, and 

follow-up advice, as well as creating tip sheets for collecting institutions. 

Flexibility 

 

The stated goal of the original training was to create a volunteer team able to respond to 

emergencies affecting nonprofit collecting institutions in the United States. That worthy goal 

has been tested repeatedly over the past ten years, as each emergency has brought its own twists. 
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In 2010, FAIC stepped up to help provide assistance after the earthquake in Haiti. The response 

was obviously not within the United States, and galleries and private collections were at risk 

along with government collections. But the need was clear, and FAIC’s partnerships with the 

Smithsonian Institution and Federal funders showed that others shared our view.  

 

When Superstorm Sandy hit New York City, FAIC had a similar decision to make. Although 

collecting institutions were affected, there was a huge need for assistance to individual artists 

and for-profit galleries that were clustered in the hardest-hit areas. Public funding would not be 

available for that work, so Sotheby’s and The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, among others, 

stepped up to help open a Cultural Recovery Center in Brooklyn, modeled after the 

Smithsonian’s Center in Haiti. FAIC had to make clear that activities were limited to triage and 

were not intended to be conservation treatments, as we did not aim to take paid work away 

from AIC members. In Haiti, and again after Sandy, much of the work was not strictly in an 

“emergency” situation and the extent of need far exceeded the capacity of the trained 

volunteers. We decided to bring other specialists to the Cultural Recovery Centers once efforts 

moved from response to recovery. 

 

The initial focus on non-profit, institutional collections led to a missed opportunity when a 

devastating tornado struck Joplin, Missouri in 2011. We were relieved that the major cultural 

collections were spared from damage. What we didn’t know, until several months later, was 

that the path of the tornado had gone through a neighborhood containing many artist studios. 

By the time we learned of this, much of their artwork, undoubtedly salvageable, had been 

thrown out. The training we provided months later was little consolation to us or to the arts 

community. FAIC faces funding and membership pressures that organizations in other 

countries may not encounter, but any team using volunteer labor must be aware of the danger 

of appearing to be doing what might otherwise be paid work. Much of our advice and assistance 

has been for small institutions that do not have professional collections care staff and for town- 

or county-run museums that do not have separate insurance for their collections. 

 

Capacity 

 

FAIC hadn’t even issued the first team’s identification cards when teams were deployed to 

assist after Mississippi River flooding in 2008, and then to Hurricane Ike in Texas shortly after. 

Procedures, forms, equipment, shipping, and travel logistics had to be worked out quickly.  

Then things were very quiet for 18 months until the 2010 earthquake in Haiti. And that has 

remained the pattern, if you can call it that: periods of waiting punctuated by flurries of activity 

(see Fig. 2). How can readiness be maintained with a schedule like that? FAIC contracts with 

a team coordinator for the equivalent of one hour per week, with the option to increase hours 

when activity increases. A volunteer working group provides leadership and continuity. 

Refresher training keeps skills and interest sharp. Annual donations allow for initial 

deployments, giving FAIC time to fundraise to replace the funds expended.  

 

FAIC took on several programs and staff members from Heritage Preservation, when that 

nonprofit organization closed in 2015, which led to more capacity and flexibility. FAIC 

operates the Risk Evaluation and Planning Program, Alliance for Response (networks between 

cultural institutions and emergency managers on the local level), and preparedness awareness 

programs, along with publications and a dedicated website (www.heritageemergency.org, with 

additional information at www.conservation-us.org/emergencies). The expanded programs 

allow FAIC to fundraise more broadly. The fulltime position of Emergency Programs 

Coordinator has allowed FAIC to participate in many national, regional, and local initiatives to 

http://www.heritageemergency.org/
file:///C:/Users/joe.walser/Desktop/NKF/www.conservation-us.org/emergencies
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create the visibility and partnerships needed to sustain the program. 

 
 

 
 

Partnerships and Networks 

 

In order to gather timely information about the effects of disasters on collecting institutions, 

strong connections are needed with cultural and emergency management organizations at all 

levels. The HENTF framework has provided bridges to Federal and national organizations. 

FAIC’s growing services to smaller collecting institutions have opened up communication on 

regional and state levels, and the Alliance for Response networks in more than 30 locations 

provide key local contacts. The ability to expand operations when needed has been possible in 

part through collaborations with funders and other institutions. In 2017, FAIC began leveraging 

the strengths of the Alliance for Response by training regional response teams. That training 

was conducted in Miami, Houston, and Seattle, with more cities planned, and has created a pool 

of more than 90 trained responders who can easily interface with the national team as needed. 

FAIC recently joined the National Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster (NVOAD), 

which provides access to a broad network of national organizations with many years of 

experience in managing volunteers and providing humanitarian aid after disasters.  
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Next Steps 

 

FAIC faces challenges to keep the teams ready to respond. Reliable, continuous funding is 

being sought. More training is being moved online to make it less expensive and burdensome 

for participants. Continuing training is still a need, especially for non-conservators who 

normally do not attend AIC Annual Meetings. A clear path to bringing new members into the 

national teams is being developed. New software will be used to verify completion of training 

and readiness to deploy, as well as to maintain contact information for the growing number of 

responders. 

 

Eric Pourchot, PhD 

Institutional Advancement Director 
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Washington, DC  20005 
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Handling water damaged documents after the cloudburst in Copenhagen on July 2nd 

2011 

Asger Svane-Knudsen 

Danish National Archives, COPENHAGEN K, Denmark 

 

Basic information 

 

Me: I am historian, former archivist and now curator at The National Archives of Denmark 

(NAD), and I am responsible for the preservation of the collections of public records on paper 

from public authorities on state, regional and local level. Among my responsibilities are 

pointing out and imposing conservation of damage to the public records. 

Conservation in NAD: The conservation department in NAD was closed in 2004, and the 

conservation was outsourced to the Preservation Department at The Royal Library in 

Copenhagen. I am in charge of the cooperation. 

The Danish Archives Act: According to the Archives Act, NAD has the exclusive right and duty 

to issue rules on appraisal of public records. Public authorities on state, regional and local level 

are obliged to report damage on public records. The Archives Act gives NAD executive 

authority over archives and archive formation of public authorities at all levels. NAD can order 

public authorities to undertake conservation of damage to public records.  

Denmark: Danish underground is rain absorbing moraine deposits. Floodings are usually on 

locations close to sea level or below. 

Copenhagen: Most of the city is a few meters above sea level. Rain is discharged via the 

sewage. 

 

The cloud burst in central Copenhagen 

 

 
 
Figure 1. Intensity of the rain on 30 minutes interval. Copenhagen city center at red circle. (Graphics: Danish Meteorological Institute). 

 

Saturday, July 2nd, 2011, the city center of Copenhagen was hit by cloudbursts of unprecedented 

proportions (Fig. 1-2). Rare atmospheric conditions resulted in rainfall remaining over central 

Copenhagen for many hours. The precipitation was measured to 135 mm. in 24 hours, which 
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is the record in Denmark for 57 years. Normal for the whole month of July is 57 mm. 

Unfortunately, the rain hit Copenhagen's historic center, with the government buildings, the 

parliament and many other central government departments, often in older houses from the 17th 

- 19th century. These old houses are not adapted to withstand such enormous amounts of rain, 

and the rain flooded numerous basements many of them with storage of paper records (Fig. 3). 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Stills from videos on YouTube. 

 
 

  
(Photo: Chris2pherjones) (Photo: Klaus Hestkjær) 

  
(Photo: Anders Madsen) (Photo: Anders Madsen) 
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Figure 3. The water pressure on doors and walls in this storage room made them give in almost as an explosion. © National Archives of 
Denmark. 

A number of factors worsened the situation:  

• It was a weekend = staff off duty. 

• It was in July = staff on vacation. 

• Copenhagen is not accustomed to such large amounts of precipitation = older 

houses with basements are not designed to protect against flooding. 

• The rainfall lasted for about a full day - weather forecast had announced heavy 

rain, but not in such biblical proportions = the population was unprepared. 

• The rain hit Copenhagen metropolitan area = all companies in disaster recovery 

and conservation were over-booked by public and private costumers in no time. 

On Monday July 4th NAD checked its repositories in Copenhagen, and luckily no damage was 

revealed. The situation was different for several public authorities, and within the following 

weeks, about 60 public authorities reported water damage on more than two shelf kilometers 

of records. Considering that damage was reported weeks after the flooding, mold was expected 

to be one more challenge to handle on a large scale. 

 

The rescue 

 

NAD made sure all damaged documents was revealed and recorded by sending mails to all 

public authorities in the greater Copenhagen area ordering a check of all repositories and to 

immediately report all damage.  

 

Preliminary guidance in handling water damage 

 

A short and precise instruction in managing water damage was issued by NAD. Task 

instructions was partitioned in two stages: 

1. An acute stage in which the records were still wet and not frozen, and immediate action was 

required. 

2. A not-acute stage in which the records were frozen or dried as single sheets, and instruction 

was sent to all authorities in the greater Copenhagen area about further treatment. 

 

Handling the acute stage 

 

NAD addressed the acute phase to the public authorities by giving orders under the Archives 

Act involving the highly skilled conservators at the Preservation Department at the Royal 

Library. The NAD order was either single sheet drying for very limited amount of damaged 

paper, or, in most cases, the wet or moist records were to be put in bags in stacks of 

approximately 10 cm. and then immediately frozen. Within a very short time, there was a huge 

demand for freezing capacity, and the primary demand was not chest freezers but freezer 

containers or freezer rooms. Companies in damage control and emergency response was 

available, but they were also extremely congested by demand from both public authorities, 

private companies and private households. 

 

Handling the non-acute stage 

 

The acute stage ended when the wet records were frozen. Those, who had been able to freeze 

their documents within a very few days after the flooding, would just have to freeze dry the 
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frozen paper (Fig. 4). But the longer the acute stage lasted, the higher the risk of further damage 

by mold, and for these public authorities freeze drying should be followed by treatment for 

mold. It turned out, that most public authorities had to have mold treatment. Some conservation 

departments have equipment for smaller amounts of freezing and freeze drying, but in this case, 

it was far from adequate. Fortunately, the company “European Freeze Dry” has a factory in 

Denmark for freeze drying food, and the factory was also willing to freeze dry the frozen 

records and even provide freezing capacity. This factory completed virtually all of the required 

freeze-drying in large tanks, which can freeze dry over 20 shelf meters in a tank with 

astonishing good results. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Frozen records in front of a tank being prepared for freeze drying. © National Archives of Denmark. 

As mentioned above a large amount of the wet records also had mold damage. Single sheet 

cleaning was economically not feasible, but a private laboratory in Denmark uses pressure air 

and shaking to remove mold dust, and it can treat one meter in one session. The method is not 

recognized by conservators, but the method only cost 10% of the price of the single sheet 

treatment. NAD chose to use this method as a compromise. 

 

Preparedness for future similar extreme weather conditions 

 

The next disaster is unknown and most probably not similar to the previous, and thus 

preparedness must focus on a wide range of scenarios. First and foremost, the power to control 

the rescue efforts given by the Archives Act, was of vital importance to the good end result. A 

skilled centralized rescue effort will also be vital to a good outcome of future 

disasters/cloudbursts. The government demanded new, more comprehensive and coherent 
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plans for security/ disasterplanning from all cultural institutions, plans to be continuously 

evaluated and updated. NAD initiated an evaluation of all security measures, rules and guides 

to all public authorities. NAD also ordered several repositories at public authorities to be closed 

or renovated. In the aftermath of the disaster, preparedness to disasters has been another 

argument for replacing the use of paper in public administration with IT, and a lot of public 

authorities wants to hand over their remaining public records on paper. It is estimated, that 

NAD in 2035 has acquired almost all public records on paper, and from then, it is solely NAD 

who must be prepared for rescue of paper records at the next disaster. 

 

Climate change? 

 

After the cloudburst the climate scientist, Ole Christensen Bøssing at the Danish 

Meteorological Institute said, “The actual event can not be attributed with certainty to the 

ongoing climate change, but it is nevertheless what our climate models heralds more of over 

the next 50 to 100 years."  

 

"Saturday's cloudburst is not a direct consequence of global warming, but the likelihood of 

similar incidents will increase when we go for a warmer future," says Ole Bøssing Christensen 

and continues, "It is also important to emphasize that Saturday's extreme cloudburst in the 

future will be rare. " 

 

Conclusion 

 

The next disaster will always be different, and preparedness must focus on a wide range of 

scenarios. When damage to records on paper reaches this extent, a professionally equipped 

conservation laboratory becomes inadequate, but the knowledge of conservators are crucial. 

Preservation of single objects are impossible, only methods and approach on an industrial scale 

are adequate. 

 

The good result of the recovery process was due to two main factors: 

• The Danish Archives Act gave NAD the central management of the huge recovery 

project and power to follow up with orders and instructions. 

• European Freeze Dry has a factory in Denmark and was willing to perform the 

drying process and provide freezing capacity. Actually, I don’t know what the end 

result would have been, without the industrial plant, European Freeze Dry. 

In future similar situation, I suppose a great deal of the recovery work will include digitization 

of molded material and subsequent destruction of most of the original damaged paper 

documents. The recovery process of the damaged documents was done within the Danish 

borders, because the industrial plants for the needed treatments was available. I have the feeling, 

it is an unwritten rule, that a nation must be able to, within its own borders, to take care of the 

preservation of its own cultural heritage. 

 

I would like to open this question: Do you think it is acceptable to send damaged cultural 

heritage abroad for recovery and conservation? If yes, is it for economic reasons or because 

cultural heritage is not just national, but belongs to humanity - or other reasons? If no, is it a 

moral issue, a national pride issue or even a matter of sovereignty - or other reasons? 
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How a volcanic eruption affected an unprepared folk museum - The experience of the 2010 

Eyjafjallajökull eruption in Southern Iceland 

Nathalie Jacqueminet 

Independent Conservator, REYKJAVIK, Iceland 

 

Keywords: eruption; ash; museum; emergency response; recovery; Blue Shield; Iceland 

Introduction 

 

The first part of this article deals with the volcanic eruption of Eyjafjallajökull in the spring of 

2010 which was a major event in the life of the Icelandic nation, particularly affecting one 

museum in Southern Iceland. The second part focuses on what happened in the following years 

in the matter of emergency preparedness in the Icelandic cultural world. The eruption of 

Eyjafjallajökull volcano began on April the 14th 2010 under the ice and soon entered a second 

phase by creating an ash cloud that led to the closure of most of the European airspace for the 

next five days (Fig. 1). It was an explosive eruption beneath the glacier and was extremely 

powerful.65 The greatest height that the plume reached was 33,000 ft (about 11 km) on the first 

day of the eruption. In the early morning on April the 18th the plume disappeared from 

International Maritime Organizations radar. On average, during the eruption time it was 

probably under 10,000 feet (3 km). 

The volcano emitted fluorine rich 

ash (composed of rock and glass), 

an intermediate silica content and 

very fine particulate matter. 

Samples taken 50 km away from 

the eruption site on 14th of April 

was analysed by the Institute of 

Earth Sciences and revealed very 

fine grained ash: 24% of the 

samples were under 10 μm (as 

aerosol), 33% in the range of 10-50 

μm, 20%  in the range of 50-146 

μm and 23% in the range of 146-

294 μm.66 

 

At the National Museum of 

Iceland, concerns were raised about 

the mechanical effect that ash could 

have on cultural heritage as ash is 

very sharp and can be like sand 

paper if rubbed on the surface of an 

object. Chemical reactions, such as 

corrosion due to the high level of 

fluorine contained in the ash, were 

also a concern. According to 

chemical analysis carried out by 

the Icelandic Institute of Earth 

Sciences, the fluorine content was 

approximately 850 mg/kg which is 
                     
65http://en.vedur.is/earthquakes-and-volcanism/articles/nr/1880 
66 https://en.vedur.is/earthquakes-and-volcanism/articles/nr/1880 

Figure 1. The ash cloud origination from the the eruption of the Eyjafjallajökull. 

volcano. 

 

http://www.earthice.hi.is/solofile/1015805
http://www.earthice.hi.is/solofile/1015805
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considered to be quite high. Despite the long history of volcanic eruptions in Iceland, the 

Museum Professionals didn’t have any recent experience in that field and very limited literature 

could be found on the internet at that time.67 We, of course had no idea how long the eruption 

would last and how far the ash would fall. The conservators at the National Museum of Iceland 

decided to release basic guidelines in Icelandic for local museums with preventive measures 

and explaining how ash could affect museum objects.  

 

Call for help 

 

 
 
Figure 2.  Skogar Museum under ashes 

 

Skogar Museum, the largest folk museum outside the capital of Reykjavík and the closest to 

the volcano, was rapidly covered by several layers of black fine ash that also infiltrated the 

exhibition’s buildings (Fig. 2). At that time the museum included six outdoor wooden and turf-

built houses as well as two main exhibition halls covering a total area of 2500 square meters of 

exhibition. The museum did not have an emergency plan and needed help to prevent possible 

damage from the ashes and to re-open without delay. The winter staff was comprised of three 

to four employees. The local population was fully occupied in keeping their families safe and 

helping farmers to protect the livestock. As Iceland has no army, emergency responses and 

rescue are mainly provided by local volunteers’ associations like The Icelandic Association for 

Search and Rescue and the Icelandic Red Cross under the coordination of the Department of 

Civil Protection and Emergency Management. However, museums or museum collections are 

not included in their emergency plans. The director of Skogar Museum contacted the director 

                     
67 Diana R. Pardue . Volcanic Ash: Cleaning Museum Objects, Former& issued as Conserve 0 Gram 3/11. Revised 1993. 
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of the National Museum and called for help.  

 

Step one: Estimation of the situation and the need for action 

 

As a first step, two conservators from the National Museum and the National Library were 

delegated to make an assessment report of the situation in Skogar. They also were to make 

proposal for response in agreement with the director of Skogar museum. The cleaning of the 

museum buildings had already started, mainly outside and then two small houses inside: the 

church and the school. The layer of ash was not as thick inside the houses, but it was 

everywhere. A thin layer of ashes covered all the objects outside the showcases together with 

an older layer of dust. The showcases were not well sealed enough for dust nor ashes. The new 

built Museum of Transportation has two entries for big objects such as cars which were not tied 

at all. The total surface area to be cleaned was enormous. From the preservation point of view, 

we thought the best would have been to clean the museum and close it while the eruption was 

still ongoing, but this was not an option. The museum relied on entrance fees and wanted to 

reopen as soon as possible. 

 

Step two:  Evaluate the need for resources 

 

The second step of the operation was to evaluate the need for resources: participants, 

transportation (bus and driver), cleaning equipment, basic security equipment for the 

participants, protective covers, and rugs. There was no definite budget, but it was to be kept as 

low as possible. For instance, we were not to buy expensive equipment that nobody would 

owne after the trip. The participants should be volunteers mainly from institutions which would 

give their work for free. The extra costs (equipment-transportation) would be covered by the 

Ministry of Education and Culture. Skogar museum would provide food for the group. 

Being a small community is both a dis-advantage in term of limited human resources but on 

the other hand Icelanders are very connected and easy to reach when needed. From the 

beginning we decided to reach everybody connected to the museum profession. The Museum 

Council and the Icelandic ICOM committee sent the following mail to the Museum 

Professionals association (FÍSOS) and the Nordic Association of Icelandic Conservators (NKF-

is). No special expertise was required but the group would be composed by museum 

professionals. The advertisement for volunteers included basic information on the project (Fig. 

3). 

 
Volunteers wanted to clean ashes at Skogar museum!  

Dear museum colleagues, 

The National Museum and ICOM are organizing a trip to Skógur next Thursday, May 6th to clean 

the museum and the collection. We are looking for 30-36 volunteers who will work in 4-6 groups. 

This operation will take one working day from 08:00 to 18:00 (4 hours of travelling, 15 minutes in 

preparation, 45 minutes for lunch, 5 hours of cleaning. No special expertise is required to participate 

to the project. 
 

Figure 3. Call for volunteers. 

But the call ended up on Facebook so actually a couple of volunteers came from outside the 

museum world. Also, some friends and family we knew we could rely on. We were lucky to be 

offered the participation of two young carpenters who had been working with the restoration of 

old wooden houses for the City of Reykjavik. They were going to help to work on preventive 

measures to limit ashes entering the museum from doors and windows. A team of 30 volunteers 
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was gathered68. They received information on what kind of equipment we could provide and 

what they should bring with them (Fig. 4). 

 
Reykjavík, May 4th, 2010, Dear volunteers 

Here is an equipment list for Thursday. Everything marked with * will be provided on site. 

 

 Equipment: Protective equipment: dust mask *, boots and slippers, rubber gloves * or cotton gloves 

*, some goggles *. It is important to use slippers (or old soft shoes) inside and rubber boots outside 

(or other). It's enough to be in “comfortable old clothes."  

 

Equipment for cleaning: It would be a saving if half of the group came came with some cleaning 

equipment. If you need to buy a vacuum cleaner bag or single-use microfiber cloth, take the bill with 

you to get refund.  

  

Please tick on the following list which equipment you can bring and send it back as soon as possible. 

Try to mark your equipment with your name. There is no risk of destroying the vacuum cleaners. 

Equipment list Will bring 

Vacuum cleaner preferably with hepa filter and with clean microfiber bags + extra bag  

Clean mop with disposable microfibre cloths without chemicals   

Microfiber dust cloth  

Dustpan and brushe  

Clean mopfloor to clean the floor with water  

Plastic buckets  

Electrical extension cords  

Scissors  

Step ladders  

 
Figure 4. Gathering equipment. 

 

Step three: Cleaning day in Skogar Museum 

 

The third step was the trip itself. The 2 hours bus trip to Skogar was used for information and 

guidance. At Skogar, the group was divided into 5 teams with a group leader (Figs. 5-6). The 

project leader would walk between the groups and could always be reached since the phone 

connection was working properly. Each team took care of one sector. As soon as the cleaning 

was finished in their area, the group leader reported to the project leader who then decided upon 

a new assignment for the team if needed. Unfortunately, the staff of Skogar museum was too 

busy to participate in the cleaning. They were also in shock. Each group had a conservator who 

could provide advices. The employees of the museum received guidance for the necessary 

ongoing action. As preventive measures the most vulnerable objects of the collection located 

in the historical houses were covered with Tyvek protection covers and 200 meters of protection 

covers from different materials were left behind. Windows and door seals were tightened, 

especially in the transportation museum. Rugs were placed outside and inside the house 

entrances.  

 

The project attracted the media. Journalists took interviews with the Skogar Museum staff. 

                     
68 Volunteers from museums: Einars Jónsson  Art Museum (1), Folk Museum of Árnes (1), Folk Museum of Hafnafjarður (1), Hafnaborg 

Art Museum (2), National Archives of Iceland (1), National Gallery of Iceland (1), National Museum of Iceland (6), Reykjavík City 

Museum (5), Reykjavík Photographic Museum (1), The Museum Council (1). Non-museum Personnel: non specialised (7), Independant 
conservator (1), Carpenters from Reykavik City (2)  
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News filming crew and photographers took some shots. We were on the evening news on the 

radio and the tv. At last the cultural heritage was of national interest for at least five minutes. 

 

 
 
Figure 5. The organisation of the cleaning teams at Skogar Museum. 

 
 

Figure 6. Cleaning team at work in Skogar museum. 

Final step: reports and recommendations 

 

Writing the following reports took as much time as the whole operation but they are always a 

key element in this kind of project. Group leaders ‘reports included description on what had 

been done, pictures and remarks on how to improve such project. A report was sent to Skogar 

Museum with guidelines on how to go on with the preventive measures. A report was also sent 

to the Ministry of Education and Culture.  
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Need for national and international support 

 

In the next following years, the project was presented on several occasions to museum 

professionals through annual meetings of museum associations. At the time of the event, the 

National Museum of Iceland, the National Archives and the National Library were working 

together on the publication of a handbook in Icelandic detailing preventive conservation. The 

information collected through the project in Skogar was added to the chapter on emergency 

prevention preparedness and response. The eruption was the second natural catastrophe within 

a short period to affect Icelandic Cultural Heritage. The first was the severe earthquake of 2008 

in Southern Iceland where hundreds of museum objects were damage. In both cases the lack of 

support due to unpreparedness and isolation of the cultural institution facing the consequences 

of natural disaster were a striking issue.  

 

There was an obvious need for: Identify the dangers, increase preparedness, increase 

collaboration, mapping expertise, training. Following those dramatic events, a group of 

professionals started to make considerations about disaster risks and suggest solutions to 

strengthen mitigation protocols and increase preparedness within the Icelandic museum world. 

How sould we do it? Where could we get inspiration and useful models?  

 

Icelandic Blue Shield 

 

As a result, the group suggested the creation of an Icelandic Blue Shield Committee69 and made 

efforts to encourage cultural institutions to take preventive action and develop emergency 

planning. Contact with the Norwegian Blue Shield Committee was established to seek advice.  

The Icelandic Blue Shield was finally created in 2014 and is now active and conducts work on 

several projects. In the same period, the Museum Council was building up a new Museum 

Accreditation procedure forcing Icelandic Museums to have basic emergency plans. Museum 

professionals also then became more aware of security issues. The National Committees of the 

Blue Shield (NCBS) are working to bring together the different professions, local and national 

government, the emergency services and the armed forces. They wish to provide a forum for 

them to improve emergency preparedness by sharing experiences and exchanging information 

and promote a focus for raising national awareness of the potential threats to cultural heritage70. 

 

Pilot project in the North East Iceland 

 

One of the first Blue Shield projects was a pilot project in the North East of Iceland, specifically 

in the town of Husavik where the District Cultural Centre combines the district archives, library 

and museum within the same building all under the responsibly of one director. Husavik is 

located directly on top of a major dextral trans tensive fault and is exposed to relatively high 

seismic risk. 

 

Three objectives were set for the project: First, analyse the current emergency plan of the 

cultural centre, then build up a realistic emergency plan implicating local institutions and 

authorities and possibly national professional organizations and institutions. Third, propose 

guidelines for other districts of Iceland to go through the same process. Analysing the 

emergency plan of the District Cultural Centre, meant looking into how realistic the plan was 

                     
69 ICA: International Council on Archives, ICOM: International Council of Museum, IFLA: International Federation of Library Associations 

and Institutions, ICOMOS: International Council on Monuments and Sites 
70 Blue shield 
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in case of serious earthquake.  Could, for instance, the local community provide post-crisis 

support considering that most of the people would be busy with their own recovery. How could 

they help without training? Was the District Cultural Centre to be found in the Emergency Plan 

from the local Department of Civil Protection and Emergency Management? Meetings with the 

local Department of Civil Protection and Emergency Management revealed that the need for 

including the District Cultural Centre into the emergency plan of the village had never been 

mentioned, but there was no reason for not doing if suggested. Through the meetings it also 

appeared clear how much can be learnt and adapted from the Department of Civil Protection, 

the Rescue teams and the Red cross in terms of procedures.  

 

Report and guidelines will be released in November this year and accessible on the Icelandic 

Blue Shield website. In the wake a course on emergency preparedness based on the pilot project 

in Husavik will be organized in different parts of the country to help local cultural institutions 

to build up recovery plans together. 

 

Conclusion 

 

From this project we learned that local awareness is one of the first steps to improve 

preparedness and mitigate the consequences of natural disasters on cultural heritage.  

Communities can do better with emergency planning, but they also need more support at a 

national level. The Icelandic Blue Shield can contribute to this effort, but more actions must be 

taken at a higher level. Could an Icelandic rescue team of professionals be created? But then, 

who would be responsible for it, who would take care of the training? Who would support the 

cost? We hope to be able to find answers to those questions soon. As the former Icelandic 

Republic president Olafur Ragnar Grimsson said on a famous BBC interview that didn’t please 

the tourism industry that much: The Eyjafjallajökull eruption is only a small rehearsal. You 

have seen nothing yet71. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                     
71 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ToDjdeFpRAw 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ToDjdeFpRAw
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Introduction 

 

Anthropogenic climate change is impacting on historic places worldwide. The environmental 

impacts of climate change and associated natural hazards are increasing in quantity and 

magnitude. The northern world regions and particularly the Arctic are experiencing climate 

change more dramatic than in many other regions of the world. Historic places in these regions 

are often extremely vulnerable to environmental change and at severe risk of accelerated fabric 

deterioration, physical damage or loss. Action by those managing such places is urgently 

needed to adapt them, so that they become more resilient to future impacts or, where that is not 

possible, their recording and relocation or loss can be managed appropriately. These actions 

require an understanding not only of the cultural values of historic places and their conservation 

but also of climate predictions, the associated environmental impacts and the wider 

socioeconomic importance of these places. Assessments of risks to and vulnerabilities of 

historic places in relation to climate change can inform the planning and implementation of 

appropriate adaptation measures. These complex assessments, however, require 

interdisciplinary collaboration. To support the heritage sector of northern Europe, the Interreg 

Programme for the Northern Periphery and Arctic (Interreg NPA)72 is principally funding the 

project Adapt Northern Heritage73, concerned with adapting northern cultural heritage to the 

environmental impacts of climate change and associated natural hazards through community 

engagement and informed conservation planning. Running from 2017 to 2018, the main project 

is undertaken by four project partners –Historic Environment Scotland, Minjastofnun Íslands, 

Norsk institutt for kulturminneforskning and Riksantikvaren– in collaboration with eleven 

association partners from Iceland, Ireland, Norway, Russia, Scotland and Sweden, and succeeds 

a preparatory project of the same name in 201674. 

 

The project sought early engagement with stakeholders of northern Europe’s heritage sector to 

establish its expertise and resources and its needs with regard to assessing climate change 

impacts and planning for place adaptations. In addition to stakeholder workshops, an online 

survey was conducted in 2016, to seek the views of heritage professionals from within Interreg 

NPA’s programme area (Fig. 1). In early 2018, this survey was repeated to also include other 

parts of northern Europe. In this paper, the online survey is described briefly, the received 

responses are discussed and conclusion are drawn for the development of Adapt Northern 

Heritage. 

                     
72 Interreg NPA 2014-2020 is funded by the European Union, through its European Regional Develop Fund, and the governments of 

Denmark, Iceland and Norway. www.interreg-npa.eu  
73 Further funding is for Adapt Northern Heritage is provided by the four project partners. www.adaptnorthernheritage.eu  
74 The preparatory project of the same name was undertaken by Historic Environment Scotland, Riksantikvaren and Riksantikvarieämbetet, 

an associated partner in the main project. 

mailto:carsten.hermann@hes.scot
http://www.interreg-npa.eu/
http://www.adaptnorthernheritage.eu/
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Figure 1. Interreg NPA programme area and number of survey responses by countries: left number for 2016 and right number for 2018 
survey – Imagery © Project Partners of Adapt Northern Heritage (data overlay), Nordregio, NLS Finland (background map). 

For the survey, an online questionnaire was designed and published with SurveyMonkey, using 

a variety of question types, including dropdown menus, matrix rating scales and multiple 

answer check-boxes (Fig. 2). The questionnaire was structured into six sections: The first 

welcomed the participants, introducing them to the project and survey. Then, basic data about 

the participants’ organisations was gathered, including name, country, legal form, workforce 

size and remit in the context of the historic environment. Thirdly, the expertise levels of the 

organisations were established for the fields of climate predictions and climate change 

uncertainties, environmental, economic and social impact assessments and cultural heritage 

conservation. Thereafter, the participants’ perceptions of the expertise in these fields available 

from external consultants were identified. Fifthly, the participants were asked about the use of 

conservation planning tools, e.g. conservation plans, and the integration of climate change 

adaptation into these tools and into occurring construction works at historic places. Finally, 

participants’ views were sought on the usefulness of, on one hand, an online software tool to 

help assess historic places with regard to climate change impacts and to provide guidance for 

the adaptation of these places and, on the other hand, a community network for concerned 

professional stakeholders to share and learn from each other’s activities, experiences and 

expertise. 

 

In 2016, 80 select organisations were invited by personalised emails to participate in the survey. 

26 responses from 7 countries75 received. In 2018, 181 invites were sent, including 55 to those 

who were invited in 2016 but did not respond then, and 27 responses from 6 countries received. 

                     
75 The countries Northern Ireland and Scotland, albeit part of the sovereign country United Kingdom, are counted separately. Similarly, the 

Faroe Islands and Greenland counted separately, despite being part of Denmark. 
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The survey was however also openly accessible and participants were encourage to pass it 

others they considered interested in it. The following analysis is based on a final of 55 responses 

from 9 countries.76 

 

Results 

 

Most responses were from 

public organisations (84%)77, a 

few were private non-profit 

(14%) and one identified as 

private profit-making (2%). 

Most organisations had either a 

large or small workforce (Fig. 

3), with only four responses 

identifying as 25-100 workers, 

of which one response was 

from a public organisation. To 

establish the organisations’ 

remits, the survey gave the 

following options: manage 

statutory designation / 

protection, maintain places, 

make places accessible, own 

places, record / research places, 

provide specialist services for 

places.  

 

Participants could select 

multiple remits and also add 

remits not listed. All stated 

remits received 22 to 29 

responses each, included 22 

remits added. 24 responses 

stated a single remit and 27 

multiple remits, with 17 

responses stating 5 to 7 remits. 

The responses are of course a 

result of the selection of the 

participants invited to 

participate in the survey and 

intended to provide background 

information to help understand 

the responses given. 

 

                     
76 Responses with insufficient data in the second section and no data in the following sections were not counted. Responses were only partial 

data was provided in sections 3 to 7 were counted, to allow respondents to receive giving an answer to a particular question. 
77 All percentage numbers in this paper are rounded to integers. 

 

Figure 2. Excerpts of the online questionnaire showing examples of the different 
question types used. 
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Figure 3. Categories of the workforce size of organisations responding to the online survey, by countries and number of responses 

Participants were then asked to rate separately the expertise available within their organisation 

and outside it but within their geographical area with regard to: (1) climate predictions / climate 

change uncertainties, (2) environmental, (3) economic and (4) social impacts due to climate 

change and (5) historic place conservation. The results are presented in Fig. 4, which 

differentiates responses of 2016 and 2018. In general, the participants admitted having no or 

little in-house expertise with regard to climate predictions and did also not consider externals 

to be experts. With regard to assessing impacts, most participants thought that their 

organisations had at least some relevant environmental expertise, but fewer felt comfortable 

with economic or social assessments. With regard to impact assessments by externals, some 

expertise is available in the discussed fields, but only few externals are considered experts, 

especially not for economic impacts. The clear majority of participants considered their 

conservation expertise to be expert or near-expert, which only few externals can match. The 

2016 and 2018 responses regarding expertise levels differ only marginally, suggesting that 

organisations within and outside of the Interreg NPA area face similar challenges.  

 

With regard to conservation management, most participants thought that only rarely or 

sometimes adaptation measures were installed during construction works or climate change was 

considered in conservation plans, which were at least often or sometimes in use. 5 participants 

thought that these plans were used always. Finally, asked if the participants would find useful 

an online software tool and/or a stakeholder networking platform to assess impacts on and plan 

adaptation of historic places, a third agreed to the tools, with another third stating maybe, and 

nearly half agreed to the platform, with another quarter stating maybe. The others either 

answered that they don’t know or gave no response, except for 2 respondents rejecting the 

platform idea. 
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Figure 4. Perceived expertise levels within participants’ organisations (left bar charts) and externally in participants’ geographic area (right 
charts). 

Conclusions 

 

The questionnaire provides Adapt Northern Heritage with valuable insights into northern 

Europe’s heritage sector with regard to its structure and its engagement with climate change. 

The 2016 survey results were used as evidence in Adapt Northern Heritage’s main project 

application to Interreg NPA to demonstrate the support need of the heritage sector to be able to 

respond better to climate change, in order to safeguard the built cultural heritage in this world 

region. The 2018 survey has shown that, with the development and demonstration of a place 

assessment method and adaptation planning guidance, Adapt Northern Heritage has the 

potential to support not only heritage managers in the Interreg NPA area, but also elsewhere in 

northern Europe and beyond. At the 2018 NKF Congress, more results of the stakeholder 

survey are presented in a poster and the place assessment method is discussed in an oral 

presentation78. 
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How does leadership impact the recovery of damaged objects?: Are you able and ready 

to navigate in a damage situation? 

Jakob Kristoffersen, Giuliano Mordasini 

DocuSAVE, KOLDING, Denmark 

 

Why is leadership important? 

 

It happens quite often. It could be a wild storm approaching, an unsuspected broken water pipe 

in the basement, a massive earthquake that could easily destroy a building, or even a fire in the 

museum. It is something we have to prepare for - the unthinkable. But how do we deal with it 

- the unthinkable?  In a damage situation it is often not only a single object, but rather hundreds 

or even thousands of objects that are affected by the damage (Fig. 1). All objects might have 

their own unique characteristics, history, and specifications which must be handled in their own 

special way. At the same time there might be chaos, emotions and feelings arising, as the human 

factor comes into direct confrontation with an emergency situation.  

 

 
 
Figure 1. Safety for both staff and the material is important to have in mind in the rescue process. How would you deal with this 
situation? 

 

In a rescue process it is not only the knowledge of the specialist that is required. Leadership 

is also needed, since it is an essential factor in making a rescue process successful. 

 

Leadership is about making the essential decisions in the right moment. But decisions will 

always have an impact, even when you decide not to do anything. How to handle both instincts, 

chaos and emotions. Let’s unfold which kind of leadership that can be required in a damage 
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situation and use the case that a flooding has hit your magazine and hundreds of objects, books, 

and photos have been effected (see Fig. 2).  

 

Suddenly, the everyday work has changed towards a rescue process. The local firefighters and 

civil service are on site and helping you out to empty the magazine for water. A group of 

curators and volunteers are on site, ready to help. But who organises them and tell them how 

to use the emergency plan? 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Heritage emergencies. 

 

During a damage case, the instinct usually kicks in with adrenalin and causes people to act 

differently than normal. This is exemplified when people jump into actions straight away while 

being unprepared and disorganised - before having an overview - and without having a 

structured process in place. It has also been noticed that people tend to focus too much on single 

items and forget the overall situation and the people who are involved in it. In general, the 

natural instinct with adrenaline has a negative influence if not managed and used constructively. 

If not handled, it can lead to consequences such as; personal safety is not kept in mind, 

structures and systems are forgotten, and hectic and unthoughtful decisions, which all lead to 

further chaos and a negative influence on the end result.  

 

Therefore, a crystal clear and well-known leadership structure is important in the control of 

damage cases - because the human is always a factor. As you see; someone should take the lead 

and it is often seen that the conservator is the one asked to be in charge for the rescue process, 

with several people and objects involved.  
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If we look further into the example case:  

 

You as a leader stand in a chaos, but you have a lot of ressources, and it is your task, together 

with your team, to get the best out of the situation you stand in. It is about creating a flow with 

the ressources you have. You might have some pallets in a nearby storage together with a 

palletlifter and the neighbour might have lots of plastic - Voila, you have the basic packing 

material. It is about seeing the opportunities, in the moment, for making the needed system to 

quickly and efficient rescuing. It is also about having a process that is efficient, and having a 

team working together as a smoothly operating machine, without mistakes. This way, we 

prevent further damage, such as mould growth, and ensure that the institution gets back into 

normal operation quickly. 

 

 

So what is successful leadership? 

 

At docuSAVE we say that it is when there is a balance between minimizing further damage 

and optimizing conditions that support the process of further restoration. All this together is 

geared for the ultimate aim of getting the institution back into normal operation as quickly as 

possible. Therefore, we say that the task of the leader is to maintain an overview of the entire 

process flow and to make the necessary decisions in the moment, while having the success 

criteria in mind. For the leader, it is about having the necessary knowledge about the further 

restoration process, to ensure the proper handling of the objects in the most critical and essential 

first steps of the rescue process. If the first steps are handled in a good way - the restoring 

process and the end result will be both better, quicker, and cheaper. 

Figure 3. Leadership is about decisions. and this decision to dry conventional made the situation worse. 
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A rescue plan for historically valuable textiles: A pilot project of the historical collections 

of Tampere Museums, Finland 

Tiina Paavola 

Tampere Museums, TAMPERE, Finland 

 

Tampere Museums and its collections  

 

The collections of Tampere Museums comprise almost 400,000 objects, a significant part of 

which (100,000 objects) consists of collections related to the textiles and textile industry of the 

city. The historical textile collection consists of a large variety of objects, for instance 

ecclesiastical textiles from the Middle Ages until the 20th century, uniforms, national costumes, 

rugs and flags from the 18th–20th centuries and a huge number of industrially made textiles and 

textile samples from the 20th century. Since 2016, all collections have been relocated to the 

Collections Centre of Tampere Museums – an old industrial building from the 1970’s and 

1980’s that was renovated in 2010–2012 to provide storage space for museums. The total area 

of this central storage is more than 12,000 m², of which 8,500 m² has been set aside as storage 

rooms and halls. Although centralizing the collections helps logistics, collections care and 

management, it’s a big challenge for risk management: A fire, water damage or pests can easily 

destroy a large number of unique museum objects at one time. The main question regarding 

risk management is: Which of the potential risks is more likely to come true than others? What 

should we do in the case of possible damage?   

 

The importance of risk management 

 

The possible risks related to the museum collections have been listed in a Risk Management 

Plan of Collections Centre of Tampere Museums. Based on the assessment of the most likely 

risks, conservators of Tampere Museums decided to develop a specific rescue plan for the most 

vulnerable material, the textiles. The joint procedure was carried out by the Museum Services 

and the Rescue Services of the City of Tampere in 2016–2017 and the work still continues. The 

project focuses on the historically remarkable Finnish textiles and considers a fire or water 

damage the most likely risk that could damage a large number of old textiles at one time. The 

pilot project Rescue plan for historically valuable textiles has raised interest and many 

questions among museum professionals in Finland. 

 

The focus of the project is on the special, climate-controlled storage hall (479 m²) where tens 

of thousands historically significant textiles are kept in standardized conditions (+20 °C ± 2°C, 

35% ± 10% RH). Why old textiles were chosen as a subject for a pilot project in the first place? 

One of the reasons is the fire that occurred in the old storage facilities of Tampere Museums in 

1989. The fire in the attic of the six-storey museum building destroyed approximately 20% of 

the museum collections. The cooling water caused the most long-lasting damages to the textile 

collection. This is why guaranteeing the safety of the historically valuable collection is now 

important. The objective is to improve the rescue procedure even further and to extend it to 

cover all storage halls in the Collections Centre, including storages of art and furniture, natural 

history samples, archives – and many more. 

 

The risks regarding the Collections Centre and museum collections are continuously monitored 

in cooperation with a group of museum professionals (conservators, curators and museum 

technicians) and the staff of the Real Estate Services of Tampere City, which takes care of the 

building. One of the museum technicians works as a risk management officer of the Collections 

Centre. He suggests changes in policies, guidelines and instructions relating to risk 
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management and co-ordinates risk management in general. This pilot project is one way to 

improve risk management. Since 2016, museum professionals and the Rescue Services have 

worked together in order to determine practices in case of possible damage in the textile storage 

of the Collections Centre. At the beginning of the process four key questions mentioned below 

were defined and the process has progressed by finding answers to these questions. 

 

Rescue Plan and the most important questions 

 

Question 1: What are the most important 7–10 pieces of old textiles in the collections of 

Tampere Museums to be rescued first in case of emergency? Who will make decisions and set 

criteria for the museum objects to be rescued?  

 

Textile conservators and 

researchers chose seven 

museum objects through 

which they could tell the 

history of the city / region of 

Tampere from olden times 

to present days. Guidelines 

for this evaluation of the 

objects were provided by the 

Collections Management 

Policy of the Tampere 

Museums (updated version 

published in 2015) where 

the most remarkable 

collections were listed. 

Criteria for the objects 

chosen in the Rescue Plan 

were strict: The objects shall 

not be too big, heavy or 

fragile, because in the case 

of emergency the firemen 

must be able to carry them 

away easily. The list 

contains the following 

objects: Medieval chasuble 

from the 14th century, a 

woolen rug from the time of 

the Russian–Swedish War 1808–09 (Fig. 1), three flags (related to the General Right of Vote 

Campaign in Finland in 1906, Finnish Civil War in 1918 and the history of trade unions in the 

early 20th century), a woman’s coat from the 19th century (used as a model for one of the Finnish 

national costumes) and a man’s coat worn in the Diet of Porvoo in 1809. Industrially made 

textiles are not included in the list, mainly because there is a separate storage hall for them in 

the Collections Centre and a separate rescue plan will be developed for them. The list of objects 

mentioned above is not a permanent one. The list is only an instructive guess of what is regarded 

the most valuable part of the collection at that moment when the list was created. Objects in the 

list can change over the years.   

 

Figure 1. A woolen rug from the time of the Russian–Swedish War in 1808–09 is one of the 
most important objects of the textile collection. © Tampere Museums, 2015. 
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Question 2: How should the objects be packed and placed so that the firemen can find and 

save them in case of emergency?  

 

In the beginning of the project the rescued textiles were packed carefully. They were covered 

with pH-neutral tissue paper and then placed in tailor-made, sealed garment bags (made of 

cotton), which were sewn by the volunteers of the museum – under the guidance of textile 

conservators. As in museum storages in general, it was important to avoid packing materials 

that could harm the museum objects in the long run. Thus, no plastic material of any kind was 

used. 

 

In the storage textiles were placed in big, solidly structured metal drawer cabinets (size: 1600 

x 1600 x 240 mm and 2200 x 1600 x 80 mm) that are easy to open (no locks) and which also 

provide protection against dust (Fig. 2). The drawer cabinets with textiles to be rescued were 

placed near the main door, so that the location of the textiles to be rescued would be easily 

noticed from the door. The guidelines for placement were given by a specialist of the Rescue 

Services. He explained the procedures of the Rescue Services in case of emergency, what 

firemen can and can’t do in order to save single objects.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. A metal drawer cabinet (1600 x 1600 x 240 mm) is easy to open. © Tampere Museums, Arja Koskinen, 2017. 
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Question 3: How should we mark (in the Collections Centre) the places where these objects 

are kept? What kind of material should be used – for instance safety signs and stickers, labelling 

systems, reflecting materials?  

 

Drawers with rescued textiles were marked with a yellow-black adhesive tape. In case of 

emergency this helps firemen to locate the correct drawers quickly. The specialist of the Rescue 

Services gave instructions on choosing the right type of adhesive tape: It should withstand high 

temperatures and be reflective in the dark. Based on the guidelines of risk management policy 

of the Collections Centre it was regarded necessary that the specific contents of the drawer 

should remain unveiled. Thus, the staff of museum gave codes (from PK1 to PK7) to the 

drawers, thus indicating the priority of the drawer and its contents to the Rescue Services. The 

medieval chasuble from the 14th century was given the code PK1 – it was assessed as the most 

valuable object in the collection. The reflective adhesive tape was used when attaching the 

codes to the drawers. 

 

Question 4: What kind of information (lists, maps) we need to produce and provide to the 

Rescue Services beforehand, so they would know what to pick up and from where? Which kind 

of instructions should be given to the Rescue Services? 

 

All the information mentioned above was delivered to the Rescue Services. The staff of the 

Collections Centre is now preparing a digital map of each storage room and halls in the 

Collections Centre at the request of the Rescue Services. The maps are useful in case of 

emergency: With the help of the map the firemen can find the exact location of the specific 

storage (for instance storage of textiles) and the description of the materials it contains (for 

instance fur, paper, rubber, plastic or wood). The type of the material determines what kind of 

fire extinguishing method can be used. In addition, the map/ plan contains an overview of the 

special quality of each storage hall, ranging from a distinct wall structure to an electric shelving 

system. Also, the places, where the objects (textiles in this pilot project) are evacuated are 

mentioned. In brief, all the details which may have an influence on the operations of the Rescue 

Services in case of emergency are mentioned in the plan. 

 

Conclusion 

It is important that the museums would develop museum-specific risk management policies 

and means to save the collections in case of emergency. The owner of the building, the Real 

Estate Services, and the Rescue Services usually focus on ensuring the safety of the people and 

the building, thus it is the duty of the museum professionals to keep the discussion on the 

procedures focused on the safety of the museum objects/ collections. Tailor-made rescue plans 

for single objects or entire storage rooms are a good start for that.  
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Generation of an Emergency Plan with the Aid of Online Resources 

Philippa Moxon 

Museumssenteret i Hordaland, BERGEN, Norway 

 

Introduction 

  

Bevaringstenestene is the conservation department for the consolidated museums in the county 

of Hordaland, Norway. We provide conservation services and manage a shared storage facility 

for 10 museum groups. We are part of a larger emergency response group within Hordaland 

which aims to bring together skills and resources when required. We have been developing an 

emergency plan for our building. We will use this plan to help the museums in Hordaland 

develop their own plans and to train staff in how to respond safely to a range of situations. Our 

building is part of an old knitting factory in Salhus, a small town north of Bergen. The 

conservation studios are in a 1913 wooden building which is connected to the shared storage 

facility in two concrete buildings .  

  

Getting Started   

  

The Collections Trust is a large UK based resource for museums which has documents and 

articles relating to all aspects of museum management. There is a whole section devoted to 

emergency planning resources. When starting the plan, the following resources linked through 

the Collections Trust helped in developing a frame work:   

 

• Dorge, V. and Jones, S. (1999). Building an Emergency Plan – A guide for Museums 

and Other Cultural Institutions. Useful case studies dealing with a range of disasters. 

Not all disasters are relevant to our museums, but the concept of a large area affected 

by an emergency made us consider other ways of response, Plan A, Plan B, Plan C…   

 

• Jaeschke, H. (2005). Your Museum Emergency Plan in 10 Steps. A good starting point 

for things to consider when creating an emergency plan. Gives direction for the plan’s 

overall aim and how to gather the information. The short clear form is a good reference 

point ensuring nothing is missed.   

 

• Museum of London. (2012) Emergency planning e-learning tool. A slide show 

outlining why you need an emergency plan and how the plan integrates into all areas of 

museum management.     

Assessing Our Risks  

  

It was easy to look at the lists of threats found in the resources but assessing how likely they 

are to occur to our building was more challenging (Table 1; Fig. 1). To do this we assessed the 

situation of our building looking at the landscape and infrastructure, tying this to our knowledge 

of recent incidents in Hordaland. Larger emergencies such as forest fires or severe storms might 

also impact the response times of staff or emergency services to reach the building as they must 

deal with situations which pose a threat to life first.   
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Figure 1. Bevaringstenestenes building with colour-coded risks: cliffs (yellow), fjord (purple), boats (red), wooden houses (blue), 
forested/wooded hillside surrounding the town (green). 

Emergency Planning and Security  

  

The incidents occurring in Hordaland museums showed that many emergencies are deliberate 

acts which could be avoided through improved security (Table 2 and Fig. 2). Therefore, we 

carried out a security assessment for our buildings which has been integrated into our 

emergency plan. The dust deposition incident during building work also highlighted a challenge 

of working with contractors. The need to monitor the workmen’s activities on sight is an 

Table 1. Some of the risks posed in the immediate vicinity of the building. 

 

 Direct Risk Indirect Risk Frequency of 

occurrence 

Wooden hillsides 

surrounding the town 

(green) 

Fire spreading to the 

building  

Smoke activating alarms 

& setting off sprinklers. 

Road closures 

 

Wooden houses which 

form most of the town 

(blue) 

Fire spreading to the 

building  

Smoke activating alarms 

& setting off sprinklers. 

2 burnt down in the last 5 

years  

Cliffs (yellow) Rock fall causing 

structural damage  

High water runoff 

causing flooding  

Water runoff floods 

garage area annually  

Fjord (purple) Flooding during storms  Storms breaking boats 

moorings  

Floods car park during 

high tides 

Boats (red) Fire from fuel in tanks, 

structural damage if 

moorings break and crash 

into the building   

Fire risk from 

contaminated fjord when 

a boat sinks and engine 

fuel leaks. 

2 boats sank in the last 5 

years.  
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ongoing problem. Contractors are often unaware of the necessary security needs of museums. 

Some inappropriate museum conduct is understandable, such as propping the front door open 

while fetching things.  Others are harder to anticipate, such as eating their lunch in the museum 

store. These show a need for regular assessment and proper briefing/training of the 

workmen. Security and working with contractors by the National Security Advisor (2013) 

found on the Collection Trust Website helped us think through the issues and develop a policy 

to try and avoid incidents.   

 
 

Emergency  

Fire 2013. Arson attack on a church, part of Bergen city museums (Fig. 2) 

2013. Fire at a heathland cultural center 

Water damage 2018. Sprinkler misfire in museum building 

2018. Flood in museum basement store (Fig. 3) 

Theft 2017. Theft from museum store during building work 

2013. Theft from museum exhibition 

2010. Theft from museum exhibition 

Other 2016. Major dust deposition on stored objects during building work (Fig. 4) 

2013. Structural damage to a historic building from a car accident 
 
Table 2. Emergencies affecting museum collections in Hordaland. When reviewing these incidents most could have been avoided with 
better planning and the right precautions. 

 

 
 
Figure 2. Fire as a result of an arson attack, part of Bergen City Museums. © Eirik Hagesete. 
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Figure 3. A conservator assisting with drying objects damaged following a flood in a basement store. 

 

 
 
Figure 4. An article on the dust contaminating objects following building work in a museum. Støv på KODE-samling. Museumsnytt 1/2018, 
pp. 31. 
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Salvage  

  

There are many examples of object salvage sheets available, often with conflicting advice. We 

used a wide range of resources and our own knowledge when developing salvage sheets for the 

different types of objects common in the Hordaland collections.  For example, Conserve-o-

grams are brief documents created by the American National Park Service covering a wide 

range of collection care issues. Their detailed information on the salvage and recovery of 

various materials prompted us to think about the knowledge base of those responding to an 

emergency.  When creating our own salvage sheets, we divided information into separate 

sheets which could be used by general museum staff and conservators.   

 

• Museum staff sheets give the most basic advice on potential health hazards, how to 

handle objects and limit the potential damage using very general object descriptors.  

 

• Conservators’ sheets give options depending on the materials, construction and level of 

damage. Designed to aid conservators dealing with objects outside their specialism by 

raising the most important issues to help prioritise treatments. This can act as a quick 

calming reminder.  

 

• We also looked at how the information was visually arranged. “Preservation of Records: 

Disaster plan” (2006) by the Public Record Office of Northern Ireland found on the 

Collection Trust website is concise and visually easy to follow.  

Communication  

  

As our emergency plan comes together we are training our departmental staff. We have had 

many conservators working on short term contracts which has led to staff not always being 

informed of all policies. Many procedures which would mitigate risks were passed on by word 

of mouth with no method of recording who had been informed. We will use the plan we have 

created to help train museum staff in writing their own plans and responding to an emergency.  
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Solidarity network as component of resilience in library holdings protection 

Saša Tkalec 

Nutcracker Logistics, ZAGREB, Croatia 

Heritage and security: cultural heritage protection & development consultancy 
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Introduction 

 

Integrated risk assessment and disaster risk management project produced for the National and 

University Library in Zagreb has in its early stages pointed to the need for strong and 

continuous engagement of various related communities, as to complement and render 

particularly efficient response and recovery for Library holdings in large incidents and 

disasters. While technical measures and equipment in prevention and response may to some 

extent mitigate the risks and increase resilience against technical, anthropogenic or natural 

disasters or large incidents, virtually inevitable secondary and cascade threats, which 

commonly produce majority of damages to cultural heritage, fall predominantly on to the 

human response. Specifically, such incidents affect the institution’s employees and 

professionals who reside locally, generally disabling them from extending their services to the 

affected libraries. There are also secondary and cascade risks, which may include: activation of 

sprinkler system or leakages which may add to the damages to the collections, damages to the 

installations which may start fires or leakages, failing technical security systems which may 

not prevent unauthorized access, outer building glass envelope may collapse, industrial 

incidents in the surroundings may create further threats, etc. 

 

These unfavourable situations in the aftermath of a large incident and disaster may occur 

gradually and affect the collections for days, or weeks, until emergency services manage other 

priorities to be able to deal with this one. In terms of providing immediate protection to the 

library and heritage collections, most efficient and competent action may be produced by those 

professionals who are familiar with the institution, facilities’ layout and its holdings, native to 

the institution or partners. Therefore, one may consider that the next best choice to protect the 

holdings from the above secondary and cascade threats is to have a reliable sister-institution to 

take lead on salvaging the affected holdings in disasters, thereby enhancing the institution’s 

capacities and overall resilience in the role of redundant response and recovery management. 

 

Solidarity network: how it works 

 

Through deliberate pairing, trainings, field exercises and conferences, and/or 

regional/multilateral cooperation between the library institutions of comparable needs, a 

limited number of professionals of the involved institutions takes time and effort to get to know 

the layout of the partner-institutions, basic procedures, organizational and technical systems, 

and the employees of the partner-institutions. This knowledge makes them competent enough 

to be able to act in disasters in a way to head the response and recovery activities at times when 

the original employees of the affected institution are temporarily disabled by the same incident, 

and also to provide competent and informed advice to the emergency services set to provide 

certain assistance. 

 

There is also additional benefit of such deliberate cooperation and acquaintance. To maintain 

such interinstitutional relationship, one need to deliberately maintain contact and effort in 

learning about the partner institution and share information about their own. This exchange of 
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knowledge and best practices may spill over to the core business of the institutions – protection, 

research and presentation of library and heritage holdings, and overall improvements and 

knowledge-sharing between the partner institutions. In this respect, deliberate communication 

with the aim to increase institutional resilience may yield secondary positive effects in regular 

business. Deliberate effort described in this section will further be addressed as solidarity 

network (Fig. 1). 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Illustration of solidarity networks connecting larger cities and institutions in Croatia. 

 

Risks, resilience and readiness 

 

Threats may be considered through the three components: intensity, exposure and vulnerability, 

which seems to be adequate with respect to the library, and generally, cultural heritage holdings. 

Also, in relation to the threats one may consider five components of resilience intrinsic to the 

institutions and systems: robustness, redundancy, resourcefulness, response and recovery. 

Solidarity network may reduce the vulnerability of the holdings of the heritage institutions, but 

most importantly, may favourable affect virtually all aspects of resilience. Levels of 

vulnerability of heritage or library holdings may be reduced through the abovementioned 

secondary effects of the solidarity network – sharing of best practices in protection, 

experiences, knowledge and technology. For example, sharing of technology (e.g. modular 

protective and mobile shelves, experiences about the application of the fog sprinkler systems 

for open access holdings), possibly thus reducing costs of acquisition of equipment, may 
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directly result in reduced vulnerability of holdings. In case one institution is critically affected 

by a large incident or disaster, which renders some of its capacities and management structure 

temporarily inoperable/unavailable, the unaffected partners from the solidarity network may 

immediately and competently take over and launch the response (and recovery), which may 

affect all aspects of resilience: 

 

• Robustness, since the institution’s extended protection system would remain 

sufficiently operational despite the large incident or a disaster  

• The solidarity network partners act as mutual redundant, sufficiently competent 

management system, which is activated when primary management systems are 

disabled by disasters or large incidents 

• Resourcefulness is enhanced through the sharing and exchange of knowledge 

among the solidarity network partners (prior and during the incident), and 

employment of diverse approaches 

• Response is enhanced and strengthened by the solidarity network partners able to 

launch response activities even if the primary institution’s management is 

inoperable 

• Recovery is enhanced through the solidarity network as both planning and action is 

implemented in the most critical period by the solidarity partners, just as well as the 

provision of aid and expertise to mount and coordinate the response and recovery 

activities. 

 

Some latent and or ad hoc solidarity networks in some countries and internationally already 

exist and operate through the professional or sectorial organizations/unions. These commonly 

provide training for a wide variety of topics relevant to the institutions involved. However, the 

key in establishing effective solidarity network is systematic and deliberate approach and action 

in maintaining the focused communication and exchange ensuring the mutual knowledge and 

acquaintance of the solidarity network institutions. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Components of risk and resilience. 
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Figure 3. Default system of authority and response in disasters and large incidents. 

 

Default disaster response system in Croatia/EU 

 

The importance of the solidarity networks, and adequate response is particularly evident when 

the common national management system in disasters is considered. In cases of large incidents 

and disasters, the responsibility for rescue and protection response, and management of 

resources falls with the national civil protection authority. In the aftermath of a disaster, the 

civil protection authority may reasonably not assign high priority to the protection of the 

cultural holdings, in comparison to assistance to the affected people. Central institutions, such 

as regional or national authority for culture may not have the response capacity, neither the 

practical, technical and readily available knowledge of the institutions under their authority, 

simply because these institutions are commonly many and each is complex in itself. At the 

same time, for the cultural holdings exposed to inadequate microclimate conditions or 

water/moisture, the initial 48 hours are crucial. 

 

Once the emergency services or civil protection manage to allocate time and capacities to the 

protection of affected cultural heritage, they commonly require advice in terms of heritage 

expertise to make adequate decisions, for which they may rely primarily on the professionals 

from the unaffected regions (solidarity network). For this reason, solidarity network 

engagement and its knowledge of the affected institution or institutions may ensure timely and 

adequate launch of response and recovery activities, and also support the default national 

emergency response system. 

 

 

Special case of solidarity network: individual users 

 

Libraries have a particularly useful resource at their hand, which may constitute a special form 

of solidarity network, both for themselves, and for their partners. These are their service users, 
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who regularly use the library services and resources, which constitutes significant and pleasant 

part of their lives and life style, shared community and culture, and their personal attachments. 

For this reason, library users and clients may be invited and offered an option to share their 

information with the solidarity network (contact preferences, professional background, 

competencies and abilities), through an internet and/or mobile application/contact, to be called 

upon in case of large incident or disaster, to voluntarily assist their home-library or other 

libraries in the solidarity network. 

 

This kind of assistance of large numbers of helpers may be particularly useful considering that 

the library holdings are very dispersible (books, media, archives, etc.), and any activity in case 

of a large incident may require very significant assistance to be able to launch relocation, on-

site conservation or evacuation of the holdings. In these cases, users who know their home 

institution and are potentially unaffected by the disaster, and are willing to assist solidarity 

network partner institutions, may prove to be invaluable and reliable capacity in the protection 

of the cultural holdings. 

 

Conclusions 

 

Solidarity networks are created by deliberate and focused communication and exchange of 

information on the layout of facilities, content and protection priorities of the holdings and 

collection, and technical and organizational aspects of partner institutions. Large incidents and 

disasters commonly temporarily disable the institution’s own management capacity and 

especially its employees, while the central authorities in culture may not able to readily provide 

technical and practical information and resources crucial in launching timely and adequate 

response and recovery activities, while the first 48 hours are crucial. Default response systems, 

commonly civil protection authority, in large incident and disasters requires informed, 

competent, practical and institution-specific advice on how to efficiently and economically 

protect the affected cultural holdings. Users and clients may make the libraries’ critical 

resource, and they may constitute a special addition to the overall solidarity network. Using 

internet and mobile applications, library users-volunteers may be preliminarily (self-) identified 

(and promoted after training) as protection experts of certain level, and when needed called into 

action to provide hands-on assistance is crisis situations to their home-library or possibly also 

to its solidarity network partners. 
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Introduction: 

First, thank you to the IIC Nordic group for your kind invitation and to all the speakers and 

colleagues here at this important conference.  It has been….and will continue to be…a 

wonderful and uplifting experience. 

It is completely understandable that the program of this conference is organized to more or less 

reflect the four major chronological phases of disaster response and management planning: 

 

• Mitigation,  

• Preparedness,  

• Response/Salvage,  

• and Long Term Recovery   

 

Such clear categories are convenient for discussions and detailed development of each phase.  

But we should not leave this conference with any illusion that such clear demarcations actually 

exist for very long during the unfolding of a disaster or in the long aftermath of one. In the 

inevitable chaos of disasters these phases tend to quickly blend and the character of each 

successive step taken during the event is shaped by the ongoing decisions made…. and 

challenges faced…. at each moment. In the grip of such challenges any form of constructive 

organization is bound to help.  And that’s true during recovery as well. Recovery, especially 

long-term recovery, should not be seen as a final end point that is conveniently reached through 

a series of predetermined and narrowly defined steps. It is not a linear progression of events…. 

but rather an almost circular process, with repetitive occurrences and overlapping trajectories.  

 

And it is unlikely to be a one-time challenge.  After all…a collection may flooded again…in 

the following year…or in a month…or a week...or even while the response and salvage for the 

previous event are underway. After all…hurricane season is called just that, a season, because 

it is reliably repetitive.  And seismic aftershocks that follow an earthquake can be considered, 

in themselves, major events.  To illustrate the potential for ongoing new threats let’s consider 

the concept of a “500-year flood”. Most would assume, or want to believe, that such floods 

occur only rarely and that there is a 500-year rest period between them. But three “500 year 

floods” recently occurred in Houston Texas…all within a three-year period, which should give 

us pause as to how we understand…and depend upon…statistics.   

 

Statistically…large earthquakes are rare.  But the major 8.1-magnitude earthquake that struck 

Mexico on September 8th of last year was quickly followed, only eleven days later, by a 

magnitude 7.1 earthquake which was then followed, three days later, by a 6.1 magnitude event.  

Again, all large events in their own right, but their quick succession strained resources over a 

significantly large area of the country for an extended period of time. Because of these delayed 

and secondary threats long-term recovery plans have to consider not only the character of the 

most likely hazard, but the possibility that other equal or even greater threats may arise during 

the recovery period, exactly when an institution is at its most vulnerable.  

 

While we are not always in control of when conditions allow for a hazard to lead to a 
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disaster…we can reduce our pre and post vulnerability.   Pre-event vulnerability assessment I 

addressed by others in this conference, but it can not be over emphasized since it directly effects 

recovery. 

 

Effective recovery, like response and salvage, is dependent on:  

• early planning  

• effective organization  

• thorough coordination with hazard and vulnerability assessments 

• thorough coordination with response and salvage planning  

 

We know that mitigation efforts that are made well ahead of any disaster will reduce the chaos 

during, and immediately after, the event.  That advanced planning added to effective response 

and salvage will ultimately make long-term recovery not only possible to launch sooner and be 

more efficient, but also less costly. Now…I have been asked to address that process of recovery, 

specifically  long-term recovery.  And while I will not impose a lot of pedantic demands, I have 

come to find that unpacking what we mean by certain terms can uncover a good many incorrect 

assumptions and just as many potential pitfalls.  So let’s take a closer look at the phrase “long-

term recovery”. What do we mean by long-term?  Whatever our answer might be it is almost 

always too ambitious and overly optimistic.  Depending upon the scale of the disaster, recovery 

can be measured in years and perhaps even in decades.  And if we haven’t defined and been 

realistic about our expectations ahead of time…it may in fact never actually be achieved.  As 

an example of the phrase “long-term” we might turn to Japan’s Tōhoku earthquake of 2011.  It 

registered approximately magnitude 9 and the resulting tsunami, which reached a height of 

15m, affected 561 km2 destroying some 400,000 homes. 

 

An admirable and massive coordinated response, perhaps the largest in history, resulted in an 

impressive salvage of cultural works.   By the end of August 2014, 460,000 of the 560,000 

objects were salvaged and 150,000 were stabilized.  That is to say, it took three years and five 

months to salvage 82 % of the objects known to have been affected.  But within that same time 

frame only 27% were stabilized.  That percentage may seem small but the conservation 

community faced unfamiliar problems and carried out their efforts in almost unimaginably 

difficult environments.  Mud, salt, and toxic elements infused into the works, and of course 

radiation, all presented unique challenges.  It also becomes clear that how… long… “long-

term”… actually is can ultimately be influenced by what we have in mind as “recovery”. Do 

we mean a return to “exactly what existed before the disaster”?  Or some limited version of 

that? Do we wish to gain some level of function that will be “good enough”? Or do we mean 

to achieve something better and more resilient…not only improved but better prepared for the 

next disaster? This is what has become known as transformative recovery or build-back-better 

which we will discuss later. These choices are not easy challenges to face and very often, given 

the pressures of recovery and after such an emotional and challenging experience as a disaster, 

temptations may arise to make decisions that we are not fully prepared for, or to make those 

decisions too quickly….or to avoid some decisions altogether by relegating the problems to a 

kind of limbo, leaving the objects minimally stabilized and waiting for some theoretical future 

treatment.  

 

It is crucial therefore that a clear vision for the future, that is, of what recovery means to the 

institution, be established. There must be an agreed-upon, working definition for recovery, as 

well as measurable goals within a timeline. Each museum’s vision for recovery is likely to be 

different, and different again for each disaster...but there are common threads of expectation 

for the return of functionality - a baseline for the recovery of services that define the purpose 
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of museums. We should ask what our institution considers as its essential functions and to what 

extent those functions, placed in a hierarchical order, would be disrupted by a range of possible 

disaster scenarios.  

 

While a museum could focus on a recovery that meets baseline expectations, it is likely to be 

more successful in the long run if it blends traditional stabilization and repair with a holistic, 

long-range, and forward-looking view of recovery. In such an approach there is a recognition 

that circumstances have changed after a disaster, and in changing they have not only presented 

challenges but new opportunities and a “new normal” in the post-disaster environment. The 

first step in effective recovery, long or short term, needs to occur well before the disaster.  Like 

all the other steps in disaster response, advanced preparation and planning are critical to an 

effective, flexible and timely recovery. And I want to emphasize that flexibility is an important 

part of any plan and it can be developed by not only advanced planning but also by the review 

and “practice” of a wide range of post disaster scenarios.   

 

We might now ask “How then is a recovery plan developed and “practiced”?” Well…some 

aspects are common sense, such as identifying and updating outside resources that will likely 

be needed in the long term, and then reaching out to those resources to create mutual familiarity, 

like buying the firemen a case of beer as you heard yesterday.  It is important to remember that 

there are so many agencies that you will need for long term recovery, some have a short 

attention span, many are highly competitive, you will be competing for their attention and time, 

and all exist in a maze of acronyms. You do not want to waist time or resources finding or 

getting the right forms and supporting documentation, or of finding out that the entity you have 

applied to is not a fit for your institution or needs, DURING the recovery period.  Get the 

information well in advance of any immediate need. Conservators, construction companies, 

architects, additional curators and registrars for inventory control, etc. may all be needed and 

your museums should be aware of all those potential resources.  And they should be aware of 

you. But by far the two most important steps, perhaps second only to getting management 

support, are to define the threat and define expectations of recovery…the bookend themes of 

this conference really.  

 

Defining the hazard requires identifying the most likely event to cause a disaster, and this has 

already been admirably presented by others.  But it might be good to remind you that the rarity 

of a hazard may be less influential in what we should plan for than the degree to which we are 

vulnerable to any specific threat.  And we can discuss that later if you wish. The following list, 

which is not necessarily comprehensive but rather is a general basic overview, can serve as a 

guide to developing a recovery plan: 

1. Obtain Management Commitment   

2. Establish a Response and a Recovery Planning Committee 

3. Perform a Hazard and Risk (Vulnerability) Assessment  

4. Outline a Contingency Organization  

5. Develop Recovery Strategies 

6. Develop a Written Plan  

7. Evaluate Plan through Testing  

 

1. Secure Management Commitment  

It is critical that top management and the administrative structure of the museum support and 

be involved in the development of the disaster recovery planning throughout the process and 

that they see it as a permanent part of the institution’s core functioning and their professional 

responsibility.  Ultimately, the top administrators must be the ones to ensure the plans 
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effectiveness.  I would encourage you, when trying to get support from your administrators and 

directors, to take full and timely advantage of other peoples disasters…. its an effective tool to 

say “this could be us”.  

 

2. Establish a recovery/response planning committee 

Once management support is assured a planning committee should be appointed to oversee the 

development and implementation of the recovery plan. The committee should include 

representatives from all areas of the organization whose responsibilities focus on the 

collections, the building, programming, public relations, contractual or legal concerns, and 

communication.  Not all the representatives will necessarily be directly involved at every phase, 

but all should be kept abreast of progress.  

 

3. Perform a hazard and risk assessment  

In order to develop schemes to recover it will be necessary for the recovery committee to have 

a good understanding of the range and severity of hazards being planned for and to determine 

the vulnerability of the collection, building, site, and other functional programs  

 

4. Outline a contingency organization  

A contingency organization can be seen as a matrix of responsibilities and roles for structural 

and non structural aspects of the building, care and preservation of the collections, business 

functions, outreach and communications, etc. active during the recovery. In such an 

organizational structure, the major functional areas can be placed in a priority ranking that 

reflects the recovery process,  Persons or teams who will be responsible for steps to bring each 

function back to full operation should be identified.  Functional areas may include, but are not 

necessarily limited to, the following:  

o Administrative Functions: maintaining momentum is greatly helped by 

consistency and shared memory. 

o Facilities 

o Logistics 

o Communications, not only among the staff and contractors but an engagement 

with the community when possible will legitimizes the process 

o Legal/Funding. Obtain, update and clarify insurance, Museums should expect 

that securing funding and project approvals can take several years.  

o Conservation/Restoration (which will include stable storage and treatment of 

the collections) 

o Documentation and Collections Management 

 

I want to go back to the legal/funding category and look a bit more closely at gaining clarity 

and updating insurance coverage.  As we all must know recovery is very much about funding 

and it is essential that the institution have as much clarity about the sources, amounts, and 

limitations of funding that might be made available for recovery purposes because events can 

present significant surprises. Take for example the 20th Century Technology Museum just 

outside of Houston. Mark Schulze, technical director of the museum, was quoted as saying to 

the Los Angeles Times on Sept 6th of 2017:  

“Fortunately (I quote), damage to the collection appears to be minimal at this time,” 

he wrote.  

But what he then said in the article is quite instructive: 
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“The future of the museum is uncertain at this point since FEMA says it only provides 

funds for residential assistance and Wharton County (who owns the museum building) 

says it will not pay for repairs to make the building habitable again, and conventional 

occupancy insurance almost never covers flood damage. Preliminary estimates for full 

remediation of the existing building are on par or exceed the cost of building an 

entirely new building.” 

It seems to me that he was suddenly facing a major game changer. In any case each of these 

areas listed will have specific and sometime competitive needs.  Part of the flexibility of the 

plan will be its ability to coordinate the allocation of resources to meet those needs as the 

recovery progresses and priorities shift. For example, Conservation, Curatorial, and Registrar 

Office will work together to assure that a comprehensive inventory list is up to date and then 

to apply a series of different priority scenarios on the list. As can be seen in the examples shown 

in Figure 1, the application of different parameters of concern to an inventory can significantly 

change priorities.   

 
acq	number title description media dinmensions	W	X	L	X	H	(cm) weight	(kg) transport	mode location condition	notes value	rank treatment	

priority	

rankAA.32.1951 moche	pot vase	depicting	ceremonial	dance ceramic circ	20cm	X	H	30	cm 0.5 hand/cart,	tray stor	A,	comp	6	shelf	5 broken	into	23	pieces 1 6

AE,4.2016 standing	man lifesize	sclpyure	of	man white	marble18		X		10	X	120 90 forklift stor	off	site	A,		aisle	3 broken	two	pieces 1 1

AB.45.1984 tea	service six	cup	silver	tea	serice	with	pot silver total	2 hand/cart,	tray env	storage	box	324 1	cup	is	dented,	tarnish,	liftin	coating 7 3

AA.	2.1986 bust	of	man full	protrait	bust	with	paint terrecotta 20	X	10	X	50 12 cart,	tray stor	A,	comp	16,	shlf	4 slight	lifting	of	ocnsolidated	paint	area 4 5

AC.16.1901 portrait	bust	of	mozartfull	bust	of	mozart bronze 25	X	15	X	56 40 cart env	stor	box	123 appears	stable 1 8

AA.5.1945 architectual	frag old	movie	theatre	decortion	frag,	glazed cast	terrecotta40	X	14	X	50 27 cart stor	C,	shelf	16 salts	are	agressivley	lifting	the	glaze 8 1

BY	TREATMENT

AE,4.2016 standing	man lifesize	sclpyure	of	man white	marble18		X		10	X	120 90 forklift stor	off	site	A,		aisle	3 broken	two	pieces 1 1

AA.5.1945 architectual	frag old	movie	theatre	decortion	frag,	glazed cast	terrecotta40	X	14	X	50 27 cart stor	C,	shelf	16 salts	are	agressivley	lifting	the	glaze 8 1

AB.45.1984 tea	service six	cup	silver	tea	serice	with	pot silver total	2 hand/cart,	tray env	storage	box	324 1	cup	is	dented,	tarnish,	liftin	coating 7 3

AA.	2.1986 bust	of	man full	protrait	bust	with	paint terrecotta 20	X	10	X	50 12 cart,	tray stor	A,	comp	16,	shlf	4 slight	lifting	of	ocnsolidated	paint	area 4 5

AA.32.1951 moche	pot vase	depicting	ceremonial	dance ceramic circ	20cm	X	H	30	cm 0.5 hand/cart,	tray stor	A,	comp	6	shelf	5 broken	into	23	pieces 1 6

AC.16.1901 portrait	bust	of	mozartfull	bust	of	mozart bronze 25	X	15	X	56 40 cart env	stor	box	123 appears	stable 1 8

BY	VALUE

AA.32.1951 moche	pot vase	depicting	ceremonial	dance ceramic circ	20cm	X	H	30	cm 0.5 hand/cart,	tray stor	A,	comp	6	shelf	5 broken	into	23	pieces 1 6

AE,4.2016 standing	man lifesize	sclpyure	of	man white	marble18		X		10	X	120 90 forklift stor	off	site	A,		aisle	3 broken	two	pieces 1 1

AC.16.1901 portrait	bust	of	mozartfull	bust	of	mozart bronze 25	X	15	X	56 40 cart env	stor	box	123 appears	stable 1 8

AA.	2.1986 bust	of	man full	protrait	bust	with	paint terrecotta 20	X	10	X	50 12 cart,	tray stor	A,	comp	16,	shlf	4 slight	lifting	of	ocnsolidated	paint	area 4 5

AB.45.1984 tea	service six	cup	silver	tea	serice	with	pot silver total	2 hand/cart,	tray env	storage	box	324 1	cup	is	dented,	tarnish,	liftin	coating 7 3

AA.5.1945 architectual	frag old	movie	theatre	decortion	frag,	glazed cast	terrecotta40	X	14	X	50 27 cart stor	C,	shelf	16 salts	are	agressivley	lifting	the	glaze 8 1

Figure 1: Parameters inventory 

 

The first grouping provides a list with no priority, though the objects have been color coded 

and numbered according to their needs for stabilization.  The second grouping is the same list 

but prioritized according to need for treatment.  The third grouping of the same list is prioritized 

according to value.  As is illustrated the priorities shift dramatically.  They would shift again is 

the list were prioritized by need of specialized equipment for their relocation, or if some other 

parameter such as the type of disaster or emergency were used. For disaster recovery purposes, 

such an inventory should be reviewed in light of a variety of disasters since priorities may shift 

depending on whether the disaster is a flood, a fire, a hurricane, or an earthquake or even by 

the severity of the event or available resources.  

 

5. Develop Recovery Strategies  

Developing strategies for recovery has the advantage of creating a degree of familiarity with a 

broad range of challenges that might be faced.  That familiarity can save time since decisions 

can be made with greater confidence in a shorter timeframe. Since the windows of opportunity 

for effective action and for accomplishing post-disaster improvements can be brief it is often 

important to act quickly but with good judgment and confidence.  It is an advantage to have 

considered a range of scenarios beforehand and to have developed some familiarity with them.  

 

6. Develop a written plan  

This is a “what should be done, who will do it, and how will it best be done” document that 

covers a range of possible scenarios. Depending upon the institution’s operational structure, 
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policies, and the disaster scenarios as well as vulnerability assessments to each of those 

scenarios, the details of the plan will vary from institution to intuition.  The plan is on 

paper…not written ins tone  And what is ultimately important is that it should be considered a 

living document that must be regularly reviewed and updated by a rigorous effort to keep it 

relevant.  In return the plan will provide an institution with a staff that is ready and able to 

recover even before the disaster strikes.  

 

7. Develop testing and updating criteria and procedures to evaluate both the logic, flexibility 

and continued relevance of the plan.  It is essential that the plan be evaluated before it is adopted 

and then be re-evaluated on a regular basis (at least annually, perhaps in conjunction with the 

annual evaluation and practice of response procedure).  Testing is a matter of assuring the plan 

is pragmatic and has taken into consideration as many variables as possible.  For example, will 

the plan remain effective if the recovery is disrupted by another disaster? As we have seen, 

such a scenario cannot be discounted. Testing and repetitive round table evaluations reveal 

whether the plan remains viable and relevant as well as indicating where it may require updating 

given changes in the institution. 

 

Much can be gained in terms of developing a range of “what if “scenarios from examining the 

past experiences of others. For example, the Art Museum in New Orleans did the best they 

could to prepare for hurricane Katrina and thought that they had in fact come through it quite 

well.  But just over 24 hours after the storm passed came the real disaster for the museum as 

water poured upward from the floor in the storage area and threatened the collection.  

 

In the recent January mud slides and debris flows in Santa Barbara California, some of them 

were reported to be as high as 15 feet and traveling at speeds up to 20 miles an hour, and clean 

up crews were removing some 1000 tons of mud and debris a day from the area.  In total an 

estimated 1,200 million pounds of mud, or about 600,000 tons, were removed.  In the long term 

recovery challenges one issue that became very big, very quickly, but was unexpected, was 

what to do with all that displaced wet dirt and debris.  The solution affected almost every aspect 

of recovery from rebuilding to traffic.  If one reflects on our assumptions about moving a 

collection from a damaged and perhaps uninhabitable building, unexpected challenges like 

where to put the mud can teach us some lessons. 

 

We must also consider the “what if category” of possible civil unrest as well as how the museum 

will be perceived by the public it serves immediately after as well as in the months and years 

that follow a disaster.  One only has to observe the political storm that is surrounding the recent 

fire at Brazil’s National Museum to realize that significant energy and resources may be 

diverted to such concerns and away from the immediate and long term efforts of recovery. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Clearly we are not able to predict the exact scenario we will face.  Each disaster is different, 

and each presents different demands and imposes differing time lines.  But even though there 

are a large number of unknowns, a reasonably confident set of actions can be planned for and 

taken.  And pre-planning numerous long-term recovery scenarios will have the added benefit 

of uncovering hidden problems that are waiting to derail efforts during a response and salvage 

operation.  The planning process builds the tools and confidence to structure an effective, well 

defined, recovery that remains robust as the impact of the disaster and the needs of the 

collections, institution and staff, unfold over time. 
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Recovery is a process that is most efficient and effective when planned well ahead of its 

implementation.  Critical to its success is a shared vision of recovery, the presence of continuity 

in leadership, the necessary resources, and the commitment, capacity and flexibility to 

implement recovery projects over a prolonged period of time despite shifting priorities. These 

will will determine and guide everything attempted long after the flood water recede, the ground 

stops shaking, and the fires are out. And finally, recovery can also be seen as more than just a 

return to a previous state.  Recovery can in fact open doors to new possibilities.  

 

Further reading:  

 

Some hopefully useful concepts in this paper are drawn not solely from the museum 

conservation and collections care world but also from literature that addresses the recovery 

of whole communities. 
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2005  

 

FEMA. Long-Term Community Recovery Tool Box. March 2012 

 

FEMA. Lessons in Community Recovery: Seven Years of Emergency Support Function #14 

Long-Term Community Recovery from 2004 to 2011.  

 

Petersen,  Katherine M.  Disaster Preparedness and Recovery for Museums: A Business 

Recovery Model  

 

Tandon, Aparna, et al. “Building capacity for post-disaster recovery of museum collections in 

Nepal” ICOM-CC 18th Triennial Conference 2017 Copenhagen  

 

Wold, Geoffrey H. “Disaster Recovery Planning Process”. Disaster Recovery Journal. 2006 

http://www.drj.com/new2dr/w2_002.htm  

 

 

 

 


